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Abstract

This MSc. thesis describes the development of an inventory management system for spare parts at the
repair workshop of Siemens Augsburg on behalf of the Spare Parts & Operations department of Philips
Consumer Lifestyle. A multi-item approach is used to minimize the service costs subject to service level
constraints. A multi-item, single location model is developed. A simulation study was set up to validate the
results.
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Executive Summary

Project Inducement & Problem Definition

The department Consumer Care Spare Parts & Operations of Philips Consumer Lifestyle is responsible
for the provisioning of spare parts to the Authorized Service Centers throughout the service network. An
Authorized Service Center repairs Philips products. Spare Parts & Operations (SPO) is currently working
on a vast reduction of the small service centers and expands the network of large 'simplicity' workshops.
In contradiction to the small workshops, the 'simplicity' workshops are obliged to keep inventory in order
to be able to directly repair from stock to contribute to the reduction in total throughput time at the
workshop. Due to the fact that these workshops have to keep stock, the goods flows between the central
warehouse of Spare Parts & Operations and the service network is shifting from many small shipments to
a few large shipments.

Currently, these goods flows are not managed efficiently such that a satisfactory level of availability of
spare parts at the simplicity workshops is achieved and service costs are minimized. This is translated into
the following problem definition.

Spare Parts & Operations has decided to reduce their service network of small Authorized Service Centers and to
expand their network of large 'simplicity' workshops that keep stock. Spare Parts & Operations wants to efficiently
organize a stable goods flow of spare parts towards the 'simplicity' workshops such that the desired level of parts
availability is achieved whilst minimizing the service costs. However, SPO does not have an adequate tool to
manage and efficiently organize a stable goods flow to achieve the desired performance.

This project aims at one specific simplicity workshop, Siemens Augsburg (SAG). First, the current spare
parts flows between the central warehouse of SPO (EHVII) and Siemens Augsburg are mapped together
with the current control of these flows. Based on the gathered information, a problem analysis is carried
out.

Problem Analysis

From the problem analysis root causes are defined. The defined set of root causes is divided into three
areas susceptible to improvement.

I. Inventory management Siemens Augsburg.
2. Stock control of consumables central warehouse.
3. Stock control of repairables central warehouse.

As it appeared to be unfeasible to capture all areas, the first area of improvement is selected to capture in
the design. This includes the following root causes.

• No adequate stock control model at SAG.

• Not enough control SPO.
• Inaccurate forecasting at SAG.

Design Assignment

A design is developed to explicitly tackle the first and second problem. Simultaneously, it is aimed for to
(partially) solve the last problem. Therefore, the following design assignment is formulated.
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Design a robust inventory control system that enables Spare Parts & Operations and Siemens Augsburg to achieve
the desired level of parts availability at Siemens Augsburg whilst minimizing service costs. The level of parts
availability should be a management decision and could differ per parts group. As Siemens Augsburg has to apply
this procedure, it further has to be equipped with measures that enable SPO to monitor SAG on their performance.
Finally, describe the (dis)advantages and necessary requirements to change over to a VMI construction in the
future.

Inventory Control System

An inventory system is based on the structure of the stocking point and a control system.

As a part of the structure, spa and SAG recently initiated and implemented a tightened order schedule to
reduce the amount of (small) orders and number of shipments, and to force SAG to control their
inventory more efficient. As a consequence, SAG can only submit orders on Tuesday (at two o'clock) and
Thursday (at two o'clock). On Tuesdays, SAG should submit 'large' replenishment orders. This order is
delivered on Thursday afternoon at five o'clock. On Thursdays, SAG should only submit an additional
smaller order to cover unplanned stock-outs from Tuesday afternoon, Wednesday and Thursday
morning. This order is delivered on Tuesday afternoon at five o'clock.

The current system does not measure the availability of parts. The inventory is not controlled based on a
specific performance indicator.

The design also assumes the recently implemented order schedule. However, the Thursday orders are
excluded from the design as they do not contribute to the performance of the system (i.e. the fill rate).
The backorder already occurred and the Thursday order thus only serves to prevent Non Standard
Exchanges (NSE) that could result from the stock-outs on Tuesday afternoon, Wednesday and Thursday
morning. In practice, this will not differ a lot from a weekly order schedule. If the stock-outs are also
ordered on Tuesday in the standard replenishment order, the order lead-time of a stock-out at SAG only
suffers two additional days. These two days will not draw the distinction between a NSE and a normal
repair job. NSE's mainly are the result from supply issues that cause parts not to be delivered for a long
period. Practically, a NSE thus should not be a consequence of the inventory management of SAG and
should therefore be not incorporated in the system that is developed.

An important improvement of the new control system is the introduction of the control on performance.
A new performance indicator is defined as the percentage of demand for parts that can be delivered
directly from local stock at SAG. This is called the 'O-day fill rate'.

The desired O-day fill rate will be considered to be an aggregate fill rate; Le. the fill rate will not be aimed
for at a single item level, but per group of parts. This is called the demand-weighted average O-day fill rate
of the parts groups.

Due to the introduction of an aggregate performance indicator, the inventory can be controlled on a level
of groups of parts. Thereafter, it is decided to control the inventory with a multi-item approach. The main
advantage of the multi-item approach is that fill rates can differ among single items within a parts group as
long as the aggregate fill rates of the parts groups are met; e.g. slow moving, expensive parts may receive
a lower fill rate and fast moving, less expensive parts a higher fill rate.

To control the inventory at SAG, a mathematical model is developed that configures the inventory such
that the desired aggregate O-day fill rate of each group is achieved while service costs are minimized.
Service costs include inventory costs, handling costs and transport costs. The model evolves through
several steps to eventually result in the near-optimal inventory configuration. The results are said to be
near-optimal as a heuristic is applied in several steps. Though a heuristic cannot guarantee the optimal
results, former research showed that the performance of this heuristic is definitely satisfactory.
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To compute the inventory configuration, the model takes as well inventory costs as the fixed order costs
into account. The latter consists of handling and transport costs. These are incorporated to make a
deliberate consideration on the optimal order quantity. The optimal order quantity is used to determine
the reorder points after the order-up-to levels are computed. The order-up-to levels are computed in
such a way that the parts are stocked that contribute the most to the service per Euro invested.

Eventually, the model results in a configuration of the order-up-to levels and reorder points of each group
such that the desired demand-weighted average O-day fill rate of each group is achieved while the service
costs are minimized.

The model is applicable to a group of parts. Hence, the model enables the constitution of different groups
that are controlled differently; Le. per group a different service level can be aimed for. The constitution of
different groups also seems necessary as the multi-item approach is not able to deal with criticality and
e.g. automatically filters expensive parts from stocking. Therefore, criteria to constitute groups from are
defined. These criteria roughly indicate the group compositions. However, the final composition still
remains a strategic decision and has to be determined per part.

Results

The service costs that result from the new inventory control system are compared to the current control
system. Eight groups of five parts are selected. Only five parts per group could be selected due to a
limitation of the prototype. A custom made software application is under construction that is able to deal
with large amounts of parts.

The difference in service costs of all groups is calculated at equal target aggregate fill rates within the
current and new system.

Implementation Plan

If the development of the software application that computes the (near-optimal) inventory configuration is
completed, the application should be connected to several other supporting systems.

Conclusions

The most important conclusions of this project are:

• Compared to the current system the new inventory control system can result in a savings of
service costs at equal demand-weighted average O-day fill rates. The savings are dependent on
the composition of the groups and the number of parts incorporated in the system. Based on the
simulation experiments that are executed in this project a savings of 21 % was realized.

• The new inventory control system leads to lower average inventory levels. This reduces the risk
of obsolete stock.

• At an equal investment in service costs, higher fill rates are achieved.

• The new control system is robust and insensitive to minor changes in average demand.
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Part I

Orientation



Company Description

This project is being conducted at Philips Consumer Lifestyle within the functional area Consumer Care
at the Spare Parts & Operations department. This chapter gives an overview of the environment of the
department and its activities.

1.1 Royal Philips Electronics of the Netherlands

Once started as lighting company making carbon-filament lamps in The Netherlands in 1891, Royal Philips
Electronics nowadays is a global leader in the sectors Healthcare, Lighting and Consumer Lifestyle. Philips,
with its headquarters located in Amsterdam, had sales of € 27 billion in 2007 and employs approximately
124,000 employees in over 60 countries worldwide. Following the brand promise 'sense and
simplicity', Philips continuously explores new ways to improve products and to offer innovative
products to its customers, trying to deliver advanced, easy to use products that are designed to meet all
consumers' needs allover the world. Philips' mission is to improve the quality of people's lives through
timely introduction of meaningful innovations. 'In a world where complexity increasingly touches every
aspect of our daily lives, we will lead in bringing sense and simplicity to people' is their vision. Philips'
strategy, called Vision 20 I0, aims to further position Philips as a market-driven, people-centric company
with a strategy and a structure that fully reflects the needs of its customer base, while also increasing
shareholder value. Furthermore, Vision 20 I0 aims to fuel growth through sharpened strategies for Philips'
three core sectors in a Simplified business structure: Philips Healthcare, Philips Lighting, and Philips
Consumer Lifestyle (since January 2008). The Philips values (delight customers, deliver on commitments,
develop people and depend on each other) are also a vital part of the Vision 20 I0 initiative (Philips
Internet, Intranet and publications).

1.2 Philips Consumer Lifestyle Sector

As from January 2008, following the realization of Vision 20 I0, Philips simplified its business structure. The
former Consumer Electronics (CE) and Domestic Appliances and Personal Care (DAP) divisions have
been integrated effective in the Consumer Lifestyle sector. Philips Consumer Lifestyle already is a
powerful leader in several regional and global markets, a position supported by leadership in innovation
combined with a systematic approach to seeking out new market opportunities and to put value-creating
initiatives in place. Consumer Lifestyle's mission and vision are equal to Philips' corporate mission and
vision. A single strategy is launched that is built around the vision and the ambition to become a global
consumer solution powerhouse, providing a differentiated consumer experience in the wellbeing space.

Philips Consumer Lifestyle employs approximately 25,000 employees worldwide. The sector maintains
sales and service organizations in 49 countries and runs manufacturing operations in 12 countries. In 2007,
the annual revenue of Consumer Lifestyle' was € /3,330 million (Philips Internet, Intranet and
publications).

Philips Consumer Lifestyle is structure in several functional areas, sales clusters and nine business areas,
see Figure A.I in Appendix A (Philips Internet, Intranet and publications).

Consumer Lifestyle's product portfolio contains a tremendous variety of products. It includes a full
range of flat televisions, DVD (recorders) and home theatre sets, audio products and digital photo
products, portable audio and video, PC products, phones, male shaving and grooming products, mother
and child care, personal care, and kitchen and other household appliances. The sector's products are

I The annual revenue of CL is constituted of the summed annual revenues of the former Consumer Electronics and Domestic
Appliances and Personal Care divisions.
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found all over the world: not only everywhere in the home, but also in a multitude of professional
environments (Philips Internet, Intranet and publications).

Philips Consumer Lifestyle thus serves as well end-consumers as professional and business customers. The
emphasis definitely is on the consumers, which take care of the largest part of the total sales.

1.3 Consumer Care

As Vision 20 I0 aims to position corporate Philips as a market-driven, people-centric company that tends
to fully reflect the needs of its customer base, Consumer Care is founded within the Consumer Lifestyle
sector with the mission to be a key enabler to increase brand value, loyalty and top line growth while
ensuring cost leadership in delivery of appropriate care to the consumer on the one hand. On the other
hand, Consumer Care has to enable an increased focus on consumer and customer satisfaction across the
critical touch-points of service and product quality to meet care expectation in line with Philips brand
promise (measured via the Net Promoter Score. NPS) at a sustainable cost. Consumer Care's vision to
create 'a world where consumers enjoy great experiences in the well-being space and feel good every
time they contact and are contacted by Philips, by personally treated, carefully listened to, and served as
per their expectation'. Eventually, in 20 I0, the emphasis should be to continuously increase consumer
loyalty; i.e. achieve incremental augmentation of the NPS that is defined as the proportion of consumers
that would promote Philips products to others. Consumer Care's strategy to fulfill Vision 20 I0 first of
all is the creation of value for Philips brand through consumer-centric front-end touch points (e.g. the call
centers and dealers), capturing insight and offering a platform for loyalty and direct sales development
through adapted marketing tools and programs. Second. Consumer Care drives operational excellence by
delivering upon their commitments towards consumers through coordinating warranty claims, replacing
faulty products and managing technical repairs while reaching cost-leadership (measured via the Cost of
Non Quality). The Cost of Non Quality 2 (CoNQ) is improved through leveraging and optimizing the
back-end structure (coordinating repair workshops and managing the supply of spare parts) (Philips
Internet, Intranet and publications).

Consumer Care, with its headquarters located in Eindhoven, is split up geographically into six regions:
Europe West, East, and South, North America, Latin America, and APMEA (Asia, Pacific, Middle East and
Africa). see Figure A.2 in Appendix A. Next to the Consumer Care regions, Consumer Care is split up
based on product into two business management areas that cover all Consumer Lifestyle business areas:
Connected Displays and 'Non Connected Displays', see Figure A.3 in Appendix A (Philips Internet,
Intranet and publications).

To be able to deliver the required care to the consumer at the front-end touch points to increase
consumer loyalty, the business management areas are supported by the functional areas of Customer
Relations Management & Consumer Experience Management, Spare Parts & Operations, Innovation &
Projects, Process. Audits & Certification, NPS & Benchmarking. Consumer Care & Quality Controller,
Master Black Belt & Lean Champion, Human Resources, IT. and the Consumer Care Legal Council. Figure
A.4 of Appendix A represents the matrix organization of Consumer Care.

This graduation project is performed at the functional area of global Spare Parts & Operations (SPa). This
department is described in the follOWing section.

1.3.1 Spare Parts & Operations

Spare Parts & Operations (SPa) is one of the supporting functional departments of the Consumer Care
organization. spa aims to create a foundation for improvement of the Net Promoter Score by (among
others) parts provisioning throughout the service network. With respect to the part provisioning, spa
serves as the Supply Chain Manager of the service network (Figure 1.1). This encompasses the planning

2 The CoNQ or Cost of Non Quality is the cost realized to carry out all activities regarding consumer care. These costs are
represented as a % of total sales of Philips Consumer Lifestyle sector.
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and management of all activities involved in sourcing and procurement, conversion, and logistics
management activities.

Towards the consumer's experience with the Philips brand this implies ensuring that the process of
repairing and replacing faulty products runs smoothly and within the timeframes set within product
warranties.

From a logistics perspective, the coordination of the goods flows of spare parts within the service
network and guaranteeing the availability of the spare parts at the repair workshops is the key enabler of
a smooth process of delivering the appropriate care and eventually achieving a satisfactory NPS.

Figure 1.1 - Current Service Network;
Triangular entities represent stocking points and rectangular entities do not keep stock.
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2 Problem Definition & Design Assignment

This chapter describes the inducement of the problem and the problem itself, followed by a cause-effect
diagram. Section 2.3 and 2.4 describe the design assignment, the deliverables and design specifications.
Thereafter the methodology that is applied to assess the project is described. Finally, the chapter is
concluded with an overview of the structure of this report.

2.1 Project Inducement & Problem Definition

From January 2008 on, Corporate Philips wants to become truly market-driven and consumer-centric.
This implies that all activities carried out by each business sector, business unit and functional area are
directly focused on the consumer: the consumer's needs have to be fulfilled. The Net Promoter Score
(NPS) is the main Key Performance Indicator to express the consumer's satisfaction.

As described, as a part of Consumer Lifestyle, Consumer Care (CC) drives the NPS by delivering the
appropriate after-sales care to the end consumer. From consumer satisfaction surveys conducted in the
second half of 2006, the NPS appeared to be highly affected by the promised total consumer turn around time
(TCTAT) (Philips Internet, Intranet and publications). The (promised) TCTAT can be defined as the
(promised) time a consumer is not in possession of its product once the Consumer Care Center (call
center) judges a replacement or a repair is needed3

.

The Authorized Service Centers (ASC) are responsible for a large part of the TCTAT. An Authorized
Service Center is an independent, non-Philips organization that is authorized to repair (a range of) Philips
products. Currently, the department of Spare Parts & Operations Europe (SPa) is working on a vast
reduction of the amount of service centers in their Third Party Network (TPN) (Figure 1.1). Besides the
elimination of small service centers as direct customers of Spare Parts & Operations· (approximately two
third of all 2,500 customers), the network of new large 'simplicity' workshopss is expanded. In the future,
each geographic region in Europe will have a limited number of 'simplicity' workshops that will repair a
substantial part of all repairs in that region. To be able to service this demand, they will keep inventory.
The remaining smaller service centers will repair the remaining limited volume and are not obliged to
keep stock. Such an ASC can order spare parts both at the central warehouse located in Acht, the
Netherlands (EHVII) and at an authorized wholesaler.

At the 'simpliCity' workshops the maximum TCTAT is the same for all repair jobs; as well repair jobs that
do not require spare parts as repair jobs that require spare parts. To be able to return a repair job that
needs parts to a consumer within the promised TCTAT, the parts have to be available on stock at the
workshop at least. As these workshops are non-Philips organizations, spa has no control and influence
on their internal processes. On the other hand, spa, being the supply chain manager aims to coordinate
the stock at the 'simplicity' workshops in order to guarantee a predetermined level of parts availability
and minimize associated service costs. However, there is no accurate system to manage the goods flows
of spare parts towards the newly established stock keeping workshops in order to achieve the desired
service level (parts availability at the workshop) whilst minimizing the service costs of sPa. This can be
translated into the following problem definition:

Spare Parts & Operations has decided to reduce their service network of small Authorized Service Centers and to
expand their network of large 'simplicity' workshops that keep stock. Spare Parts & Operations wants to efficiently
organize a stable goods flow of spare parts towards the 'simplicity' workshops such that the desired level of parts

J This TCTAT definicion is applicable co che service policy of 'pickup and recurn'. Besides. SPO provides a 'home repair' service.
• From chis point on is a customer defined as an entity chac is pare of the Third Party Network and is directly provisioned by the
central warehouse of Philips (EHVII).
5 As there is a large variety of workshops and their appellation. che author decided co uniformly qualify scock keeping workshops as
'simplicity' workshops because of simplicity reasons.
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availability is achieved whilst minimizing the service costs. However, spa does not have an adequate tool to
manage and efficiently organize a stable goods flow to achieve the desired performance.

This problem definition serves as the starting-point of the diagnosis phase. This phase consists of as well a
description of the current spare parts provisioning as a profound problem diagnosis. Before the diagnosis
can be executed properly, a brief refinement of the problem definition and an orientation of the possible
(root) causes of the problem are required.

2.1.1 Diagnosis Scope

Service Goods Flow

As described in section 2.1, the goods movements towards and from the 'simplicity' workshops are under
consideration. As the goods flow optimization to and from all 'simplicity' workshops in the service
network will be too complex and too extensive, the remainder of this project will focus on the goods
movement towards and from a single 'simplicity' workshop. In Germany, Augsburg, a 'simplicity'
workshop - Siemens Augsburg (SAG) - is established that is specialized in flat television service, which
happens to be the emerging business of Philips Consumer Lifestyle (Appendix A). Therefore, the goods
flows of the service network related to SAG are selected as a reference.

Furthermore, it is assumed that EHVII will always be completely delivered at the expected/requested
delivery time. This implies that the suppliers' performance and any 'supply issues' are excluded.

Parts Availability and Service Costs

All primary operational processes at SAG are out-of.scope as the focus is on the availability of spare parts
and the goods flow control. spa also cannot and will not influence the primary (repair) processes of SAG.

The operational processes at EHVII are also out-of-scope.

The costs that are included in the service costs are the costs that can be directly allocated to SAG. These
are handling (order) costs at EHVII, transport costs to and from SAG, material costs and Non Standard
Exchange (NSE) costs. The different costs are explained in section 3.4.

2.2 Cause-Effect Diagram

As mentioned, the diagnosis phase cannot start without an orientation of the possible causes and effects
of the problem. Hence, a cause-effect diagram was created from a quick scan and orientating interviews to
provide a structural overview of the possible causes and their hypothetical relationships that affect the
main problem. The figure below represents the (first part of the) diagram. The second and third part of
the cause-effect diagram are presented in Appendix K. Appendix K also shows a larger size of Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1 - Cause-Effect Diagram (Pan: I)

The dark blue colored box on the right side is the defined problem and the light blue boxes represent the
possible root causes of the problem. The arrows identify the hypothetical relationships between possible
(root) causes and consequences. Furthermore. four main groups of possible causes can be distinguished:

I. Required parts are unavailable at Siemens Augsburg.
2. Order Behavior Siemens Augsburg. This includes the lack of a (robust) stock control model at

SAG and insufficient control from sPa.
3. Unnecessary service costs.
4. Inaccurate forecasting Siemens Augsburg.

Each group is extensively analyzed in the diagnosis phase. See chapters 3. 4 and 5.

2.3 Design Assignment

From the diagnosis phase - a description of the current practice (chapter 3 and 4) and the associated
problem diagnosis (chapter 5) - a set of root causes is defined that can be divided into three areas
susceptible to improvement. From a set of solutions, one solution is selected6 that tends to remove the
root causes regarding the improvement area of the inventory management of Siemens Augsburg. This
solution is elaborated on in the design phase. which is encapsulated in the following design assignment:

Design a robust inventory control system that enables Spare Parts & Operations and Siemens Augsburg to achieve
the desired level of parts availability at Siemens Augsburg whilst minimizing selYice costs. The level of parts
availability should be a management decision and could differ per parts group. As Siemens Augsburg has to apply
this procedure, it further has to be equipped with measures that enable SPO to monitor SAG on their performance.
Finally, describe the (dis)advantages and necessary requirements to change over to a Vendor Managed Inventory
construction in the future.

6 The solution is selected from a set of possible solutions in consultation with all stakeholders that are directly involved in the
project.
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2.4 Deliverables & Design Specifications

2.4.1 Deliverables

The design assignment results in the following set of deliverables:

• A robust system for inventory control at Siemens Augsburg that is maintained by Siemens
Augsburg. This includes a method to determine the average weekly parts usage.

• Implementation in a software tool to enable the analysis of different settings for inventory
control.

• A series of experiments that provides SPO with answers to the design questions (Appendix N)
and the possibility to convince SAG of the possible improvements.

• User manual of the software tool.
• A description of the measurements that enable SPO to monitor SAG on its performance.
• An overview of the benefits of a Vendor Managed Inventory (VMlf construction and the

requirements to successfully implement VMI.

2.4.2 Design Specifications

The inventory control system has to comply with four categories of design specifications: functional
(performance) requirements, preconditions, limitations, and user requirements.

The functional requirement for the inventory control system is:

The inventory control system has to provide the ability to decide about the desired level of parts
availability at SAG per parts group and the minimized service costs to achieve the desired level of parts
availability at SAG.

The preconditions/user specifications of the inventory control system are:

• Improve the current system in terms of service costs.
• Though an advice is carried out, the target level of parts availability eventually remains a

management decision and a prerequisite for the system. The costs thus are dependent on the
target service level set by management.

• Consider all relevant parts.
• Take all relevant costs into account.
• Easily maintainable.
• Easily understandable.

The design limitations are:

• Though SPO eventually aims for an integrated control of the entire service network, the
developed inventory control system is a single-echelon, single-location control system. The
system thus is focused on SAG and excludes inventory at EHVII.

• The system is applicable to spare parts in the normal phase of their service life cycle. Only an
advice is carried out with respect to the initial phase.

• The current schedule of stock review and replenishment at SAG is taken into account.

2.5 Methodology

7 Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI) is defined as "a coordination mechanism in which a supplier (EHVII) manages the inventory on its
customer's shelf (SAG), deciding when and how much to reorder" (Silver et aI, 1998),
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This project is approached through a research model that is derived from the regulative cycle of Van
Strien (1975) and the 'Ten-Steps-Approach' of Kempen & Keizer (Figure 2.2).

Onenc.cion Ph<ilse

Problem
Defil'lition&

Project
Description

Problem
Analysis

Analysis
Current
Situ<toon

Diagnosis Phase

Design.

• 5~':I~~:;n&

Design

Implementation Phase

Figure 2.2 - Research Model Project (derived from Van Strien, 1975 and Kempen & Keizer, 1996)

The diagnosis and design phase are approach ed through a specially designed research model
applicable to those phases. These are described in the following subsections.

2.5.1 Diagnosis Phase

The diagnosis phase has been approached with a research model as suggested by Verschuren &
Doorewaard (1995). The aim of this methodology is to confront theoretical knowledge with the practical
situation at the company in both the diagnosis and the design phase. On the right hand side of the left
model in Figure 2.3, the research goal of the diagnostic phase is listed: a diagnosis of the current spare
parts flows and flow control, a clear view on the nature of the problem, its cause(s) and consequence(s),
and an exploration of possible solutions to the problem from which one solution is selected to start the
design phase with. In the center column, the primary process (spare parts supply in Europe, specifically to
Siemens Augsburg) is confronted with two approaches: the current practice of spare parts flow and flow
control on one hand, and an evaluation tool that is based on as well literature as interviews with experts
from the left column on the other hand. As shown on the left hand side of the left model in Figure 2.3,
several fields of interest and several interviews with experts are used to construct an evaluation tool that
can be used to judge about the current spare parts activities.
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2.5.2 Design Phase

The design phase is approached with the same methodology as applied to the diagnosis phase. The model
for the design phase (Figure 2.3) illustrates the design goal on the right hand side, which is a redesign of
the research object. The research object is confronted with the design guidelines stemming from theories,
input from university supervisors and other persons involved.

t

Spa~ P:r.ru Row &
Conuul Siemens

AG

Figure 2.3 - Research Model for Diagnostic Phase & DeSign Model for Design Phase

2.6 Structure of the Report

D~tntofan

ln~ntorycontr04

system controlled by
SiemettSAG

The report consists of four parts that each covers a phase from the project research model (Figure 2.2) as depicted in

Figure 2.4. The first part, Orientation, covers a company description, and the problem definition and
design assignment. The second part, Research, contains a description of the current spare parts flows and
flow control in combination with a detailed problem diagnosis. The third part, Design, concentrates on
the elaboration of the selected solution into a suitable design. The fourth and last part, Implementation
Plan, concludes the report. Each chapter of this report starts with a short introduction and concludes on
the most important findings.

;o
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Part I: Orientation Part II: Research Part III: Design

Figure 2.4 - Structure of Report

Part IV: ImPlementatiOn")

Rm )

This chapter ends the orientation part of the report. The next part continues with the research.
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3 Current Spare Parts Flows

This chapter starts the diagnosis phase, with the first part of the description of the current spare parts
provisioning. This chapter describes the current goods flows of spare parts directly related to SAG.
Chapter 4 discusses the second part, the current goods flow control.

First, the flows and the stocking points decoupling the different goods flows are presented. In the second
and third section, the different flows are described in more detail. Section 3.4 gives an overview of the
service costs. The chapter is concluded with the main findings in section 3.5.

3.1 Spare Parts Flows & Stocking Points

Though the diagnosis and design only focuses on the goods flows directly related to SAG, Figure 3.1
shows all goods flows and stocking points of the service supply chain to provide a clear view on the
context in which SAG operates. Nevertheless, this report only discusses the consumer demand flow,
other goods flows directly affecting SAG and the stocking point of SAG in detail because of their
relevance. Interested readers are referred to Appendix B, C and F for a more detailed description of
respectively the stock at EHVII, the pipeline stock, and the remaining goods flows.

Wute"'-'-'

---+- Repa.redT~ Sa
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DdottPMu

Figure 3.1 - Goods Flows Service Supply Chain Siemens Augsburg

The right side of Figure 3.1 depicts the consumer demand flow. The flows between EHVII and SAG
represent the supply flows to SAG and the return flows from SAG. The flows on the left side of EHVII are
the supply flows of new-buys and repaired parts from the suppliers to EHVII. As consumables always
concern new-buys, EHVII always source them directly at the supplier. Repairable parts are 'sourced'
either at a supplier's repair center or directly at the supplier. Each supplier of repairable parts provides a
repair center to repair the defective parts returned from the field. Thus, the parts delivered from the
supplier's repair center are repaired parts that were defective parts returned from the field. This is a
special kind of supply loop as its deliveries depend upon the amount of parts maintained in the repair pool
stock and the actual position of these parts within the repair loop. The repair loop is illustrated in Figure
3.1. The repairable pool stock is created, replenished and extended with new-buy repairable parts directly
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sourced at the suppliers. The suppliers of consumables as well as repairables both are Philips facilities
around the world (124 in number, December 2007) and other partners (443 in number, December 2007).
A third flow of supply follows from the returns of unused parts (consumable as well as repairable parts)
from the customers allowed to return partsB

•

Furthermore, this service supply chain is physically made up by two stocking points: EHVII (the central
warehouse located in Eindhoven) and SAG (local stock of Siemens located in Augsburg). Respectively,
these stocks are under direct control of SPO and SAG. Besides, a pipeline stock exists between the
stocking points, see Appendix C.

3.1.1 Local Stock Controlled by Siemens Augsburg

Since the introduction of 'simplicity' workshops, the service network has been extended with local
stocking points. Such stocking points like Siemens Augsburg keep stock to be able to do a substantial part
of all repair jobs in its region within the maximum TCTAT. SPO cannot see or control the stock at SAG
as it currently is totally controlled by SAG. This effect is adverse to the logistic goal aiming at controlling
and guaranteeing a level of parts availability at the workshop. This section outlines as well the kind and
amount of articles SAG uses to execute their repair jobs as the articles that are kept on stock.

Article Classification Siemens Augsburg

Each Philips spare part has a specific 12NC number to identify its type. These parts are accumulated into
Article Groups (AG), which are accumulated into Main Article Groups (MAG). For example, LCD
Displays is an AG and Television Parts is a MAG. Nowadays, the Consumer Lifestyle sector finds itself in a
dynamic, highly innovative environment that is subjected to rapid technological changes, decreasing
product life cycles, and time to market requirements becoming faster. Obviously, this also affects the
spare parts business. Each month, SPO needs to service more products due to monthly commercial
releases and the long service obligation periods despite a certain level of commonality, parts substitution
and parts deletion, each month new spare parts are introduced. For example, merely in the second half of
2007, approximately 300 new Consumer Lifestyle products with apprOXimately 2,700 new spare parts
were released. At the end of December 2007, apprOXimately 71,000 different 12NC's are registered at
EHVII9 of which 62,158 different 12NC's are actively in use to possibly fulfill service demand among the
entire service network. This affects both the central warehouse and the service centers with respect to
their parts planning activities.

Nonetheless, only 1,700 different 12 NC's were registered at SAG at the end of December 2007. 896
different 12NC's were actively in use (this only is 1.5% of all active parts at EHVII). The active 12NC's are
classified based upon the characteristic of the part, whether it is 'repairable' or 'consumable'. The classes
are straightforward. A part is labeled repairable if it currently is repaired (e.g. LCD displays and plasma
displays). Otherwise it is labeled 'consumable'. This distinction is chosen as their control for SPO differs.

Active Inactive

Used 736

Forecasted without usage 90 801

Ordered without usage or forecast 70

Total Registered 1,700

Figure 3.2 - Classification Spare Parts SAG

8 Due to changing agreements with the customers that are currently allowed to return unused parts, this flow will disappear in the
nearby future.
9 During 2008. a project is started to heavily reduce the number of 12NC's that are already registered, but also the guidelines to
phase-in new parts are assessed and tightened up such that less parts are phased-in in the future.
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The conclusion is that SAG only uses a very limited assortment of items. As described further on, the
repairable (expensive) parts drive their business, but these are controlled equally to the consumable
(cheaper) items.

Stock Characteristics Siemens Augsburg

All parts ordered by SAG at EHVII are stored in 'stock A'. All defective repairable parts are returned to
EHVII after they are replaced with a working one. Defective consumable parts are disposed of.
Furthermore, SAG returns unused repairable as well as consumable parts. These are parts that are
damaged, wrongly delivered parts, not used within ninety days after delivery.

Figure 3.3 shows the stock quantities and stock values of SAG at the end of December 2007. It shows
that only the small quantity (3%) of repairable parts accounts for a significant part (78%, _ of
the total stock value 'o.

Stock O1ar-xterlsticl SAG
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Figure 33 - Stock Characteristics SAG

3.2 Consumer Demand Flow

This section describes the characteristics of the consumer demand flow. Actually, the consumer demands
for service for a defective television set. Depending on the television set and the failure, this demand for
service is satisfied differently. There are several options, including replacing the failed part with a working
part. As soon as a defective part has to be replaced, demand for spare parts and parts usage at SAG
occur. Some facts and figures on the parts usage at SAG in 2007:

• About 19,000 defective television sets arrived at SAG. Each defective television set results in a
repair job. This includes 'No Fault Found', repair jobs without and repair jobs with parts.

• About 9,900 repair jobs required spare parts (about 52% of all repair jobs).
• Approximately 13,600 parts with a total value of about EUR _ were used to fulfill

these 9,900 repair jobs.

• This is constituted of:
o 7,750 repairable parts (57%) with a total value of EUR _ (96%)".
o 5,850 consumable parts (43%) with a total value of EUR _ (4%).

• 736 different 12NC's were required: 212 repairables and 524 consumables.
• The average parts usage per repair job that required parts is 1.38 parts.
• Only I piece of each 12NC is used per repair job.

10 To be able to make an adequate comparison between the good flows. all values are computed with the standard price of a spare
part as registered at Philips. The standard price is the purchase price plus the packaging price (if applicable).
II All values regarding repairable parts are exclusive deposits.
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A Pareto analysis demonstrates that only 20% of the used 12NC's is responsible for approximately 80% of
the total quantity used and 96% of the total value of the parts used. Appendix D graphically illustrates the
Pareto curve of the 12NC usage at SAG. These figures directly imply that the repairable parts drive
Siemens' business.

Figure 3.4 shows the usage at the workshop of a typical spare part (in terms of its order interarrival
times). According to the demand pattern classification of Eaves (2002) this demand pattern is called 'slow
moving'. Slow moving demand is characterized by infrequent and low demand. Demand of spare parts
often is intermittent (Ghobbar and Friend, 2003) and low (Fortuin, 1999). Intermittent demand is defined
as random demand sizes with a large proportion of zero values (Silver, 1981). Low demand sizes result in
slow moving demand (Eaves, 2002). The current length of a zero demands period can easily be described
by its average order interarrival time. See Table 3.1. The order interarrival time of a part is described by
the interarrival time of the repair jobs that require the part l2

• It shows that many parts are not frequently
used, e.g. 83.6% with interarrival times> I week.

Consumption of Part 996500033879

Weeks (2007)

Figure 3.4 - 12NC usage at Siemens Augsburg of part 996500033879 in 2007

Table 3.1 - Distribution of the average order interarrival time of all parts with usage in 2007

Average Interarrival Times All Parts (weel<s)

<I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 >10

% of Parts (12NC) 6.5% 9.9% 4.2% 4.8% 3.8% 2.2% 2.6% 2.3% 4.3% 0.3% 4.9% 54.2%

The total usage of parts is also split up into the categories repairables and consumables with regard to the
order interarrival times. Table 3.2 and Table 3.3 show the distribution of the average order interarrival
time of respectively repairable and consumable parts in 2007.

Table 3.2 - Distribution of the average order interarrival time of repairables with usage in 2007

Average Interarrival Times Repairable Parts (weel<s)

<I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 >10

% of Repairables (12NC) 15.1 % 18.4% 10.8% 3.8% 5.2% 2.8% 1.9% 0.9% 4.7% 0.0% 3.3% 33.0 %

Table 3.3 - Distribution of the average order interarrival time of consumables with usage in 2007

Average Interarrival Times Consumable Parts (weel<s)

<I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 >10

% of Consumables (12NC) 3.1 % 6.5% 1.5% 5.2% 3.2% 1.9% 2.9% 2.9% 4.2% 0.4% 5.5% 62.8%

These tables demonstrate that the interarrival time for repairable parts is much lower than for
consumables; i.e. more repair jobs require repairable parts than consumable parts. This is to be expected
as SAG does only repair television sets.

11 The order interarrival times at SAG are derived from the demand of a technician at the local stock to execute a repair order.
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3.2.1 Short lead-times required

Apart from the order arrival pattern, the consumer demand flow is also characterized by the lead-times.
This lead-time is determined by spa and is referred to as Total Consumer Turn Around Time (TCTAT;
recall section 2.1). spa and SAG agreed on a TCTAT of seven days (one working week). A 90% target is
agreed upon, including both repairs that do not require parts and repairs that require parts. SAG splits
the TCTAT into three parts:

•• , oJ't .' •• . -',

3 4 6

TPT Return

7

Figure 3.5 - Total Consumer Tum Around Time

• The pickup time (target 2 days): time between the trigger of Consumer Care Center (Ccq to
SAG to pickup the defective set at the consumer and physical booking-in of the defective set at
the workshop.

• The repair time (target 3 days): time between the arrival of the defective set and the finalization of
the repair.

• The return time (target 2 days): starts at the finalization of repair and ends as the repaired set is
handed over to the consumer.

With respect to the repairs that require parts, parts availability at the workshop is thus essential for SAG.
This optimally benefits the repair throughput time, the ability to meet the target and thus rapidly service
consumer demand. If a part is not available at SAG at the moment is required for service, it is hardly
possible to meet the repair time of three days due to the minimum lead-time of two working days from
EHVII (section 3.3.2)13. In 2007, SAG was able to deliver 78% of total parts demand directly from stock
on hand.

3.3 Siemens Augsburg Flows

Figure 3.1 shows several flows to and from Siemens Augsburg. SAG demands and returns both
consumable and repairable parts. Except for the required returns of the repairable parts, the control of
both flows does not differ for SAG (both assumed to be new-buys). Nevertheless, a distinction between
repairables and consumables is made on behalf of sPa. The figure also shows that no direct shipments
between the suppliers and SAG occur; i.e. SAG orders all of its parts requirements at EHVII. First., this
chapter describes the order pattern (demand flow) of SAG and the lead-times experienced by SAG.
Second, the return flows from SAG to EHVII are described.

3.3.1 Siemens Augsburg Demand Flow

This section describes the characteristics of SAG's demand at EHVII. The determination of the ordering
moments and quantities is a function of the stock control and therefore is discussed in chapter 4.

On the one hand, SAG orders parts they expect to use (based on a monthly forecast, chapter 4). On the
other hand, parts are ordered as soon as it is required for a repair and appears not to be on stock. Some
facts and figures on the order behavior of SAG in the eight-month period from May to Dec 2007 14

:

• SAG submitted 415 Purchase Orders (PO's) constituted of about 4,800 order lines.

13 The direer relation between the parts availability and the TCTAT could not be quantitatively analyzed due to a lack of data.
However, from interviews with the experts at SPO and SAG, and the lead-time analysis, this relation is validated.
1< Together with the outsourcing of the operational activities (described in Appendix B), the information infrastruerure of SPO is
also adjusted as from mid-2007. Therefore, no earlier data (that also is adequate) is available at EHVII.
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a 2,200 order lines regarding repairables.
a 2,600 order lines regarding consumables.

• Approximately 22,600 parts with a total value of EUR _ were ordered.
• The 415 PO's were constituted of:

a 5,300 repairable parts (24%) with a total value of EUR _ (94%)
a 17,300 consumable parts (76%)15 with a total value of EUR__(6%)

• SAG ordered 861 different spare parts: 210 repairable parts and 651 consumable parts.
• The average order size is 54.4 pieces per PO, which is 4.7 pieces per order line.

a On average, 2.43 repairables are ordered per order line.
a On average, 6.57 consumables are ordered per order line.

It is obvious that small quantities of repairable parts are ordered. Nevertheless, these parts drive the
value of the goods flow.

Figure 3.6 represents the aggregated daily order quantities of SAG during the eight-month period. This
graph also includes the days that no orders were placed. SAG ordered at 150 out of 173 working days
and the average order size per day is 130 pieces with a standard deviation of 385 pieces. The length of a
zero demands period per 12NC is described by its average order interarrival time (Table 3.4). The order
interarrival time of a part is described by the interarrival time of the order lines containing the part. It
shows that many parts are not frequently demanded, e.g. 78.7% with interarrival times> 4 week.

I
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Figure 3.6 - Daily Order Quantities SAG at EHVII

The peaks in June, July and the first peak in September are all caused by large orders of cushion foam. The
second peak in September is the results of an order of 1,000 pieces of 'capacitators'.

Table 3.4 - Distribution of the average order interarrival time of all parts ordered by SAG at EHVII (May - Dec. 2007)

Average Interarrival Times All Parts (weeks)

<I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 >8

% of Parts (12NC) 1.9% 6.9% 5.8% 4.5% 2.2% 5.7% 0.4% 3.4% 5.2% 64.\ %

The aggregated order pattern can be split up into an order pattern of repairables and of consumables.
These overviews are presented in Appendix E.

Though the average order size of the repairable parts is lower than the average order size of the
consumables, the figures and tables in Appendix E demonstrate that repairable parts are ordered more
frequently; i.e. 22% of the repairables is demanded (at least) weekly as against only 4.3% of the

15 The 17.300 parts include 9.250 pieces of packaging material like cushion foam.
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consumables. Though repairable parts cover only a fourth of the total order quantity of SAG at EHVII,
these parts are the expensive parts and also show highly variable pattern.

Remark: this analysis is based on data from May to December 2007. In May 2008, spa (in cooperation
with SAG) initiated and implemented a transition to reduce the amount of orders, order lines and
shipments, and to increase the order quantity per order line. In brief, the new way of working allows SAG
to order twice a week. On Tuesdays. SAG should submit replenishment orders to cover a week of
demand (from Friday to Friday as this order is delivered on Thursday afternoon at five o'clock). On
Thursdays, SAG should only submit an additional smaller order to catch up with unplanned stock-outs
from Tuesday afternoon, Wednesday and Thursday morning. These are backorders that were not
foreseen in the Tuesday order of the week before. This order is delivered on Tuesday afternoon at five
o'clock. No additional shipments occur. This implies that the results presented above deviate from the
recently implemented way of working. Nevertheless, the data is presented as it provided useful input to
spa to initiate that a transition in SAG's order behavior was highly recommendable to reduce order
(handling) and transport costs.

3.3.2 Lead-Time

Besides the order behavior of SAG, the goods flows between SAG and EHVII need to be described by
another characteristic: 'lead-time'. The lead-time is defined as the time elapsed between the order
creation at EHVII and the time of delivery at SAG.

Till May 2008, no explicit lead-times are agreed on between spa and SAG. However, to support and
achieve the repair throughput time and the TCTAT, both spa and SAG benefited from a short lead-time.
Especially if it comes to orders of parts that are required to directly fulfill a repair order. As spa does not
distinguish between replenishment orders and emergency orders. all orders are treated equally and thus a
short lead-time is required.

SAG orders all the required parts at EHVII via a website called 'At Your Service'. EHVII creates the
delivery orders overnight, and prepares and releases the orders for shipment the next day. That day a
Third Party Logistics Service Provider (3PL) collects the shipment and delivers the orders the day after.
This implies that the lead time at least is two days and is basically constituted of two parts that both take
one day: the order processing time at EHVII and the transport time from EHVII to SAG.

Due to the recently implemented weekly replenishment order schedule, the Tuesday orders will have an
order lead-time of two and a half working days. The Thursday orders have an order lead-time of three
and a half working days.

To give an idea of the amount of order lines that experienced a lead-time of two, three or more days in
the 'old' situation, the results of the analysis of the data from May to December 2007 are presented
below.

Order Processing Time Central Warehouse

In the eight-month period from May to December 2007:

• The 415 Purchase Orders were translated into 667 delivery orders. First, PO's containing both
repairable and consumable parts are split into two delivery orders as these are delivered from
two (virtually) different stocking points (NL IA and NL ID, Appendix B). Second, physical stocking
locations within the warehouse and the associated picking methods causes PO's to be split up
into several delivery orders. Third, PO's are split up if parts are unavailable and have to be
backordered. These order lines will be processed later and get a new delivery order number
with that.

• At the end of January 2008, 73 order lines (1.5%) from the defined period were not yet
delivered.

o 44 order lines regarding repairable parts.
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o 29 order lines regarding consumable parts.
• 3920 order lines (81.6%) were prepared and released for shipment within one working day. This

fraction of order lines is processed 'in-time'. The fraction of order lines that is in-time is
measured with the 'Requested Une Item Performance' (RLlP)16. The RLlP target is 95% which
implicitly implies that EHVII has to deliver 95% of the order lines completely from stock on hand.

o 80% of all order lines concerning repairable parts and placed by SAG were processed
in-time.

o 86% of all order lines concerning consumable parts and placed by SAG were processed
in-time.

The distribution of the deviation of the processing time at EHVII is shown in
Processing Time (Working Days)

Average 3.+1

Standard Deviation 8.22

Minimum I

Median I

Maximum 113

Figure 3.7. The deviation is defined as the realized
processing time minus the in-time processing time,
which standard is one day. The 'realized
processing time' is defined as the time between an order line placement and the moment the order line is
prepared for shipment. The figure excludes the order lines that are processed in-time to present a legible
overview. The figure also demonstrates that the lead-time deviation is relatively high (a large tail). This is
supported by the figures presented in Table 3.5. This table includes the in-time deliveries.

PrOU;5sini Lead-Time Oe...lation

(exc:I. u:ro deviation)

Table 3.5 - Processing Results EHYII

UO"r------~-------~____.

Processing Time (Worlcing Days)
Average 3.+1

Standard Deviation 8.22

Minimum I

Median I

Maximum 113
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Figure 3.7 - Processing time deviation of order lines
(May - Dec. '07)

The order lines with a processing time exceeding one day (18.4%) regard parts that are not available at
the moment of the creation of the delivery order and are on order or still have to be ordered. These
order lines are backordered and its processing time at EHVII becomes a function of the purchase order
date at the supplier and the 'MRP Planned Delivery Time'. Formerly, the order line was processed and
prepared for shipment as soon as the parts were delivered at EHVII. So, the 'backorder aging' develops
according to a day-to-day scheme as shipments could occur every day. In the current situation, the order
line will still be processed and prepared for shipment as soon as the part is available at EHVII. However,
due to the shipment schedule. orders will possibly not be delivered the next day. For example, an order
line submitted by SAG on Tuesday that has to be backordered as the required parts arrive at EHVII on
Thursday will at the earliest be delivered on Tuesday with the next shipment. So, in contradiction to a
shipment the next day as in the former situation, backorders now age according to the scheme below
(that continues accordingly). Implicitly, backorders will 'become older' on average.

16 The RLiP is defined as the total number of order lines for parts and exchange products subject to an order in which such order is
received from the Philips customer which are released to ship to Philips customer on the requested date divided by the total
number of lines for parts and exchange products subject to an order from a Philips customer times 100 percent.
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Table 3.6 - Backorder Aging due to Order/Shipment Schedule

Week I I 2 2 3 3 4 4

Day Tue Thu Tue Thu Tue Thu Tue Thu

Order Placement x

Agreed Order Delivery x

Possible Backorder Deliveries x x x x x x

Lead-Time (working days) 2 5 7 10 12 15 17

Backorder Age (working days) 0 3 5 8 10 13 15

Transport Time Central Warehouse - Siemens Augsburg

From May to December 2007, the 3PL shipped 137 truckloads. 85% of the shipments were delivered
within one working day and on average, it took 1.17 working days with a standard deviation of 0.45
working days to transport the freight from EHVII to SAG.

3.3.3 Siemens Augsburg Return Flow

Figure 3.1 shows that the return flow from SAG to EHVII is three-part. SAG is required to return
defective repairable parts to EHVII and is allowed to return unused parts.

Defective Repairab/es

When SAG orders a repairable part at EHVII, a return number is automatically generated together with
the delivery order of the sales order. SAG uses the return number to return the defective repairable part
(an identical 12NC) with. The defective part is returned after it is replaced with the working one. As SAG
keeps stock, the time that elapses between the delivery of the working part and the return of the
defective one can amount to several weeks or months. This causes SPO to extend the repair pool as the
throughput time of the total repair loop increases. On average, 53 calendar days (with a deviation of 30
days) go by before the equivalent defective repairable is returned. This implies that, on average a working
repairable part is kept on stock at SAG for 53 calendar days minus handling and transport times before
the part is used.

Unused Parts

Besides the return of defective repairable parts, SAG returns unused items. SAG was allowed to request
for a return of the parts they do not require within a timeframe of ninety days. During the period from
May to December 2007, SAG ordered 22,600 parts.. . They returned
about 800 parts •••••••••••••

3.4 Service Costs

The constitution of the costs is an important indicator of the performance of the current goods flows. A
cost pie provides a qUick overview of the realized costs. The relevant costs are all costs to service the
consumer demand at SAG. These costs include handling costs at EHVII, transport costs to and from SAG.
material costs and Non Standard Exchange (NSE) costs.

• Material costs are defined as the total value of the parts used at SAG. Furthermore. the material
costs of the Non Standard Exchanges (NSE's; section 5.4) are included. The latter refers to the
costs of the finished product.

• Handling costs are costs paid to DHL Exel Supply Chain (DESC; DHL operates EHVII. appendix
B) as a direct consequence of the ordering and returning of goods by SAG.

• Transport costs are the costs to physically ship the goods from EHVII to SAG.
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The cost distribution as realized in the period from May to December 2007 is presented in the cost pie
chart below.

Logistics Costs Distribution

2.79'ro .ol.OI~

• Handling CO$ts

• Tf'<lnsport COSts

• Materi411 cosu

Costs Value (EUR)
Handling Costs _

Transport Costs to SAG _

Transport Costs to EHVII _
f-------'----::--:------+-

Material COSts - Usage

Material Costs - NSE _

Figure 3.8 - Service Cost Pie Chart

This figure clearly illustrates that the material costs drive the goods flows.

3.5 Conclusion

The main findings of this chapter are:

• Spare part demand of consumers generally has a low mean.
• 78% of spare parts demand was available on stock on hand at SAG.
• Spare parts have to be classified amongst others based on their characteristic 'repairable' or

'consumable' as they differ a lot in terms of control and demand.
• Repairable parts account for half of the consumer demand quantity, but account for 96% of the

total value.
• SAG order behavior was highly infrequent, regarding as well repairables as consumables. This

already is addressed by SPO.
• Short lead-times to SAG are always required as EHVII does not distinguish between

replenishment and rush orders.
• Processing time at EHVII is dependent on availability of parts (82%).
• High percentage of returns of unused parts. This already is addressed by SPO.
• Transport and handling costs are relatively low.

The following chapter describes the current control of the goods flows related to Siemens Augsburg.
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4 Current Spare Parts Flows Control

This chapter describes the goods flow control. First, a general overview of the control is presented in
section 4.1. Section 4.2 describes the logistic agreements between SAG and spa. The stock control of
SAG is discussed in section 4.3. Finally, section 4.4 concludes on the chapter with the main findings. The
interested readers are referred to Appendix G, H and I for a detailed description of respectively the
logistic agreements between spa and the suppliers, the stock control of consumables at the central
warehouse and the stock control of repairables at the central warehouse.

4.1 General Control

This chapter discusses the goods flow control. Eventually, its purpose is to tune supply to the consumer
demand. Neither SAG nor spa has influence on the demand process, so it is solely controlled by means
of releasing supply orders at each stocking position in the supply chain. These supply orders follow from
the logistic agreements between SAG and spa (section 4.2), and between spa and the external suppliers
(Appendix G).

Local database
New.buys I
Returns Control

Local Tool
R.epair Pool Control

Demand

Figure 4.1 - Fragmentized Supply Chain Control for the Inventory Management at the Stocking Points

Unfortunately, spa faces a complex goods flow structure consisting of two stocking points and multiple
goods flows: new-buys flows, a repair loop and return flows. Even more unfortunately is the lack of a
control system that integrally controls all flows and stocking points; i.e. the stocking points are separately
controlled as well as the goods flows between them. The order release control of the different goods
flows at the different stocking points is therefore separated. Figure 4.1 shows the fragmentized goods flow
control for the inventory management at the stocking points (SAG and EHVII). Furthermore, an integral
control at EHVII was certainly preferred, but the main information system cannot adequately control the
repair loop as implemented by spa. Consequently, the control of the repair pool is conducted by a
separate local developed tool. Furthermore, from an organizational perspective an integral control
appears to be unfeasible to date.

The supply control at SAG is discussed in this chapter (section 4.3). The interested reader is referred to
Appendix H and I for a description of the fragmentized supply control at EHVII.

4.2 Logistics Agreements Siemens Augsburg

This section briefly discusses the logistics agreements between spa and SAG. The agreements between
spa and their suppliers are described in Appendix G. These agreements should underlie SAG's (as well as
EHVII's) supply planning and control.
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Pursuant to the demand for parts, SAG is obliged to purchase spare parts from SPO. SAG is only allowed
to use original Philips spare parts. The parts are electronically ordered at the 'At Your Service' website.
This website also is the 'track & trace' source, however communication on delayed or problematic orders
is insufficient.

Each first week of the month, SAG has to provide a forecast of the expected parts usage during the
month to Consumer Care Spare Parts Management Europe (SPM). This forecast incorporates the
expected usage of repairable and consumable parts to determine order requisitions. Though SAG is
responsible for and controls its stock to meet the TCTAT target, SPO reviews the forecast and checks
the required parts quantities on availability at EHVII. Subsequently, SPO should confirm the forecast or
recommend changing the orders resulting from the forecast. Finally, the (adjusted) orders are placed at
EHVII to cover a month of expected demand. Furthermore, SAG is allowed to submit replenishment
orders on a weekly base and they are allowed to keep a maximum of four weeks of demand on stock on
hand. They also are allowed to submit an additional order every week to catch up with that week's
backorders. This is the newly implemented order schedule as presented in section 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. Every
single working day, SAG sends a report to SPO with defective sets that are waiting for spare parts that
are unavailable. This report is checked daily by SPO on a single item level and depending on the
unavailability, SPO advices the country's National Sales Organization (NSO) to exchange the defective
television set or SAG has to wait for the next delivery of the required parts. Chasing every single item,
should eventually speed up the delivery performance.

Finally, as SAG is responsible for and controls its stock, they also are the owner of the stock. This implies
that SAG purchases the parts from SPO and claims the parts they use for repair. In principle, SAG thus
takes the risk for e.g. obsolescence of the parts. Nevertheless, currently SAG still has the ability to
request a return of the parts they do not require within a timeframe of ninety days. Each request is
subjected to a review of SPO. Authorized returns are credited at 100% if the parts are the original,
unused parts in the original package. As this arrangement will disappear in the nearby future, SAG then
will face obsolescence risk. Apart from the unused parts, they are required to return all defective
repairables. Each time SAG purchases a repairable part, a deposit is paid that is credited at the return of
the part.

4.3 Supply Control Siemens Augsburg

This section discusses how SAG controls their inventory. The supply of parts at SAG is a result of the
'replenishment strategy' based on the forecast of the expected parts usage and the actual consumer
demand flow. This is described in the first section. The second section describes the forecast method.
Finally, the last section describes the control of returns.

4.3.1 Replenishment Siemens Augsburg

As described in the previous section, SAG is allowed to submit replenishment orders on a weekly base

with a large replenishment at the beginning of each month. A kind of (R, 5) stock control system is
applied. This system is particularly used in companies that not utilize computer control (Silver et 01., 1998),
like SAG. On a weekly basis, the inventory position is reviewed and enough is ordered to raise the
inventory position to the order-up-to-Ievel S. The order-up-to-Ievel S is equal to the first month of
expected demand from the forecast. Thus, the order requisition per part resulting from the forecast is:

(4.1) Order Quantity =Expected Demand First Month - (Stock on Hand + Open Orders)

Though unreasoned and unnecessary (due to short average lead-times from EHVII), this implies that SAG
aims for an inventory position of one month of (expected) demand. The inventory position is defined as
the stock on hand plus the stock on order minus the backorders.
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First, the monthly update of the required inventory position causes nervousness, which is referred to as
instability in the inventory system due to frequent updating (Silver et al., 1998).

Second, as the order pattern of SAG evidences (section 3.3.1), the replenishment strategy is even not
applied adequately. As the throughput time at SAG is of high importance, additional daily orders of parts
are released when a 12NC is not available on stock (22%) and appears to be required for a repair. The
reasons that a part is not available can be that it has not been ordered or not yet been delivered. Due to
the low and intermittent character of the demand, this 'ordering system' results in a lot of single piece
order lines. Therefore, SPO introduced the new order and shipment schedule to awaken SAG to control
their inventory better.

4.3.2 Forecast Method Siemens Augsburg

As mentioned, SAG has to provide a four month rolling forecast of the expected parts usage each first
week of the month. This forecast incorporates the expected usage of repairable and consumable parts.
The purpose of the forecast is to determine the order quantities. The forecasted quantities are based on
two aspects:

• The number of repairs per model;
• The usage rate per 12NC to repair the models.

This implies that the forecast is based on the historical demand pattern of the repaired models and the
cumulative historical demand of the 12NC's used. The five steps of the forecast method are described
step by step in Appendix Jand further explicated by a simple example.

This monthly forecast is constructed manually. Historical demand data is manually gathered and copied
from the information system into MS Excel. All subsequent calculations are made by hand and no uniform
file is used.

From the forecast files of SAG as available from May to December 2007, 621 different 12NC's were
forecasted. f 47 of those 621 12NC's did not have any usage. Three reasonable causes are defined.

• The part is substituted and no longer used in the set, and defective sets (formerly containing the
part) still arrive. Due to historical usage, the forecast method still forecasts usage. Recall that the
cumulative historical demand of a 12NC is taken into account instead of the demand development
pattern.

• The part has just been introduced and SAG expects usage according to failure rates obtained
from SPO. However, only 15% of the newly introduced parts experience demand in the first
quarter.

Furthermore, 108 12NC's were not forecasted, but were used in the defined period. Three causes are
defined.

• The demand data used to construct a forecast is incorrect / incomplete.
• The part is at the end of its life cycle and is not demanded for over a long period. Therefore, the

part is deleted from the historical demand data.
• The part still is (in its initial phase and) unknown at SAG.

Other points of discussion are the adequacy and the accuracy of the forecast method. The method
incorporates two sources of uncertainty: the expected number of repairs per model and the expected
number of parts required. Furthermore, SAG does not possess the additional information available at
SPO; e.g. information like finished goods sales figures, failure rates, etc. These data could be used to
create a long-term forecast and consequently, a stable inventory position.
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4.3.3 Returns Siemens Augsburg

As described, the return flow of SAG consists of two types of returns: the defective repairable parts and
the unused parts. The first stream is controlled by return orders as supplied by EHVII. Along with the
delivery of a working repairable part, SAG receives a return number to return the defective equivalent
12NC with. SAG executes this activity apart from their stock control. The unused parts are pushed from
SAG's stock to EHVII's stock. Parts are returned at the beginning of the month if they are expected not
to be used based on the forecast and the current inventory position.

4.4 Conclusion

The main findings of this chapter are:

• SAG does currently not adequately apply a robust stock control system.
• SAG's forecasts are based on incorrect/incomplete data.
• SPO does not use the available data from SAG.

The following chapter is dedicated to the problem diagnosis; i.e. based on the description of the current
situation, the hypothetical relationships from the cause-effect diagram (Figure 2.1) are diagnosed to get a
clear view on the root causes of the problem as defined in section 2.1.
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5 Problem Diagnosis

This chapter discusses the problem diagnosis. The goal of the diagnosis is to get a clear view on the
nature of the problem. its causes and consequences. From the analysis of the current situation as
discussed in chapter 3 and 4, the hypothetical relationships in the cause-effect diagram (Figure 2.1) are
diagnosed to define the root causes of the problem as defined in section 2.1.

The chapter first recalls (the first part of) the cause-effect diagram. Subsequently. the hypothetical
relationships within this diagram are discussed. Section 5.2 discusses the unavailability of spare parts at
SAG. Section 5.3 describes the order behavior of SAG followed by the additional logistic costs in section
5.4. Section 5.5 treats the forecasting method at SAG. Finally. section 5.6 concludes on the chapter.

5.1 Cause-Effect Diagram

Figure 5.1 illustrates the first part of the cause-effect diagram. It provides an overview of the possible
causes and their hypothetical relationships that affect the main problem. Appendix K contains a larger size
of this figure. This part of the cause-effect diagram is the reference for the remainder of this chapter. The
dark blue colored box on the right side is the defined problem and the light blue boxes represent the
possible root causes of the problem. The arrows identify the hypothetical relationships.

The second and third part of the cause-effect diagram (Appendix K) are not relevant for the design. and
thus are described in the Appendices (Appendix L).

~--'_.....

t------~"-:~ t------~

Figure 5.1 - Cause-Effect Diagram (Part I)

The following sections will each discuss (a group of) cause(s).

5.2 Required Parts Unavailable at Siemens Augsburg

Section 3.2.1 described that the performance of SAG on the TCTAT is dependent on the parts availability
at SAG. With respect to the repair orders that require parts, parts availability optimally benefits the
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repair throughput time. As soon as the failure is observed and the required part is determined, the
technician demands for the required part(s). In 2007, only 78% of the demanded parts could be delivered
directly from stock on hand. Two direct causes are determined:

• The required parts are not ordered by SAG.
• The required parts are not yet delivered by EHVII.

5.2.1 Parts not Ordered by Siemens Augsburg

In the period from May to December 2007, approximately 9,700 parts actually were used. An amount of
about 2,050 of the used parts were not (positively) forecasted, which is approximately 21 %. This implies
that 21 % of the required parts were not ordered at the beginning of the month. Due to these negative
forecast errors, approximately 1,300 parts (13.5% of total usage) resulted in a backorder.

5.2.2 Parts not Delivered by Central Warehouse

Furthermore, approximately 82% of the total submitted order lines by SAG at EHVII were completely
prepared and released for shipment within one working day. It is assumed that the percentage does not
differ for order lines submitted at the beginning of the month and order lines placed during the month.
Thus, of the order lines submitted at the beginning of the month, 82% is delivered within two working
days. This represents about 68% of the total quantity of ordered parts. So, about 32% of the total quantity
of ordered parts is not delivered within two days. That is about 25% of the required parts that is ordered
based on the forecast. However, not all repair orders arrive within the first week of the month. This
implies that a higher percentage of the ordered parts based on the forecast will be delivered before they
actually are required and thus are available from stock. Actually, as the availability is 78% and 13.5% lacks
due to the parts that are not ordered at all, 8.5% results from parts that are not yet delivered. This 8.5%
also causes the Non Standard Exchanges (NSE).

5.3 Order Behavior Siemens Augsburg

Section 3.3.1 describes the order behavior of SAG at EHVII in detail. The conclusion is that the order
pattern of SAG in the period from May to December 2007 shows a highly variable pattern; i.e. SAG
submitted orders at 150 out of 173 working days with an average of 130 pieces and a standard deviation
of 385 pieces. This order behavior leads to demand uncertainty at EHVII, additional logistics costs and a
nervous chain. It directly results from three-causes:

• Additional daily ordering of smaller orders by SAG.
• No (robust) stock control system at SAG.
• Not enough control SPO.

The first reason already is assessed with the implementation of the new order and shipment schedule.

5.3.1 No (Robust) Stock Control System at Siemens Augsburg

As described in section 4.3.1, SAG does not accurately apply an adequate and robust stock control system
to base the orders on. Actually, there also is no incentive to efficiently manage stock. On the one hand,
SAG is allowed to claim parts they use and on the other hand, SAG currently is allowed to return parts
that they do not use within a timeframe of ninety days. Obviously, this causes instability, inefficiency and
additional costs in the chain. In the future, the agreements on returning unused parts will disappear and
SAG then will have to manage their stock more efficiently because of e.g. obsolescence risk.
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5.3.2 Not Enough Control Spare Parts & Operations

Section 4.2 describes the logistic agreements between spa and SAG that are effective. As SAG is
responsible for and controls its stock to meet the TCTAT target, spa cannot see or control the stock.
This effect is adverse to the logistic goal aimed at controlling and guaranteeing a level of parts availability
at the workshop. However, spa reviews the monthly forecast and receives a daily file on the parts
availability of SAG. Unfortunately, spa does not use the available information except for the availability
check. Furthermore, the parts usage of SAG is also known at spa through the claim system. Though it is
not exactly correct in time, it gives a proper indication of the usage by SAG. Briefly, spa does not fully
use the information from the (few) data available from SAG to monitor them on the agreements made.

As mentioned, the current order behavior of SAG leads to additional service costs for spa. This is
described in the next section.

5.4 Additional Service Costs Spare Parts & Operations

Section 3.4 discusses the costs build up as encountered by spa. Besides the service level, these costs are
the second aspect of the balancing problem of the parts provisioning towards SAG. Though the handling
and transport costs as presented are relatively low, unnecessary costs are included.

• Unnecessary additional handling costs occur from the outbound and inbound handling of parts
that are purchased and returned unused.

• Unnecessary additional transport costs also occur from the outbound and inbound shipments of
parts that are purchased and returned unused.

An aspect disregarded so far, is the additional handling and transport costs that result from forwarding
the unused parts to the suppliers' repair center to be checked. This also causes the parts not to be
available for distribution to other service centers. Furthermore, additional inventory and thus inventory
costs can be caused by:

• The mismanagement of SAG with respect to the stock control. Although these costs cannot be
directly related to SAG, it seems straightforward that EHVII keeps more parts on stock than
necessary due to e.g. 'over-forecasting' of SAG.

• The bullwhip effect. The increased demand variability due to forecast updating at EHVII can result
in higher reorder points.

Finally, each NSE causes additional service costs. A NSE refers to the replacement of a defective television
set with a completely new one. A NSE can result from several reasons. However, as this project concerns
the availability of spare parts, only a NSE due to 'no spares' is of interest. The required spare parts are
unavailable at the service center and EHVII can also not deliver them within a short timeframe. This
implies that NSE's mainly result from supplier issues (recall that these are excluded from this project).
Figures are removed from this report for confidentiality reasons.

5.5 Inaccurate Forecasting at Siemens Augsburg

As described in section 4.3.2, SAG forecasts the expected usage each month. This forecast incorporates
the expected usage of repairable and consumable parts. The purpose of the forecast is to determine the
order quantities. In that section the forecast method also was discussed on its inadequacies. The causes
that are listed are:

• Inadequate forecast method: cumulative historical demand of a 12NC is taken into account
instead of the demand development pattern.
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• Inadequate forecast method: it incorporates and combines two sources of uncertainty: the
expected number of repairs per model and the expected number of partS required.

• Forecast on incorrect and incomplete data (mostly manually gathered).

On the one hand, the inaccuracy of the forecast method leads to 'over-forecasting' of actual partS usage;
i.e. partS are ordered and will be returned in a later stadium as they were not required. On the other
hand, partS are not forecasted that appear to be required later on.

5.6 Conclusion

This chapter diagnosed the problem. The causes and consequences were analyzed and root causes are
defined. The threat of inefficient organized spare part flows towards SAG is evident. The defined set of
root causes is divided into three areas susceptible to improvement.

I. Inventory management Siemens Augsburg. This includes the root causes as indicated in Figure
5.1.

2. Stock control of consumables central warehouse (Appendices).
3. Stock control of repairables central warehouse (Appendices).

As it appeared to be unfeasible to capture all areas, a solution is derived from the diagnosis that tends to
remove several root causes within the first area of improvement (Appendix M). The next part first
introduces the deSign of solution to the problem/? Subsequent, the design of the solution is discussed and
the translation into a design of a ready-to-be-used tool is described. Finally, the functioning of the tool is
tested through simulation and compared to the current control system as applied at SAG.

This chapter ends Part II of the report. Part III continues with the design.

'7 The solution is selected in consultation with all stakeholders that are directly involved.
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6 Design of Solution

After the diagnosis phase. the design phase begins. The design phase elaborates on the results of the
diagnosis phase. A system is designed that subsequently is translated into a suitable tool. This chapter
provides the design of the system to solve the problem of the inefficient goods flows of spare parts faced
by Siemens Augsburg. The first section introduces both the design and the remainder of this chapter.

6.1 Design: Inventory Control System Siemens Augsburg

As mentioned in section 4.1. spa eventually prefers integral control of their entire service network. This
total integration of control for all stock locations could lead to an enormous complexity. both from a
logistical and from an organizational point of view. Apart from the different control systems that have to
be integrated. it will require changes to all organizations. the agreements. the (information) systems. and
the processes. Moreover. currently not all stock locations in the service network are selected and
implemented. This causes an instant implementation of an integrated control of the service network to be
practically impossible. So, spa has to work on the integrated control stepwise. Hence. logical and feasible
steps that can be taken are identified. Starting at the current situation (step I). sequential steps can be:

I. Single-echelon, single location stock control I - decentralized control of stock locations; Le. each
service center is responsible for and manages its own stock. The central stock is managed
separately by spa (and could be based on parts usage at service centers).

2. Single-echelon, single location stock control /I - centralized control of stock locations; i.e. spa is
responsible for and manages stock at each service center (Vendor Managed Inventory. VMI). The
stock at EHVII is controlled separately. but is based on parts usage at service centers.

3. Multi-echelon, single location stock control - centralized control of each single service supply chain;
Le. the stock at EHVII and the stock at the service center are totally ad;usted to each other.

4. Multi-echelon, multi location stock control - centralized control of EHVII and all service centers
around Europe. It is necessary that all stock locations are implemented.

5. Multi-echelon, multi location stock control with lateral shipments - centralized control of EHVII and all
service centers around Europe with lateral shipments between them.

As mentioned. spa currently is in the first situation (step I) of the total service network integration with
respect to the goods flows under consideration. Moreover. as appeared from the diagnosis. SAG does not
apply an adequate and robust system to manage their inventory to service demand. As the demand for
service and thus for parts usage at SAG is the point of origin for all upstream logistic activities, a robust
inventory control system that balances the performance and the costs is necessary. Besides. the forecast
function should not be left aside as a long-term determination of average future demand serves to
determine stock levels and replenish stock accordingly. Along with the recently implemented shipment
schedule (section 6.2.1). a robust inventory control system streamlines the order behavior of SAG. which
makes the spare parts flows more efficient and stable, and reasoned decisions on the stock positions at
SAG can be made. The lack of an adequate and robust stock control system at the first echelon of the
service network justifies that this project should not also concentrate on the optimization of the stock
control at EHVII. Moreover. the organizational triangle of DESC - spa - SAG is not sufficiently
developed to immediately change over to a multi-echelon system (step 3 etc.). Finally. responsibility and
management of the inventory remains at SAG as the strategic policies of spa currently avert to
implement VMI (step 2). This implies that the current situation (step I) will be improved with a structural
inventory control system for SAG and though no step forward is made. it can be made more easily.
Hence. to keep an eye on the future and the possible change to VMI (step 2). a list of advantages and
disadvantages of VMI. and requirements to implement VMI is provided. Until that moment SAG is in
control of their inventory and to ascertain SAG properly manages the goods flows. spa has to monitor
the performance of SAG according to a set of measurements. This will be described in chapter 10.
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So, this project is aimed at developing a robust system that uses the available demand (parts usage)
history and other data where possible to determine the long-term expected parts usage and associated
inventory positions at SAG to enable the achievement of a satisfactory performance at minimal costs.
The root causes of the problem that are affected by the design are presented in Appendix M. Currently,
other root causes are also addressed by several projects within spa (indicated in AppendiX M); e.g. the
root causes considering the return flows of SAG will disappear as the agreements are stressed. As a
consequence, SAG has a reason to more adequately control their inventory. An inventory control system
developed by spa will support them in executing these activities. So, the system is designed to enable
SAG and spa to assess the efficiency of the spare parts flows and to make a decision on the performance
and the related costs.

To achieve the goal of the design assignment, it is necessary to review and adjust the inventory control
system at SAG. First, section 6.2 discusses the structure of the stocking point that lays the foundation for
the new control system of the stocking point SAG. The control of the stocking point SAG and the new
system are described in section 6.3. Subsequent, the development of the core module of the control
system, the inventory module is extensively described in section 6.4. Section 6.5 is dedicated to other
modules and the supporting (information) systems. Finally, section 6.6 concludes on this chapter.

6.2 Stocking Structure Siemens Augsburg

The structure of a stocking point consists of several elements. The elements discussed in this section are
the supply of replenishment orders and backorders, and the performance measurement. These elements
constitute the basis of the control of the stocking point Siemens Augsburg.

6.2.1 Order and Shipment Schedule

As described in chapter 4. SAG orders all required parts to repair Philips television sets directly at EHVII.
Formerly, SAG should submit replenishment orders based on a monthly forecast at the beginning of each
month and subsequent release orders on a weekly basis to deal with the fluctuations in demand
throughout the month. However, SAG placed (many small) orders on a daily basis to take care of
unavailability. This was the result of an inadequate stock control of SAG on the one hand and insufficient
monitoring of spa on the other hand.

Recently, spa initiated and implemented a tightened order schedule to reduce the amount of (small)
orders and number of shipments, and to force SAG to control their inventory more efficiently. As a
consequence, SAG can only submit orders on Tuesday (at two o'clock) and Thursday (at two o'clock).
On Tuesdays, SAG should submit 'large' replenishment orders. This order is delivered on Thursday
afternoon at five o'clock. On Thursdays, SAG should only submit an additional smaller order to cover
unplanned stock-outs from Tuesday afternoon, Wednesday and Thursday morning. This order is delivered
on Tuesday afternoon at five o'clock. Backorders at EHVII are shipped with the first possible delivery.
However, as the design does not incorporate EHVII in the system, it is assumed that EHVII is always able
to deliver within the agreed lead-time. Thus the replenishment orders have an order lead-time of two and
a half working days and Thursdays orders' have an order lead-time of three and a half working days.

However, the Thursday orders are excluded from the design as they do not contribute to the
performance of the system (i.e. the fill rate - see next section). The backorder already occurred and the
Thursday order thus only serves to prevent Non Standard Exchanges (NSE) that could result from the
stock-outs on Tuesday afternoon, Wednesday and Thursday morning. In practice, this will not differ a lot
from a weekly order schedule. If the stock-outs are also ordered on Tuesday in the standard
replenishment order, the order lead-time of a stock-out at SAG only suffers two additional days. These
two days will not draw the distinction between a NSE and a normal repair job. NSE's mainly are the result
from supply issues that cause parts not to be delivered for a long period. Practically, a NSE thus should
not be a consequence of the inventory management of SAG and should therefore not be incorporated in
the system that is developed for the current situation. spa could protect itself against NSE's (or supply
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issues) by e.g. increasing the safety factor or incorporating safety lead-time in the inventory calculations at
EHVII.

So, the system uses a weekly order schedule with backorders incorporated in the Tuesday order. The
system will then reckon with a longer review period and adjust the inventory levels to it. Though
adjustable, the lead-time applied in the inventory system will thus be 2.5 days.

6.2.2 Fill Rate Performance Measurement

An important improvement of the control system of SAG is the introduction of the control based on
performance. Beside the measurement of the correct performance indicator(s), the inventory control
system has to be controlled on the performance. However, the costs associated with the desired
performance still have to be under consideration.

The Philips' consumers demand for the television repair service at SAG. As the consumer eventually
desires to get the repaired television returned as soon as possible (consumer satisfaction depends on
promised TCTAT 'S irrespective of the failure), it is important that the required parts are available as soon
as possible to perform the repair job. The performance thus has to be expressed in terms of the
availability of parts. In consultation with SPO, a service criterion is chosen (AppendiX 0 briefly discusses
literature on service criterions). Therefore, a new performance indicator is defined as the percentage of
demand for parts that can be delivered directly from local stock at SAG. This is called the 'O-day (til rate'.

Furthermore, the desired O-day fill rate will be considered to be an aggregate fill rate; Le. the fill rate will
not be aimed for at a single item level, but per group of parts. The demand-weighted average fill rates of
the parts groups then determine the system fill rate. In means of cost reduction, fill rates can differ among
single items within a parts group as long as the aggregate fill rates of the parts groups are met; e.g. slow
moving, expensive parts may receive a lower fill rate and fast moving, less expensive parts a higher fill rate.
Because of the aggregate fill rate targets, the strategic stock decision (whether a part is stocked locally or
not) for one part cannot be taken independently of other parts. As soon as a part is removed from local
stock, the target fill rate of a group is changed. As a result, the stock levels for other parts change because
the aggregate group fill rate must still be met. The setting of target aggregate fill rates for the different
parts groups is a strategic decision just like the classification of the parts into different groups. Both
subjects are described in section 6.4.2.

So, the performance will not only be measured, but the system will also be controlled by the O-day fill rate
performance indicator. The demand that cannot be directly fulfilled from stock is completely backordered
and will be incorporated in the first order submitted at EHVII.

6.3 Control Stocking Point Siemens Augsburg

Based on the structure of the stocking point as described in the former section, a control system is
designed that has to lead to an inventory configuration with minimum service costs that realizes the
desired O-day fill rates.

It is decided to control the inventory with a multi-item approach (this approach is explained in Appendix
P). The application of a multi-item approach is enabled by the aggregate performance indicator. As
described in the previous section, individual fill rates then can vary as long as the target average group fill
rate is achieved. Hence, parts that contribute most to the service per euro will be kept on stock.

The single drawback of the multi-item approach is the assumption that all parts are equally important. It is
not able to deal with criticality. To prevent negative effects and assure that all parts are properly dealt

18 The TCTAT (or consumer waiting time) alone is not satisfactory to calculate required inventory levels as it is dependent on many
other (more operational) aspects besides inventory management. Therefore. a new separate performance indicator is introduced to
control the inventory.
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with, a strategic decision has to be made about the categorization of parts into different groups. The
categorization will then provide management the ability to set a target aggregate fill rate for each group.
The group fill rates will determine the overall system fill rate. The categorization and fill rate target setting
is described in section 6.4.2.

Besides a rational use of demand arrivals to calculate inventory levels, the new control system considers
inventory, transport and order costs. Based on these factors, the system makes deliberate decisions on
the inventory levels to achieve the desired performance. The fill of demand of parts that will not be
stocked, (e.g. slow movers) depends on the stocking policy of EHVII.

6.3.1 Demand Arrivals

Currently, SAG uses the monthly parts usage to determine the inventory (order-up-to) levels. From the
problem analysis appeared that there is no single argument why the inventory level is equal to one month
of demand.

The new control system solves this problem by making a deliberate decision between the demand and the
desired performance. In addition, the new control system will take the lead-time from EHVII to SAG into
account to set inventory levels such as to certainly cover the demand during lead-time.

All models found in literature take the demand per time unit into account. The new system considers the
demand per day. To translate the demand per month into the demand per day, four weeks of five days
are considered. The system will then stock 'demand arrivals'. As the number of pieces demanded, each
time demand for a part occurs, is equal to one, the demand size is of no further consequence to the
inventory levels.

6.3.2 Control System

The new control system consists of several modules. These are illustrated in Figure 6.1.

P'<lruU~~o..

Finished Good!> Sales.,
Fidd Call R.ues.

f"1anLllllty:

Choadr. (& Adjust) PR

Min.ally:

Enter P'Lrc:hue Order
(PO) @ 'WebsJ[e AYS'

Figure 6.1 - Framework Control System

The control system deviates from the current situation as currently the desired performance is not
included to set inventory levels and the realized performance is not used to evaluate the system.

Both the module 'demand estimations' and 'desired performance' provide the necessary input to the
'inventory module' to compute the inventory levels. The monthly available data to estimate average
demand are used to filter incidental parts usage on the one hand. On the other hand, the demand
estimations are used to adjust the average demand applied to the inventory module in case of e.g. a trend
pattern. This is described in section 6.5.1.

The inventory module is the core of the control system. The inventory module calculates the inventory
levels and order quantities to realize the desired performance with minimum costs. To configure the
inventory, the inventory module applies a system for items in a multi-item, single-location, single
indenture situation. The term 'single-location' refers to the situation in which supply and distribution can
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take place to and from one location (SAG). Hence, there is no back-up service from higher echelon levels
(two-echelon supply chain structure). The term 'single-indenture' implies that the part's hierarchy exists
of one level. This will be extensively elaborated on in the next section.

Subsequently, the inventory levels and order quantities provide the necessary input to schedule and
create Purchase Requisitions (PR). Each purchase requisition then is manually checked and evaluated
before it will be translated into a Purchase Order (PO) that will be released at the 'At Your Service'
website of EHVII. Currently, a PO is derived manually from the comparison of the forecasted demand and
the actual inventory position at the beginning of the month or a PO is directly released when a part
required for a repair job is unavailable from stock. In the future, it is preferable that a computerized
information system automatically schedules and creates the PR's based on the input from the inventory
module. However, this is not in the scope of this project.

If the realized performance does not comply with the target performance, the data in the 'demand
estimation' module probably has to be adjusted to upgrade the quality of the data used in the inventory
module.

To be able to get insight in and control the system on performance, it has to be measurable. The data
required to measure the performance is described in section 6.5.3.

6.4 Inventory Module

The inventory module has the objective to configure the inventory such that the desired aggregate O-day
fill rate of each group is achieved while service costs are minimized. To configure the inventory, a
mathematical model is applied that incorporates the demand as well as the service costs.

The mathematical model is subjected to several assumptions and uncertainties. Hence, the theoretical
results have to be compared with reality through a simulation model. The simulation is described in
chapter 7.

The work of Rustenburg (2000) provided the basis for the mathematical model. The model is applicable
to a multi-item, Single-location, single-indenture situation.

The multi-item model is the basis for the algorithm that determines the near-optimal order-up-to levels
for the parts in each group. The result is said to be near-optimal as the algorithm is based on a heuristic.
However, research (e.g. Rustenburg, 2000; Thonemann, 2002; Sherbrooke, 2004) indicated that the
(greedy) heuristic results in or closely approximates the optimum. Besides, the time to exactly calculate
the optimal configuration would probably be disproportionately high.

With the model, it is possible to compute the demand-weighted average O-day fill rates and service costs
for each group at a given inventory configuration. The conceptual model is described in the next section.

6.4.1 Single-Location, Multi-Item Model

In this section the mathematical model, the algorithm and the underlying assumptions are described.
Eventually, the mathematical model enables the computation of the demand-weighted average O-day fill
rate of each group whilst minimizing service costs. A greedy algorithm is able to determine the near
optimal inventory configuration with these computations. The mathematical model and algorithm are
based on the work of Rustenburg (2000) and are extended to deal with the considered situation.

The model considers a Single repair workshop of television sets with a stock of multiple spare parts to
service demand. When a defect television set arrives at the technician's workplace, demand for spare

parts that are needed to repair the television set occurs. Let I = {1,2, ... , I} denote the set of spare parts,
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each with a cost price C i and a fixed order cost Cij' Each spare part is categorized in a group. Let

J= {1,2, ...,J} denote the set of groups.

Demand for each spare part i E I in group j E J arrives according to a Poisson process with an arrival

rate A. i per day and each demand is for a single piece. This has been tested (see Appendix Q). Demand

arrivals during review periods are independent. If a demanded part is available at the workshop, the part is
directly delivered from stock. Otherwise, demand is completely backordered; i.e. it is assumed that
demand is not cancelled and filled as soon as replenishment arrives. This appears to be reasonable as the
technician determines the requirements to repair a television set through extensive analysis. If a part is
required, which appears to be unavailable, the television set will not suddenly be repaired differently.

The stock is controlled by a (R, Sij' $ij) replenishment policy which operates as follows. At the end of each

review period R (5 days) the inventory position Yi (t) (defined as the stock-on-hand plus stock on order

minus backorders) is monitored to consider the necessity of a replenishment decision. If the inventory

position is at or below the reorder point 5
iJ

, an order of quantity Qij with fixed costsC ij is submitted at

EHVII to raise the inventory position to order-up-to level $ij (the maximum amount of stock on hand of

part i). If the position is above 5ij' nothing is done until at least the next review. Furthermore. it is

assumed that replenishment orders of part i do not cross in time. This is appropriate as only a single
supplier (EHVII) is used to replenish Philips parts. Figure 6.2 illustrates an example of the inventory

development with a (R, 5 ij , $ij) replenishment policy, This more complex policy is used to describe the

situation because of three reasons. First, the current review period that SAG applies, has to be
maintained. This excludes the continuous review policies as this review period is not negligible. Second,
the fixed costs per order (handling and transport costs) are not negligible compared to the inventory
costs and thus have to be incorporated in the model. This condition excludes immediate adaptation of

one-for-one replenishment policies. Third, the use of a (R ,S ij ,S ij ) policy is preferred in order to apply

the multi-item approach.

As a consequence of the recently implemented order and shipment schedule (see section 6.2.1), the
model assumes a standard lead-time Li of 2.5 days. If SPO reports longer lead-times to SAG, the model

allows adjusting the lead-time. The lead-time will then increase with a multiple of five working days. The
model thus assumes that EHVII can always deliver with the lead-time as agreed upon.

The service costs are calculated per review period and consist of the fixed order costs and inventory

holding costs. The fixed order costs Cij are comprised of handling costs and transport costs 19. The

handling costs are dependent on the nature of the part, whether it is repairable or consumable. A
repairable part has a higher handling tariff than a consumable part. As the transport costs are a fixed
amount per single shipment between EHVII and SAG. they have to be assigned to an individual part
according to a logical criterion. The criterion will be the volume shipped per order based on the daily
demand. For example, the transport costs are 1000 euro per shipment. Each week a shipment is delivered
to SAG. Part I has a daily demand of two pieces and part 2 has a daily demand of ten pieces. Part I has a
volume of 0.5 cubic meters and part 2 has a volume of 0.3 cubic meters. This implies that part I is
expected to cover 25% (2*0.5/(2*0.5+ I0*0.3)) of the total volume shipped each week. Therefore, part I is
assigned 25% of the transport costs, which is 250 euro.

" Actually, these costs incur at SPO. However, they are virtually allocated to SAG on top of a part's cost price. In essence it comes
to that the more orders SAG submits at EHVIt, the higher handling and transport costs SPO faces, the higher the uplift on top of a
part's cost price will be. To be able to make a comparison and deliberation, these costs aspeets are separated. Though SAG thus not
directly experiences these costs, they indirectly do invest in them. So, it also is to their advantage that these costs are minimized.
Nonetheless, in the end, as soon as SAG used the parts, they are able to claim the COSts and SPO writes them to Costs of Non
Quality. SAG thus benefits from less investment in keeping inventory.
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Figure 62 - Example Inventory Development with a (R,s;j ,S;j) replenishment strategy

The inventory holding costs are incurred in each period as a function of average inventory on hand during
the period. Explicitly, the holding costs over a review period are calculated as the percentage factor of the
average net inventory level value. According to Silver et al (1998) this percentage factor could include
opportunity cost of the money invested, deterioration of stock, damage, theft, obsolescence, insurance,
taxes, etc. The percentage factor used in this project is 25%. This, however, is just a reasonable example
and the exact carrying charge should be determined in the future.

Based on the described assumptions, it is possible to compute the demand-weighted average O-day fill rate

of a group of spare parts (Fj ) and the service costs per review period (ZR.j) at a given inventory

configuration. This is the basis of the algorithm that determines the near-optimal inventory configuration.

The inventory configuration is expressed through the order-up-to levels 51j , 52j , ... , 5U and the reorder

points Slj' S2j , ... , su. The objective of the algorithm thus is to determine the order-up-to levels and

reorder points that minimize the service costs per review period while the demand-weighted average 0
day fill rate of a group of parts is achieved. It cannot be guaranteed that the algorithm results in the
optimal inventory configuration as it applies a heuristic. Figure 6.3 describes stepwise the way of working
of the mathematical inventory model. Appendix R provides the mathematical notation.

I . Compute fill rate of each
5, Compute order-up-to,.. part i at each combination of

level of each part i in group j
5 and Q to 5= I00 and Q=SO

~

I
Input Dao ~ Input

Dao

2. Compute average Input 3. Compute service cOSts -- 4. Compute order quantity
per review period of each r-

inventory level of each part i Dao of each order-up-ro level of
---)0

at each combination of 5 and
part i at each combination of

each part i in group j
Q to 5= I00 and Q=SO

5 and Q to 5= I00 and
sorting at 5=0 to 5= I00.

Q=SO,

Figure 6.3 - Method Mathematical Model

Order-up-to Levels

The algorithm applies the multi-item approach. This is enabled by the aggregate fill rate and briefly implies
that the demand-weighted average O-day fill rate of a group of parts is determined instead of the fill rate
of an individual part. The multi-item approach incorporates both the costs and the demand rate of a part
to decide whether to stock this part or not and which quantity to stock. As the demand rate of most
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parts at SAG is very low (see chapter 3), the strategic decision whether a part has to be stocked is very
important; Le. a part with a low demand rate that has a single piece of stock will immediately experience
high service performance. Apart from the low demand rates, this results from short lead-times. If the
inventory investment has to be kept under control or even decreased, a deliberate selection has to be
made: which parts will be kept on stock and which will not? Because the algorithm of the multi-item
approach takes both the investment and the demand rate into account, it appears to be an appropriate
method to determine the inventory configuration with respect to the order-up-to levels. However, parts
first are classified into specific groups according to several characteristics. This categorization prevents
that e.g. expensive parts that really do require stock, are not stocked due to the multi-item approach and
thus provides the management the ability to separately decide on the fill rate of each group of parts. This
is described in section 6.4.2.

The multi-item approach is applied by using a greedy heuristic. Taking the large amount of parts into
account, it is impossible to exactly compute the inventory configuration that results in the desired fill rate
whilst minimizing costs. The greedy heuristic on the other hand is fast and leads to good results (e.g.
Rustenburg, 2000).

Eventually, the greedy heuristic results in a near-minimal investment per parts group subjected to a target
demand-weighted average O-day fill rate. The heuristic initiates with an initial inventory and repeatedly
increases the order-up-to level with one piece of the part that contributes most to the fill rate per euro
invested; Le. at each iteration the cheapest possibility to get the closest to the target fill rate is selected.
The heuristic seeks for the "biggest bang for the buck" (Sherbrooke, 2004) till the target fill rate of a
group is achieved.

Appendix P describes the concept of the multi-item approach. Normally, the multi-item approach assumes

a (5 -1,5) replenishment strategy. As this particular situation applies a lR, sij' 5 ij ) policy, the inventory

model is extended with a method to calculate the optimal reorder points.

Reorder Points

Before the multi-item algorithm starts to run, an optimal reorder point has to be attached to the order
up-to level of each single item. It is decided to create interdependency between the reorder point and
order-up-to level through the order quantity in order to reckon with the fixed order costs and compare
those to the inventory costs. The reorder point will result from subtracting the order quantity from the
order-up-to level. The optimal order quantity is found through a similar method as the heuristic that the
multi-item approach applies.

On single-item level, the order-up-to level is repeatedly increased by one piece (starting at zero). At each
increase, the order quantity (and thus the reorder point) is searched for that contributes most to the fill
rate per euro invested. For example, consider Table 6.1. The method initializes with an order-up-to level
of zero.

The first iteration, the order-up-to level is increased by one piece. The order quantity that now
contributes the most to the service per euro invested compared to the selected combination of the
previous iteration is one. Actually, an order quantity of two pieces is not desired as that would certainly
lead to backorders and affect the fill rate negatively.

The second iteration increases the order-up-to level to two pieces and compare the possible order
quantities and their contribution with the selected combination from the former step. So, if the order
quantity will be one piece at an order-up-to level of two pieces, the additional service per euro invested
will be 0.0287 compared to the selected result of the former iteration. Compared to the additional
service per euro invested of 0.0282 when the order quantity would be two pieces, the order quantity of
one piece is better. So, this implies that if the order-up-to-Ievel of this part that subsequently results from
the multi-item algorithm is two pieces, the order quantity will be one piece (and the reorder point thus
will be at one piece of inventory). From an order-up-to level of three pieces on, the optimal order
quantity is two pieces.
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Table 6.1 - Example Reorder Point Calculation

Q(ij) I 2 3 4

S(ij)

I 0.0162

2 0.0287 0.0282

3 0.0161 0.0166 0.0036

4 0.0097 0.0115 0.0083 0.0000

This is done for all items in the group.

Appendix R describes the mathematical notation of the inventory model on the one hand and the
stepwise methods to compute the order-up-to levels and reorder points on the other hand.

6.4.2 Parts Categorization & Setting Target Aggregate Fill Rate per Group

Sections 6.2 and 6.3 slightly introduced the importance of the classification of the parts into different
groups and the setting of target aggregate fill rates for each parts group. Both are strategic decisions.

As the mathematical inventory model is not able to deal with the criticality of different parts, It IS
necessary to categorize parts into different groups so as to eliminate any negative effect resulting from the
multi-item approach (e.g. filtering critical parts from stocking due to its cost price). To configure different
groups, a set of criteria is drawn up in deliberation with the spare parts manager of SPO. Three criteria
are defined that determine a part's criticality.

I. Plant.
2. Additional Non Standard Exchange costs.
3. Demand rate.

The first criterion, plant, is related to the virtual 'plants' of EHVII (see Appendix B). EHVII stocks
consumable parts at plant NL IA and repairable parts at plant NL ID. As their inventory control differs at
EHVII (see Appendix H and I), the order and transports costs also differ.

The second criterion, additional Non Standard Exchange costs are the additional costs that result from a
NSE if the part is not available (mostly due to supply issues). It is the difference between the (average)
price of the finished product(s) the part is used in and the cost price of the part itself. For example, a NSE
of a flat television set resulting from an unavailable screw is much worse than a NSE resulting from a LCD
display that is not available in terms of additional costs. Implicitly, this criterion signifies that cheaper parts
should be stocked over expensive parts as their NSE costs are higher. Actually, this is also a function of
the multi-item approach. However, to prevent that critical expensive parts are not stocked, these should
be grouped separately.

The third criterion is demand rate. It is to be said that parts (independent on their price) that are
frequently used (once per two weeks or more) should be classified apart from the rest. It is desirable to
certainly assign a high target performance to those parts. If necessary, these parts could be stocked
according to the single-item approach (see Appendix P).

Additionally, a fourth criterion is defined: supply risk. This implies the classification of parts based on the
supplier of the parts to EHVII. From the analysis it appeared that several suppliers tend to fail agreements
and thus fail to supply (in time). This causes the risk that EHVII is running out of inventory and is not able
to meet customer demand in time due to longer lead-times. This criterion is defined in order to
categorize parts with a supply risk in another group such that these parts will not affect the aggregate
performance of the parts without a supply risk. Though the supply risk is hard to define, parts can be
categorized according to the deviation of the actual lead-time from the agreed lead-time and assigned
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safety time. For example, if more than 60% of the orders at a particular supplier have a longer lead-time
than agreed upon, the part from that supplier experience a high supply risk. It is recommended to further
analyze the supply performance in order to make a deliberate decision on this.

So, in case each criterion has two possible values, sixteen groups are to be distinguished (see Table 6.2).
Obviously, more groups can be defined as the number of values per criterion increases. However, that is
a strategic decision and should be a subject of further investigation to design a dedicated 'group
configuration tool'.

When the groups are configured, each group is assigned a target demand-weighted average O-day fill rate.
The target fill rate per parts group also is a strategic decision. A decent decision can be made based on
for example the results of the mathematical inventory model as presented in section 0; i.e. what are the
costs at a target service level.

Table 6.2 - Group Configuration

Group I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16

Plant
NLIA x x x x x x x x

NLID x x x x x x x x

Supply Risk
Low x x x x x x x x

High x x x x x x x x

Additional NSE Low « cost price) x x x x x x x X

Costs High (> cost price) x x x x x x x x

Demand Rate
Low « I per week) x x x x x x x x

High (> I per week) x x x x x x x x

6.5 Supporting Systems

The control system has to be implemented in a number of information systems. For example, the
inventory configuration cannot be calculated manually. Furthermore, the demand estimates and the
measurement of the realized performance have to be executed by an automated system. Besides, the 'At
Your Service' website of EHVII is used to submit orders.

6.5.1 Demand Estimates Module

The module 'demand estimates' provides the inventory module with an average daily demand so as to
configure the inventory. This average demand is based on historical parts usage compared to the expected
future parts usage following from the sales of finished goods and the field call rate (FCR) of the parts used
in the television sets. The expected sales of finished goods are especially suitable to estimate future
demand for spare parts in case e.g. a new product is launched that contains the specific part.

The most important aspect of the demand estimates module is to recognize as well upward as downward
trends in average parts usage on the one hand and filtering incidents and normal variation on the other
hand. On the one hand, a trend can be recognized from historical demand during a specified timeframe.
On the other hand, a trend can be recognized from expected sales.

To signal a trend from historical demand only parts usage has to be kept up to date and reviewed
frequently. An advice about the update frequency is carried out in chapter 10.

Both the expected future sales of finished goods (sales evolution file connected displays) and the figures
on failure rates (CSP & PFQ file) are available at sPa. spa thus should share these data with SAG in
order to enhance their estimation of the average usage of parts. Each month, the sales evolution file
provides detailed information on the expected sales of finished goods per region up to one year and also
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presents the historical sales of past years down to 200 I. The latter also enables them to evaluate the use
of the following simple formula to compute the average demand rate.

(6.1 )

Where.

D j ·FCR i

t

A; = average demand per time period (month or day).

D i = Expected yearly sales quantity of finished goods that contains part i.

FCR i = Field Call Rate of part j = expected failure rate of a part per year.

t = 12 or 260 (52 weeks, 5 days per week) to calculate respectively average demand per month or per
day.

This formula can be used to estimate expected average demand during a specified timeframe in order to
compare that to historical demand and earlier computations based on sales of finished goods and to
eventually signal trends in time. The update frequency is described in chapter 10.

6.5.2 Inventory Module

The calculation of the inventory configuration with the use of the mathematical model and the algorithms
will be implemented in a custom made software application. The application will assume that the specific
input data per part is inserted in a MS Excel spreadsheet. As SPO possibly intends to implement the
control system in other repair centers than only SAG, it currently is undesirable to read input data from
the information system used at SAG. So. they will have to download the required information from their
system and copy it into a spreadsheet that is uploaded to the application. Subsequently, the desired
demand-weighted average target fill rate can be entered and the application starts computing the
inventory configuration. The output (the required inventory levels, order quantities and reorder points)
are tabulated and graphically displayed. This information can be printed and downloaded to a text file,
which then can be copied into a new spreadsheet. The output can then be used to do the day to day
inventory control.

The input data should come from the 'demand estimates' module on the one hand and from SPO on the
other hand. The latter refers to data like the 12NC, the plant, the cost price, etc. These are standard data
linked to a part when it is phased-in and thus can be easily shared with SAG (or any other repair center).
This also implies that SPO and SAG commit to a mutual agreement to obtain the best from the control
system and realize the desired performance. Currently, the desired demand-weighted average O-day fill
rate that is agreed upon is set to 90%. SPO and SAG have to set up a regular meeting to review the target
setting and realization such that SPO can monitor SAG. This will be further elaborated on in chapter 10.

As the application that is able to deal with a large amount of parts was not yet finished at the moment this
report was written, a simplified prototype is embedded in a spreadsheet tool, developed in MS Excel. The
functionalities of the prototype are equal to the eventual application though it is only able to deal with a
set of five spare parts. Though this is a major drawback of the prototype, it was decided to be a good
alternative instead of waiting for and using the final application. During the development of the prototype,
the functioning is verified.

I. The calculation of the inventory configuration is followed and checked at each step. It is also
tested with several settings of the input data to indicate that the output is logical and
intuitively appealing.

2. The inventory model is discussed with both the university supervisors and the supervisor
from Philips.
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3. The results of a simulation with demand generated from a Poisson distribution are compared
to the results of the prototype (see chapter 7). Though deviations can occur, they should be
small.

Although the application is not ready-to-use due to major changes in the mathematical model at the very
last moment, the main body is finished. Appendix S provides a user manual of the application.

6.S.3 Performance Measurement

Besides collecting the information on service costs, It IS Important to measure the performance. The
performance is defined as the average percentage of the demand for parts that can be directly delivered
from local stock; i.e. the demand-weighted average a-day fill rate. To measure the performance certain
information is required.

To measure the fill rate it is important to store information about the ordered parts and the date and
time ordered and the date and time the part is delivered from stock. Currently, SAG assigns a zero to the
orders that cannot be delivered directly and a one to the orders that can be delivered directlio. This
actually is the only information that has to be extracted from the system to compute the a-day fill rate.
How this information can be obtained from the system is not to the author's knowledge. It subsequently
should be processed to create input for the performance report (chapter 9).

However, more information is required in order to set up a performance report to monitor the
performance of the system and the adequacy of SAG applying the system. This is discussed in chapters 9
and 10.

6.6 Conclusion

This chapter described the design of the system so as to remove the root causes within the first area of
improvement (see chapter 5 and Appendix M). A new (robust) control system is developed to increase
the efficiency of the goods flows between EHVII and SAG whilst lowering the service costs. The core of
the control system, the inventory module is elaborated on in a mathematical model that is mainly based
on the multi-item approach (Appendix P). This model is expected to function well and outperform the
current system applied at SAG in terms of costs and performance.

The following chapter is dedicated to test and validate the functioning of the mathematical model through
simulation.

20 This knowledge is gathered from a spreadsheet that is obtained from SAG.
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7 Simulation

The result of the inventory module is an inventory configuration such that the desired demand-weighted
average O-day fill rate is achieved while service costs are minimized. However, the inventory system is
based on some assumptions and approximations that possibly do not match with reality and therefore
cause uncertainty with respect to the performance of the system.

Because it is impossible to test the prototype of the inventory system in practice, it is decided to set up a
simulation study and construct a simulation tool to determine the demand-weighted average O-day fill rate
at different settings. On the one hand, the objective of the study is to verify whether the mathematical
model functions properly. On the other hand, the objective is to simulate reality as good as possible to
validate the mathematical model. This chapter describes the simulation study and its results.

Section 7.1 enlists the assumptions of the mathematical model. Subsequent, section 7.2 describes the
experiments conducted in the simulation study and the results of the experiments. Finally, section 7.3
concludes on the chapter.

7.1 Assumptions

Some assumptions and approximations of the inventory system have to be validated through simulation.

I. The demand arrivals are modeled according to a Poisson process.

2. Due to the periodic review, it is possible that the actual order quantity in a period is larger than
the computed optimal order quantity. However, due to the relatively low demand rates, the
expected undershoot during a review period is expected to be low and thus the order quantities
will not deviate a lot.

3. The expected undershoot is approximated by the demand during half a review period (as
described in the mathematical notations in Appendix R).

4. The Thursday orders to catch up with backorders are not incorporated in the inventory system.

7.2 Simulation Study

To investigate whether the mathematical model functions properly and the assumptions described in the
former section do not negatively influence the results of the inventory system as expected from the
mathematical model, a simulation study is set up. First, a conceptual model with the functional
specifications that describes the functioning of the simulation is developed. Subsequently, the conceptual
model is embedded in a spreadsheet tool, developed in MS Excel. A detailed description of the
development of the simulation study is described in Appendix T. Figure 7.1 provides a quick overview of
the different steps to execute the simulation study. This section will further explain the experiments
conducted and the results from these experiments.
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Figure 7.1 - Method Simulation Study

7.2.1 Experiments

To test and validate whether the application of the inventory system results in the desired demand
weighted average O-day fill rates in practice. the results of the mathematical model serve as input for the
simulation. As a matter of fact, the fill rates that result from the mathematical model can exceed the
target fill rate due to the way of working of the model. For example. if the target aggregate fill rate is 70%
and the aggregate fill rate of the parts in a group is 69% after the nth iteration of the multi-item algorithm.
it can occur that after the (n+ I)th iteration the aggregate fill rate largely exceeds the target aggregate fill
rate of 70% due to parts with a low demand rate. Namely, these parts experience a high increase in fill
rate if the order-up-to level is increased by one piece, which also increases the aggregate fill rate
sign ificantly.

The dataset of parts that is used contains 736 different spare parts that were used in at least one repair
job during the year 2007. The maximum usage is 843 times. According to the criteria described in section
6.4.2 different groups are configured. However. as the simulation model assumes a constant lead-time of
2.5 days, the 'supply risk' criteria is left aside. Moreover. data regarding the performance of all suppliers is
currently not available. Due to the lack of consistent data and to still be able to classify parts into groups,
it further is assumed that all parts are embedded in a finished product that costs EUR 1000 on average21

•

The cutoff value of additional NSE costs is determined to be three times the cost price of the part (i.e.
EUR 750) to obtain a sufficiently equalized classification. The demand rate per week is based on the parts
usage data dating from 2007. Then, the 736 parts are divided into groups as presented in the table below.

Table 7.1 - Group Configuration Historical Data Siemens Augsburg

Group Plant
Additional NSE Costs Demand Rate

# of Pat·ts
(EUR) (in 2007)

NLiA NLiD > 750 < 750 < 26 > 26

I x x x 471

2 x x x 52

3 x x x I

4 x x x a
5 x x x 89

6 x x x 43

7 x x x 50

8 x x x 30

From this table it can be concluded that most parts are consumables and that the consumable parts are
inexpensive in relation to the finished product (average cost price of consumable parts is EUR 17.80).
Furthermore. the demand rate of consumable parts is much lower than the demand rate of the

21 It should be investigated what the actual additional NSE costs per part are based on the 'where used' lists and the actual costs for
SPO of a Philips television set. These data are available. however, is not easy to derive and consumes a lot of time. That is the reason
to assume an average finished product value of EUR 1000 on behalf of SPO.
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repairables (recall the analysis presented in chapter 3). This implies that a relatively low investment, will
establish a high fill rate of consumable parts. It thus can be expected that the multi-item approach will
result in substantial improvements compared to the current inventory control settings. This is discussed
in chapter 8.

As the prototype is only able to deal with five spare parts at a time. five parts of each group are randomly
selected to execute the simulation experiments with. The parts in each group are tabulated in Appendix
V. Three experiments are conducted per group with both demand generated from a Poisson distribution
and real historical demand from 2007. The experiments with demand generated from a Poisson
distribution are used to verify the functionality of the mathematical model; Le. does the model work
properly. The experiments with the historical demand are used to validate the mathematical model; i.e.
does the model describe reality. Obviously, group 3 and 4 are excluded as no parts are in those groups.

For both Poisson distributed demand and real historical demand:

I. Demand-weighted average O-day fill rate of 70%.
2. Demand-weighted average O-day fill rate of 80%.
3. Demand-weighted average O-day fill rate of 90%.

Due to very nature of random numbers. it is imprudent to draw conclusions from a model based on the
results obtained from a single replication. Therefore, each experiment with demand arrivals generated
from a Poisson distribution is replicated 10 times with a run length of 880 days including a warm-up
period of 100 days (the determination of the warm-up period is described in Appendix T). Obviously, this
is not applicable to the experiments with the historical demand as it makes no sense to replicate an
experiment with the exact same numbers as it will result in the same performance. The results are
presented in the next section.

7.2.2 Simulation Results

The results of the simulation experiments are presented in the tables in this section. Each table presents
as well the expected aggregate fill rate that is computed from the mathematical model as the fill rate that
results from the simulation. The first table presents the results from the experiments with the demand
from a Poisson distribution. The second table presents the results from the experiments with the
historical demand.

In the first table, he first column shows the target aggregate target fill rates of the experiments. The
second column depicts the target aggregate fill rate as computed from the mathematical model and thus is
expected to result from the simulation (with a small deviation). The expected aggregate fill rates can
exceed the target aggregate fill rate due to the way of working of the model as explained in section 7.2.1.
The realized average demand-weighted average O-day fill rate of the 10 replications per experiment is
presented in the column 'Realized (average)'. Due to the use of the Poisson number generator, the output
of the experiments has to be analyzed to make a valid statistical inference of the results (Goossenaerts &
Pels, 2006). It is assumed that the average O-day fill rates of the experiments are taken from a normal
distribution in order to apply a confidence interval. Then a confidence interval can be constructed. The
column '95% Conf.lnt.' presents the value that has to be added or subtracted from the average to
respectively obtain the upper and lower bound of the 95% confidence interval; Le. it is 95% confident that
the average O-day fill rate will be within this interval. The computation of the confidence interval is
described in AppendiX W.

An equal structure is used to construct Table 7.3. However, the realized demand-weighted average O-day
fill rate is the result of a single replication as explained in section 7.2.1. This also implies that there is no
need for the construction of a 95% confidence interval.
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Table 7.2 - Simulation Results Experiments Poisson Demand per Group of Five Parts

Group I Mathematical Model Simulation (Poisson Demand)

Experiment Expected Realized (average) 95% Conf.lnt.

70% 83.7% 84.4% 0.7%

80% 83.7% 83.6% 1.1%

90% 95.8% 96.3% 1.2%

Group 2 Mathematical Model Simulation (Poisson Demand)

Experiment Expected Realized (average) 95% Conf.lnt.

70% 70.8% 72.8% 1.3%

80% 81.8% 83.4% 1.0%

90% 90.5% 90.9% 1.2%

Group 5 Mathematical Model Simulation (Poisson Demand)

Experiment Expected Realized (average) 95% Conf.lnt.

70% 71.3% 72.3% 1.1%

80% 82.7% 84.0% 1.5%

90% 95.2% 95.7% 1.8%

Group 6 Mathematical Model Simulation (Poisson Demand)

Experiment Expected Realized (average) 95% Conf.lnt.

70% 72.1% 76.3% 1.4%

80% 81.0% 82.7% 0.9%

90% 90.1% 90.9% 0.8%

Group 7 Mathematical Model Simulation (Poisson Demand)

Experiment Expected Realized (average) 95% Conf.lnt.

70% 81.3% 81.8% 1.5%

80% 81.3% 81.6% 1.7%

90% 94.5% 95.0% 1.6%

Group 8 Mathematical Model Simulation (Poisson Demand)

Experiment Expected Realized (average) 95% Conf.lnt.

70% 71./% 71.2% 1.0%

80% 80.7% 80.7% 1.3%

90% 92.1% 922% 0.9%

From these results it can be concluded that the mathematical model functions properly. The results are
quite robust due to the small deviation. Moreover. it is expected that groups that contain more parts
yield smaller deviations and thus the final software application performs better in this respect.
Furthermore. the deviations between the simulation experiments with the demand generated from a
Poisson distribution and the theoretical fill rate are small and mostly positive.

Table 7.3 - Simulation Results Experiments Historical Demand per Group of Five Parts

Group I Mathematical Model Simulation (Historical Demand)

Experiment Expected Realized

70% 83.7% 91.3%

80% 83.7% 91.3%

90% 95.8% 100.0%
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Group 2 Mathematical Model Simulation (Historical Demand)

Experiment Expected Realized

70% 70.8% 81.1%

80% 81.8% 88.0%

90% 90.5% 93.5%

Group 5 Mathematical Model Simulation (Historical Demand)

Experiment Expected Realized

70% 71.3% 68.3%

80% 82.7% 77.8%

90% 95.2% 90.6%

Group 6 Mathematical Model Simulation (Historical Demand)

Experiment Expected Realized

70% 72.1% 81.2%

80% 81.0% 88.0%

90% 90.1% 92.1%

Group 7 Mathematical Model Simulation (Historical Demand)

Experiment Expected Realized

70% 81.3% 86.0%

80% 81.3% 86.0%

90% 94.5% 94.0%

Group 8 Mathematical Model Simulation (Historical Demand)

Experiment Expected Realized

70% 71.1% 82.0%

80% 80.7% 87.5%

90% 92.1% 94.3%

The deviations between the experiments with the historical demand and the theoretical fill rate are quite
large in most cases. Nevertheless, the deviations are mostly positive. So, the assumptions of the
mathematical model do not negatively influence the results of the inventory system; i.e. the expected
performance will most probably be achieved in reality.

The negative deviations of group five are caused by two parts that had an erratic demand pattern
(according to the categorization of Eaves, 2002). This is partially cancelled out by the other parts in the
group. However, the small amount of remaining parts could not overcome the effect of the erratic
demand patterns. It is expected that a larger group of parts is able to cancel out the effect of the parts
with an erratic demand pattern.

7.3 Conclusion

On the one hand, this chapter discussed the results of a simulation study to test whether the
mathematical model functions properly. On the other hand, the simulation study is carried to test the
validity of the mathematical model; i.e. do the assumptions not negatively influence the results of the
mathematical model and describes the model reality.

As the results of all simulation experiments deviate only positively from the expected results that are
computed from the mathematical model, it can be concluded that the model functions properly and the
assumptions do not negatively influence the results of the mathematical model with respect to the
performance. Furthermore, the additional costs per review period resulting from the Thursday orders can
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be neglected so far as the average number of stock-outs per review period (that could result in a
Thursday order) does almost never exceed 0.02.

Now that the new control system appears to function properly, it is necessary to test whether this
control system outperforms the current system at SAG in terms of service costs. This is discussed in the
following chapter.
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8 Evaluation Inventory Control System

Now that the newly designed inventory control system is found to be well functioning and robust besides,
it is necessary to evaluate the system in comparison to the current control system that SAG applies.

A method to compare both systems is described in the next section. Subsequent, the results are
presented in section 8.2. Section 0 provides an overview of the service costs if the new system is applied.
Section 8.4 briefly concludes on this chapter.

8.1 Method Comparison Current and New Control System

To compare the current system to calculate the inventory levels to the new system, the simulation is
used. This is necessary in order to calculate the fill rates of the system as currently applied at SAG
(chapter 4). The figure below shows the steps to compare the new control system with the current
system of SAG. The groups are the same as the groups of the simulation study (see Appendix V).

4. Use realized aggregate fill

,------------>1 c:::ts;~~:~1~~:I;ue~e I Irrventcry·

Inventory levels ConflgUruiorl

I. Calculate average demand Input
per day <1nd per month llia

5. Run simulation and
calculate service costs at f-
InVentory configuration

2. Compute Inventory
configuration according to
current control system at

SAG

J. Run SimulatiOn to

--:--J determine aggregate fill rate 1---------------'
P;r,r;uneters and associated service costs

Figure 8.1 - Method Comparison Current and New Control System

The first step is to compute the average demand per day and per month for each part in a group. The
average monthly demand is equal to 21.611.2 times the daily demand. Then the order-up-to level of each
part is equal to the average monthly demand of the part in the current system (step 2). The order
quantity is equal to the demand during the review period (see section 4.3.1).

Currently, the performance of the system at SAG should yield a demand-weighted average O-day fill rate
of 90%. However, the inventory levels are not configured based on this target service level and it thus is
not sure whether this performance is achieved. Therefore, a simulation experiment is run in step 3. Per
parts group, the simulation is replicated 10 times with a run length of 880 days (including a warm-up
period of 100 days). Demand is generated from a Poisson distribution.

Step 4 then uses the resulting demand-weighted average O-day fill rate of step 3 as the target demand
weighted average O-day fill rate to calculate the inventory configuration with the new system. Due to the
way of working of the mathematical model, it is possible that the inventory configuration is based on a
higher target aggregate fill rate than the resulting fill rate from step 3 (as explained in section 7.2.1). Using
the prototype of the model, the deviation in target fill rate can be large due to the fact that only five parts
are included.

In step 5, the inventory configuration from the new system is inserted into the simulation tool to compute
the actual service costs of the new system. The simulation experiment is replicated 10 times with a run
length of 880 days (including a warm-up period of 100 days).

21 There are 260 days per year, which is 260112 =21.67 days per month.
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Finally. both service costs are compared to return a verdict on the better system. The resulting service
costs and fill rates are the average of ten simulation replications.

The results of the evaluation are presented in the next section. The first row shows the results from the
simulation. The second row shows the 95% confidence interval of the service costs (see chapter 7 for an
explanation of the confidence interval).

8.2 Results Comparison

Table 8.1 - Service Costs per Review Period per Control System per Group

Group I Current System SAG New System

Costs per
Fill Rate

Costs per
Fill Rate

Review Period Review Period

Average € 27.40 0.6815 € 26.82 0.9272

95% Confidence 1.5% 0.9%

Group 2 Current System SAG New System

Costs per
Fill Rate

Costs per Fill Rate
Review Period Review Period

Average € 138.03 0.9945 € 120.61 0.9919

95% Confidence 0.6% 0.9%

Group 5 Current System SAG New System

Costs per
Fill Rate

Costs per
Fill Rate

Review Period Review Period

Average € 341.05 0.9479 € 341.94 0.9643

95% Confidence 0.5% 0.8%

Group 6 Current System SAG New System

Costs per
Fill Rate

Costs per Fill Rate
Review Period Review Period

Average € 2,184.63 0.9973 € 1,556.35 0.9969

95% Confidence 0.8% 0.9%

Group 7 Current System SAG New System

Costs per
Fill Rate

Costs per
Fill Rate

Review Period Review Period

Average € 724.01 0.8543 € 694.55 0.8507

95% Confidence 0.4% 0.5%

Group 8 Current System SAG New System

Costs per
Fill Rate

Costs per Fill Rate
Review Period Review Period

Average € 3,675.44 0.9948 € 2,840.61 0.9940

95% Confidence 0.7% 0.9%

It is remarkable that the average demand-weighted average O-day fill rates resulting from the current
control system at SAG are this high. To a large extent, it is assumed that this has to do with the omission
of supply issues (the supplier is always able to deliver at a constant lead-time) and the accurate application
of the control system in the simulation.

Nevertheless. the results show that the new control system yields savings with the used group
compositions and the application of the prototype; i.e. with an equal or a higher fill rate, lower costs are
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realized. As expected, the biggest opportunity is the groups with parts that are used frequently. The costs
of groups with low usage parts are as good as equal applying the current and new control system. Table
8.2 presents the saving per review period per group.

Table 8.2 - Savings with New Control System

Group Savings

I 2%

2 13%

5 0%

6 29%

7 4%

8 23%

Total 21%

8.3 Service Costs versus Fill Rate New Control System

In order to be able to make a deliberate decision on the target aggregate fill rate we are not just
interested in the service costs per review period at a single aggregate fill rate. Hence, the service costs
per review period are also calculated at lower/higher aggregate fill rates with the new control system. The
chart below reflects the development of the costs at different target fill rates of group I. The charts of the
other groups are presented in Appendix X.

Servke Costs versus Aggregate Fill Rate New Control System (Group I)
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Figure 8.2 - Service Costs versus Demand-Weighted Average Fill Rate of New Control System (Group I)

If the lines in all charts are compared to the aggregate fill rate and service costs that the current system of
SAG realizes, it is found that the new control system results in a higher performance at lower costs.

Furthermore, the charts show that most groups have a more or less linear correlation between the
service costs and aggregate fill rate till a fill rate of 95%. Thereafter, the service costs rapidly increase
approaching a fill rate of 100%. From suchlike charts a decision can be made on the target fill rate.

8.4 Conclusion

The results of the new control system seem promising. Savings of 21 % could be realized if the fill rates
from Table 8.1 are maintained. Moreover, as some target fill rates are very high, these could be decreased
which would lead to lower service costs and additional savings. The service costs at different aggregate fill
rates can be derived from the figures presented in section 8.3. These figures show that e.g. a decrease of
the fill rate of group 8 from 99% to 95% would result in an additional saving of about EUR 1,000 (another
33% on top of the 23% presented in section 8.2).
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Please note that the results concern the active parts at SAG that are in their normal phase and are based
on the prototype that is only able to deal with five parts per group. Nevertheless, the expectation is that
the software application that is able to deal with large groups of parts can make better stocking decisions
as it has more parts at it's disposal and will therefore yield equal or even higher savings.

All in all, the conclusion is that the new control system outperforms the current control system at SAG.
The figures presented in this chapter should enable SPO to convince SAG to implement the new control
system and adequately apply the system. The implementation plan is described in the following chapter.

This chapter ends part III of the report. Part IV continues with the implementation plan.
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Part IV

Implementation Plan



9 Implementation Plan

Chapter 8 concluded with the statement that SAG should implement the new control system. The
implementation of the inventory control system is a stepwise process.

First of all, it is important that the users and maintainers of the system understand the way of working of
the inventory control system and the decisions the system makes. This prevents frustration about the
output of the system and unnecessary adjustment of order quantities based on intuition.

Besides the creation of the necessary support, the technical implementation of the system also requires
some attention. At the moment this report is written, the final application to calculate the inventory
configuration of large groups of parts is not yet finished. Obviously, this still has to be carried out.
Subsequently, the tool to compute the inventory configuration is ready-to-use. Nevertheless, some
connections to other information systems could be made.

When the technical implementation is finished, the control system has to be tested in a pilot run with a
single group of parts. If this pilot is successful, the system can 'go live' at SAG and possibly implemented at
other repair centers throughout Europe.

The following sections will concentrate on the different steps during the implementation. These
respectively are the creation of support, the technical implementation, the first test, going live and
maintaining the system.

9.1 Creating Support

There are two organizations that have to support the implementation of the inventory control system in
the first place. These are spa and SAG. spa is the supervisor/manager and SAG is the user. They both
have to be convinced of the system and understand the functioning.

The logistics manager of spa (who also is the initiator of this project) is closely involved in the
development of the control system. He is familiar with the system and he is the person who has to
convince SAG of the control system and the possible improvements in terms of costs. The advantage of
SAG will be the decrease in average inventory. They will have to invest less money to keep inventory and
(still) achieve the target aggregate fill rate.

SAG is acquainted with the project as both the author and the logistics manager visited SAG and
explained what the project is about and tends to achieve. At both meetings they indicated to be keen to
cooperate. This implies their goodwill.

Besides the logistics manager, the depot manager at spa has to be explicitly familiar with the system and
its functioning. The depot manager has to monitor the performance of the workshops. 50, he has to be
able to judge on the adequacy of SAG applying the control system. Regularly, he has to review the targets
of SAG and measure their actual performance. This can then be discussed in a monthly meeting. Measures
to jointly monitor the adequacy of the application of the system are presented in chapter 10.

It is the task of the logistics manager to further explain the control system to the people who have to
deploy the system and do not fully understand it. The prototype that is developed serves very well to
explain the functionalities of the system and the decisions the system makes as the prototype is developed
in MS Excel. This provides the ability to go through the spreadsheets step by step and watch what
happens.
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Finally, everybody that is interested in and can possibly benefit from the control system is invited to join a
(interactive) presentation about the control system and its results.

9.2 Technical Implementation Plan

The main element to implement the new control system is developed as a part of this project: the
inventory system. However, some elements are still lacking or not yet finished.

I. A structured report of the performance of SAG.
2. A database of the parts and their characteristics that are actively used at SAG.
3. A dedicated group configuration tool that is directly linked to the database.

A report of the realized demand-weighted average O-day fill rate is an aid to monitor the performance of
SAG and the control system. To obtain the information required, the information system at SAG can
possibly be used. Obviously, it is preferable to generate the report directly from the information system
of SAG. However, it is not to the author's knowledge how this system works and thus cannot specify the
exact data mining and processing process. Therefore, a project on this should be set up directly after it is
decided to start implementing the control system. The development of the report then can start as soon
as possible. The sooner, the better and the earlier SAG can start the collection of data to measure the
performance and discuss this with SPO. The performance report should at least contain the follOWing
data:

• Total demand per group of parts.
• Total demand directly delivered from stock per group.
• Number of purchase orders submitted at EHVII.
• Date of purchase orders.
• Quantity of pieces per part per purchase order.
• Delivery dates of order lines.
• Quantity delivered.

A custom made software application is developed to compute the inventory configuration to achieve the
desired demand-weighted average O-day fill rate per group. The software application requires a
standardized file from MS Excel with the required information to compute the inventory levels. This
information currently has to be imported manually. Therefore, it is advised to construct a database with
all the parts and their characteristics. Actually, all information that is required is available from SPO
except for the demand rates. The information of the parts can be directly imported from the database
into the standardized file which is imported in the inventory configuration application.

As each part will be assigned to a group according to the criteria described in section 6.4.2, it is
recommended to create a dedicated tool that automatically assigns a part to a group based on the
characteristics of the parts that are in the database. Please note that the definite cutoffs within a criterion
are not yet defined. To the author's opinion that is a strategic decision. This also applies to the
determination of the target fill rates of the different groups.

Furthermore, it is recommended to develop a connection between the new software application and the
information system of SAG. The output of the custom made software application should be inserted in
the information system so as to automatically review and announce the necessity of a purchase order at
each review period. This probably also enhances the data collection and processing on behalf of the
performance report. Currently, the information about actual inventory positions is manually extracted
from the information system and manually compared to the required inventory position. This does not
contribute to the accuracy.
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Without all these tools it still is possible to run the new control system as the software application is
stand-alone. However, the additional tools will definitely enhance an adequate and accurate application of
the system.

9.3 Pilot Implementation Plan

After the technical implementation, the configuration of groups and the determination of the desired
aggregate fill rates, SPO and SAG are able to use the control system for the first time. It is sensible to
start on a small scale. SAG should start running the system with a pilot group. It is advised that the pilot
test involves group 2 as defined in section 7.2.1. This is a group with parts that are used frequently and
will therefore not have to wait for a long time before the effect of the control system manifests. On the
other hand, parts are not expensive and visually stored at plant NL IA, which implies that the parts are
sufficiently obtainable from EHVII. So, the impact on the business of SAG will not be enormous when the
pilot might fail.

9.4 Go Live: Full Implementation Plan

As soon as the pilot succeeds, SAG can start controlling the remaining groups with the new system. The
system will then be fully implemented and up and running.

Note that it is possible that the custom made software application results in lower inventory levels than
the current inventory position of SAG. In such a case, it is recommended to return the excess inventory
to the central warehouse (EHVII) a last time. In case the inventory levels from the new system exceed
current inventory positions, a purchase order to replenish stock should be submitted immediately.

9.5 Maintenance

When the system is fully implemented, it has to be maintained. In principle, maintenance should only be
required concerning the input data. It could occur that e.g. the handling or transport tariffs change. This,
however, is part of the input data and therefore easily changed (in the database or MS Excel otherwise).

Furthermore, the source code of the software application should remain unchanged. If errors emerge, a
Delphi expert is required to fix the bugs as the application will be developed in Delphi. A description of
the functioning of the mathematical model is incorporated in the source code such that it is clear which
operations the application executes. However, if nobody fiddles with the source code of the program, it
should remain running normally and no maintenance is required.
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10 Conclusions & Recommendations

The final chapter of this report is devoted to the conclusions from the project and the recommendations
for further research.

10.1 Conclusions

In the problem diagnosis three areas susceptible to improvement arose in order to improve the quality of
the goods flows between EHVII and SAG. The area concerning the inventory management at SAG is dealt
with in the design phase.

A design to eliminate the root causes in this area is searched for in a new inventory control system. The
most important elements of this system are:

• The new system uses the performance indicator 'O-day fill rate' to control the inventory.
Simultaneously, the system is controlled on this indicator.

• The system computes the near-optimal inventory configuration at a desired performance whilst
minimizing service costs.

• The system also searches for a near-optimal order quantity based on the inventory costs and the
transport and handling costs.

From a comparison of the current and the new inventory control system the following is concluded.

• Compared to the current system the new inventory control system can result in a savings of
service costs at equal demand-weighted average O-day fill rates. The savings are dependent on
the composition of the groups. Based on the experiments that are executed in this project a
savings of 21 % was realized.

• The new inventory control system leads to lower average inventory levels. Besides the required
investment to keep inventory, this also reduces the risk of obsolete stock.

• At an equal investment in service costs, higher fill rates are achieved.

Furthermore, the following general conclusions can be drawn.

• The demand for spare parts at SAG can be described by a Poisson distribution.
• The results of the mathematical model largely correspond to the results from the simulation with

respect to the fill rates and the costs.
• The new control system appeared to be robust from the simulation. The inventory configuration

further is insensitive to minor changes in average demand.
• The savings depend on the group composition.
• It is expected that the prototype is a good representation of the final software application.

10.2 Recommendations

10.2.1 Update Frequency Inventory Configuration

Though data on parts usage are continuously updated, the frequency to update the inventory
configuration has to be carefully considered. Especially, it is important to recognize as well upward as
downward trends in the parts usage. Due to the low demand rates of most parts it is difficult to
distinguish between a trend and normal variation within small timeframes.
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The multi-item approach can also result in lowering the inventory levels. This would lead to excessive
inventory of those parts. So. each time the inventory configuration is updated with new parts usage data,
the optimal inventory configuration can be different.

Currently, the inventory levels are updated monthly based on the monthly forecast. It still is advised to
monthly review the expected average demand as the demand rate of parts can change rapidly. However,
it is expected that a timeframe of a month is too short to notice any trend in demand. It would be more
convenient to update the inventory configuration each quarter, but only if the parts usage of (a) specific
part(s) within a group significantly increases/decreases several months in a row. Depending on the target
fill rate and the characteristics of a group (see Table 6.2), a small sensitivity analysis showed that the
average demand of the total can increase up to 50% before the inventory configuration really changes.
This implies that some fluctuation in demand is no problem for the control system.

Also if the average demand based on the expected future sales of finished goods of the next year mounts
or declines compared to demand during the last quarter (e.g. due to the introduction of a new product
that contains the part), updating the average demand should be considered.

10.2.2 Initial Phase

The new control system is applicable to parts that are in the normal phase. Nevertheless, demand also
occurs in the initial phase just after a parts is introduced. As no historical demand data is available, the
expected parts usage has to be estimated from future sales of finished goods that contain the part.

The same formula is applied as presented in section 6.5.1. At EHVII the initial phase is said to be three
months. According to equation (6.1, EHVII will then stock three months of expected average demand.
Due to the short lead-times, it is convenient for SAG to initially stock only two weeks of expected
average demand. Depending on the demand rate of the part, the part has to be incorporated in the
control system; Le. as soon as the initial stock is running short, the part is incorporated in the control
system and stocked accordingly. The demand rate will then be established according to the method
described in section 6.5.1. It is expected that the initial stock rarely will run out within a month, let alone
two weeks. If the initial stock is still not short after three months, the part is after all incorporated in the
control system. This remains a subject for further research.

Currently, a project runs at spa to specify the spare parts that have to be stocked and parts that do not
require a stock location at EHVII. SAG has to purchase parts that will not be stocked at EHVII from other
suppliers. As these parts do not affect the goods flows between EHVII and SAG, these parts are excluded
from the control system.

10.2.3 Performance Indicator

Albeit the targets agreed upon with spa regarding inventory control, the only performance indicator that
is used and reported is TCTAT. This certainly is a good performance indicator, but not to control the
inventory. To control the inventory of spare parts, the risk to be stuck without parts in time has to be
compared to the costs of keeping a parts inventory. Hence, parts with low usage still can be kept on
stock.

It thus is recommended to apply the demand-weighted average O-day fill rate as the performance
indicator. The service costs can be a criterion to set a target fill rate.

10.2.4 Performance Monitoring

As mentioned several times throughout the report, it is necessary that SAG monitors the performance of
the system on the one hand and that spa monitors SAG on the application of the control system.
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From the main information system spa can directly extract the sales orders and delivery dates of these
orders to SAG. This information is also available to SAG from the performance report. Besides, spa
needs to get the demand data in its possession to replicate the inventory configuration and inventory
development at SAG during the month. So spa is able to check and measure whether the order behavior
of SAG corresponds with the behavior they should have had. Based on the demand and the required
inventory configuration this should include:

• Expected inventory development.
• Actual and expected number of purchase orders per part.
• Actual and expected quantity of pieces per part per purchase order.

This order behavior then can be discussed during a monthly business review with the spare parts manager
from SAG, and the logistics manager and the depot manager from spa. Especially just after the
implementation it is important to closely monitor SAG in order to measure whether they adequately
apply the new control system.

Furthermore, the performance report of SAG is discussed during this review. If the performance of the
control system appears to substandard, the root causes can be searched for. The check of spa will
definitely support the root cause analysis as there roughly are two possibilities (excluding supply issues):
SAG does not adequately apply the system or the imported demand data is incorrect.

If it appears that spa consistently messes the system up and achieves an unsatisfactory performance, it is
up to spa to penalize them. an the other hand, SAG can be rewarded in case they perform well.
Penalties can be imposed by disallowing SAG to claim the parts used or payments for transport.

Finally, spa can use the business review to inform SAG about new parts that are phased-in and their
characteristics. spa can communicate new sales figures of finished goods and announce supply issues to
SAG. It is important that SAG possesses this information in order to properly run the control system.

10.2.5 Supply Risk

All experiments executed in this project assumed a constant lead-time of 2.S days. This is the normal
lead-time as promised by EHVII to SAG. However, there is a significant of parts that is supplied by
suppliers that are not always able to deliver. Subsequently, EHVII is not able to replenish SAG in time. It
therefore is recommended to perform an extensive study to analyze the performance of all suppliers and
consequently assign a 'supply risk indicator' to each supplier and all the parts the supplier delivers. This
can then be used in the inventory configuration by increasing the lead-time and keeping additional
inventory of those items with a high supply risk.

10.2.6 Continue Stepwise Integration

spa eventually prefers integral control of their entire service network. In section 6.1 it is described that
this currently is not desirable and practically impossible. However, it still is recommended to continue the
stepwise integration of the integral control of the service network. This project focused on the
enhancement of step I (see section 6.1). This implies that currently SAG still is in control of the inventory
(under the supervision of spa as described in section 10.2.4). Nevertheless, to make progression with
respect to the total integration, the control first has to shift to EHVII. Appendix Y briefly enlists the
requirements and advantaged and disadvantages of Vendor Managed Inventory. However, it is
recommended to even reach to step 3 (two-echelon stock control) on a short term. This implies that a
centralized control of the inventories of SAG and EHVII. The inventories are totally adjusted to each
other. It will require a more extensive inventory control system.
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List ofAbbreviations

The list of abbreviations is a combination of the abbreviations used in the main report and in the
appendices.

3PL

AG

AM

ASC

BV

CC

CCC

CE

CoNQ

DA

DAP

DESC

DOA

EHVII

EOL

HE

HN

H&W

FCR

KPI

L4L

LUC

MAD

MAG

MRP

NPS

NSE

NSO

P&A

PB

PO

PHILIPS

Third Party Logistics

Article Group

Audio & Multimedia Applications

Authorized Service Center

Basic Value

Consumer Care

Consumer Care Center

Philips Consumer Electronics

Cost of Non Quality

Domestic Appliances

Philips Domestic Appliances and Personal Care

DHL Exel Supply Chain

Dead on Arrival

Central Warehouse

End-of-Life

Home Entertainment

Home Networks

Health & Wellness

Field Call Rate

Key Performance Indicator

Lot for Lot

Least Unit Cost

Mean Absolute Deviation

Main Article Group

Material Requirements Planning

Net Promoter Score

Non Standard Exchange

National Sales Organization

Peripherals & Accessories

Professional & Business Solutions

Purchase Order
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PoS Point of Sales

PR Purchase Requirement

RLIP Requested Line Item Performance

SAG Siemens AG. Siemens Augsburg

S&B Shaving & Beauty

SLC Service Life Cycle

SPM Spare Parts Management Europe

SPO Spare Parts & Operations

SSC Service Supply Chain

TCTAT Total Consumer Turn Around Time

TPN Third Party Network

VM Video & Multimedia Applications

VMI Vendor Managed Inventory
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HR Consumer Care
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Europe South = Greece, Iberia. Italy, Turkey

Figure A.3 - Organizational Chart Consumer Care

Both business areas consist of several business units and service supply chains (SSC). Connected Displays
consists of two business units, Connected Displays, and Professional and Business Solutions (PB). These
business units are divided into three SSC's:

• Home Entertainment (HE) Flat - Plasma TV.

• Home Entertainment (HE) Flat - LCD TV.
• Monitors and PB.

Non Connected Displays consists of seven business units:

• Audio & Multimedia Applications (AM).
• Video & Multimedia Applications (YM).
• Peripherals & Accessories (P&A).
• Home Networks (HN).
• Shaving & Beauty (S&B).
• Health & Wellness (H&W).
• Domestic Appliances (DA).

These are gathered into five SSC's as shown in Figure A.4.

To be able to deliver the required care to the end-user at the front-end touch points and constantly
improve this care, the business management areas are supported by the functional areas of Customer
Relations Management & Consumer Experience Management, Spare Parts & Operations, Innovation &
Projects. Process, Audits & Certification, NPS & Benchmarking, Consumer Care & Quality Controller.
Master Black Belt & Lean Champion, Human Resources. IT. and the Consumer Care Legal Council. This is
organized as shown below in Figure A.4.
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Figure A.4 - Matrix Organization Consumer Care

A.3 Market Developments I Emerging Business Consumer Lifestyle

I
I

The size of the spare parts demand is directly subjected
to the installed base of finished goods sold by Philips
Consumer Lifestyle. Nowadays, a shift in sales of finished
goods occurs. More and more, consumers purchase flat
television sets (LCD and Plasma). In accordance with the
market trend, the sales of spare parts of flat television
sets are also rapidly growing at the cost of e.g. CRT
television, VCR and Audio. These parts mostly are
expensive, repairable parts. The graph below represents
this sales trend at SPO. From this figure can be concluded
that the sales of flat television (mostly repairable) parts
doubled over the last two years. The coming years, this

Figure A.S - Sales of Flat Television Parts vs. Other Parts trend is expected to continue.
as a % of Total Sales
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Appendix B Central Warehouse Stock Characteristics

The stock at the central warehouse is under direct control of spa. Actually, as from June 2005, spa has
outsourced its operational activities to DHL Exel Supply Chain (DESC). Besides the warehousing
operations at EHVII, this also includes material planning, customer service and finance. As the parts
inventory is still owned by spa, DESC directly deals with Philips' money. Though DESC operates EHVII,
spa still determines policies on strategic and tactical level. Furthermore, spa intensively controls and
supports the activities performed and decisions taken by DESC.

Waste .... -_._--

Suppliers

Supplier's Repair
Cemers

Scrap/Lost

Centnl W ....ho....

Repaired Television Set

Defect Television Set

--------+ New/repaired Par-ts
---------+

Defect Parts

Scrap/Lost

Figure B.I - Goods Flows Service Supply Chain Siemens Augsburg

Physically, the central warehouse is a single facility. However, the stock at EHVII is virtually divided into
four 'plants' (Figure B./):

• NL IA: Good Consumables on Hand Stock, packaged.
• NL IB: Good Consumables on Hand Stock, not packaged.
• NL IC: Defective Repairables on Hand Stock.
• NL ID: Good Repairables on Hand Stock.

Plant NL IA receives both packaged consumables and new-buy repairables. The packaged consumables are
directly stored. The new-buy repairables are virtually forwarded to plant NLI D. There, they are stored
next to the repaired repairables that plant NL ID receives. Furthermore, both NL IA and NL ID receive
unused parts returned from Siemens Augsburg (Siemens AG, SAG).
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Plant NL IB receives unpackaged consumables. These are physically forwarded to a packaging
subcontractor. Subsequently, the packaged consumables are returned, and received and stored at plant
NLIA.

NL IC receives the defective stock returned from SAG. These parts are physically forwarded to the
suppliers' repair centers to be repaired. The repaired repairables are received and stored at plant NL ID.

Finally, parts are only shipped from plant NL IA and NL ID to SAG.

Figure B.2 shows the stock quantities and stock values of each virtual plant at the end of December 2007.
Obviously, a small quantity of repairable parts (both defective and working parts) accounts for a significant
part of the total stock value'. Moreover, 50% of the turnover (based on the Basic Value, BV and the
standard price of a part) is generated by the repairable parts; i.e. I% of the 12NC's.

Stock Charaeterinicll EHVII

~cJAC'llWlIINCs '.l:.ejllNCswrthStodc "'c:iTotIl~kQ....anot)' "dToo.IStoclt.v:aJ.... '.l;,dToaJTumo~to"

I .NLIA NllB NliC

Figure B.2 - Stock Characteristics EHVII

I To be able to make an adequate comparison between the good flows, all values are computed with the standard price of a spare
part as registered at Philips. The standard price is the purchase price plus the packaging price (if applicable).
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Appendix C Pipeline Stock

Relevant pipeline stocks only exist in the repair loop. Both the return flow from SAG to EHVII and the
'repair flow' from EHVII to the repair center and back require considerable time. This delays the repair
loop and requires the pool stock to be more extended. Repairable items always drive a return, either for
the original unused item or for its defective replacement. However. the time that expires between the
delivery of a good repairable part at SAG and the receipt of the defective one at EHVII can amount to
several months as SAG keeps stock (section 3.3.3). The repair flow from EHVII to the repair center and
back depends upon the amount of defective stock returned from the field. As soon as a defective part
leaves EHVII. EHVII places a Purchase Order at the repair center for the delivery of a repaired part.
However, it takes some time if no repaired parts are available at the repair center. This is described in
Appendix F.
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Appendix D Pareto Analysis Siemens Augsburg

Pareto Analysis 12NC Consumption Siemens AG
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Figure D.I - Pareto Analysis of 12Ne usage Siemens Augsburg
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Appendix E Siemens Augsburg Daily Order Quantities

The aggregated order pattern can be split up into an order pattern of repairables and of consumables.
Figure E.I and Figure E.2 show the development of the orders of respectively consumable (with and
without peaks) and repairable parts from May to Dec 2007. The same distinction is made with regard to
the order interarrival times (Table E.I and Table E.2).

""l----------~--~---~-_.I
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Figure E.I - Daily Order Quantities of Consumables SAG at EHVII

On average. SAG ordered 100 pieces of consumables parts per day with a standard deviation of 382
pieces. Each day SAG ordered, consumable parts were ordered. The peaks as illustrated are equal to the
peaks in Figure 3.6.

Table E.I - Distribution of the average order interarrival time of consumables ordered by SAG at EHVII (May - Dec. 2007)

Average Interarrival Times Consumable Parts (weel<s)

<I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 >8

% of Consumables (12NC) 1.\ % 3.2% 2.9% 3.8% 2.0% 6.0% 0.3% 2.9% 5.7% 72.0%

1OO-r---------~------~---~~~~----~~...,

,so

f;
~ '00

so

Honttu(2007)

Figure E.2 - Daily Order Quantities of Repairables SAG at EHVII

SAG ordered at 145 days repairable parts with an average order size of 30 pieces and a standard
deviation of 33 pieces. The first peak in july is a combination of a lot of small and somewhat larger orders
of different parts. 40% of the second peak is caused by an order of printed circuit boards. The remainder
of the peak also is a combination of orders of different parts.
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Table E.2 - Distribution of the average order interarrival time of repairables ordered by SAG at EHVII (May - Dec. 2007)

Average Interarrival Times Repairable Parts (weeks)

<I 2 J 4 5 6 7 8 >8

% of Repairables (12NC) 4.3% 18.1 % 14.8% 6.7% 2.9% 4.8% 0.5% 4.8% 3.8% 39.5%
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Appendix F Central Warehouse Flows

This appendix describes the upstream goods flows of EHVII. On the one hand, this concerns the new-buys
flow from the external suppliers. On the other hand, the repair flow to and from the suppliers' repair
center is discussed. As the order moment and quantity is a function of the stock control, this Appendix
describes the flows according to their lead-time characteristics.

The actual lead-times result from the agreements with the suppliers and subsequently from their
performance. Though the latter is out of scope, it is discussed to provide a complete overview of the
goods flows.

F.I New-buys Flow

In the eight-month period from May to December 2007, the material planners at EHVII purchased
approximately 6 million new parts with a total value of about EUR 26 million. 3,413 PO's consisting of
13,700 order lines were placed at 148 suppliers. These new-buy orders concern both consumable and
repairable parts; 8,285 different 12NC's are ordered. The new-buys flow is described with regard to the
agreed lead-time and the planned lead-time.

F.2 Agreed Lead-Time

Due to a lack of data, the current situation is discussed based upon the 'top 10 preferred suppliers list',
see Table F.1. These suppliers account for 71 % of all order lines; i.e. about 9,700 order lines.

Table F.I - Preferred Suppliers

Supplier Agreed Lead-Time

Philips Innovative Applications N.V. 2 weeks

Philips France 2 weeks

Philips Ltd. 7 weeks

LG Electronics Inc. 2 weeks

Philips Consumer Electronics BY 2 weeks

JABIL Circuit Poland SP. Z.O.O. 2 weeks

JABIL Assembly Poland SP. Z.O.O. I weeks

Sistemas de Controlo Remoto. SA. 2 weeks

NXP Semiconductors Netherlands BY 2 weeks

Philips Electronics Hong Kong Ltd. 4 weeks

LG Electronics European Logistics 2 weeks

Chi Mei Optoelectronics Corp. 2 weeks

Hitachi Europe GmbH 2 weeks

Samsung SDI Germany GmbH 2 weeks

Hay Computing Service GmbH & SHARP Electronic Europe 2 weeks

LG Philips LCD GERMANY GmbH 2 weeks

Shanghas G&T Logistics Co. Ltd. 12 weeks

Atan Technology Corp. & AU Optronics Corp. 2 weeks

Figure F.I shows the 'agreed lead-time' distribution for the 9,700 order lines. It follows from the
contractual agreements with the suppliers. The figure further demonstrates the fraction of order lines
that is delivered 'in-time'. In-time is defined as a realized lead-time smaller than or equal to the agreed
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lead-time. The 'realized lead-time' is defined as the time between an order placement by EHVII and the
physical booked arrival at EHVII.

E.g. of the 3,000 order lines with an agreed lead-time of two weeks, 36% arrived in-time (Le. within two
weeks). Of all order lines ordered at the preferred suppliers. 49% arrived within the agreed lead-time.

Ne'W-BlJYJ Agreed Le::ad-T1me Distribution
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Figure F.I - Agreed lead-time distribution of new-buys order lines at preferred suppliers (May-Dec '07)

There is also some difference to be found in the deliveries of repairables and the consumables. 50% of all
order lines of consumable parts are delivered in-time and only 39% of the order lines concerning
repairable parts.

Depending on the packaging of the delivered parts. the parts are forwarded to a packaging subcontracto,-2
or directly stocked at EHVII. From May to December 2007, about 60% of all order lines arrived packaged
and 40% in bulk. The inbound processing time of packaged material is one day and the additional packaging
time of bulk materials generally is one working week. The additional packaging activities are postponed if
enough packaged stock still is available; otherwise the parts are forwarded immediately.

The high level of 'not-in-time' order lines (due to e.g. supply issues) requires a more detailed analysis. Its
distribution is shown in Figure F.2. The deviation is defined as the realized lead-time minus the agreed
lead-time.

Lead-nm. [h,wlatlon

I 12.1l01:+--------

:J

i.

1 ~ s , , 8 '1 10 II 12 > Not

" ..
Figure F.2 - Agreed lead-time deviation of new-buy order lines at preferred suppliers

1 A really small percentage (approx. I%) of the materials is packaged in-house.
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The white column displays the order lines that are right in-time (17%). On the left hand of the white
column are the order lines that are too early (32%) and on the right side, the order lines that are too late
(51%).

F.3 MRP Planned Delivery Time

Apart from the agreed lead-times. the information system schedules purchase orders based on the 'MRP
planned delivery time' as available in the information system. Note that the planned delivery times as
available are not always up to date. However. these delivery times differ from the agreed lead-times and
cause 73% of all order lines ordered at the preferred suppliers to be in-time. This is illustrated in Figure
F.3.

New-Buys MRP Planned Delivery Time Distribution
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Figure F.3 - Planned delivery time distribution of new-buys order lines at preferred suppliers
(May-Dec '07)

Like the in-time deliveries with respect to the agreed lead-times. there is also a difference between the in
time deliveries of order lines of consumable and repairable parts in this case. 26% of the order lines of
consumable parts exceeds the planned delivery time and 34% of the order lines of repairables.

FA Repair Flow

As a part of the repair loop, EHVII purchases repaired parts that are maintained in the repair pool at the
suppliers' repair centers around Europe. A purchase order at the repair center directly follows from a
sales order of a customer; Le. at the moment SAG (for example) orders a LCD display from plant NL ID,
plant NLI D places a purchase order at the repair center of the LCD displays to replenish the stock of
repaired LCD displays.

In the eight-month period from May to December 2007, the material planners at EHVII purchased
approximately 400,000 repaired parts with a total value of about EUR 78 million. 475 PO's consisting of
7,400 order lines were placed at 13 repair centers. 157 different 12NC's were ordered. This section
describes the characteristics of the repair flow with regard to the realized lead-time. Once more, the
realized lead-time is defined as the time between an order placement by EHVII and the physical booked
arrival at EHVII.

No explicit agreements on order lead-times are applied as the repair center is highly dependent on the
input of defective parts received from the field. Therefore, the logistic agreements are based on the
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internal throughput time at the repair center, which is two weeks except for the LG repair center in
Germany. They relish a three week throughput time.

Figure FA shows the realized lead-time distribution of the repair flow.

Repair Flow ReaJized Lead-TIme Distribution
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Figure FA - Realized lead-time distribution of repair order lines at repair centers (May - Dec '07)

This graph clearly shows that the lead-time can amount to six months or more. This is possibly caused by
the input at the repair center. For example, it is possible that EHVII places an order at a repair center and
yet no defective or repaired parts are available. This implies that the repair center has to wait for the
defective parts from the field and the lead-time increases rapidly. To investigate this, a complete analysis
has to be conducted of all parts circulating in a repair pool as (a part of) this repair flow cannot be directly
linked to the returns from SAG.

Nevertheless, this graph does demonstrate that EHVII has to wait a long time for repaired parts.
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Appendix G Logistics Agreements SPO & Suppliers

spa communicates its demand to external suppliers by means of repair and new-buy orders. As the
suppliers do not receive any forecast of spa, the orders are the first announcement of parts
requirements. spa has agreed on fixed lead-times with their suppliers. Sometimes emergency orders are
required and a shorter lead-time is demanded for. Nevertheless, the supplier always is required to
confirm the purchase order, the quantity, the price and the delivery date within five working days. The
material planners at EHVII should chase the suppliers and purchase orders without a confirmation
(available from a 'reschedule' report). The purchase orders that are overdue also appear on the
reschedule report to urge the material planners to contact the supplier and inquire for the order status.

The price and lead-time agreements with the suppliers are negotiated by the global service initial
purchasing department. These agreements are integrated in the main control system of spa. However, as
mentioned before, the planned delivery times as available in the system often differ from the agreed lead
times.
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Appendix H Supply Control Consumables Central
Warehouse

The supply control at EHYII differs between consumables and repairables and between the service life
cycle phases. This appendix discusses the supply control of the consumable parts. Consumable items are
controlled with the planning functionalities of the main information system along with manual intervention
of the material planners at EHYII.

The consumer demands for fast and good service. This service demands results in demand for parts. The
availability of parts at the customer (SAG) is crucial to achieve fast service. Therefore, SPO also fully
focuses on the availability of parts to be able to rapidly respond to customer demand. Hence, the Key
Performance Indicator (KPI) to manage the availability and control the inventory is the 'Requested Line
Item Performance' (RLlP). The target is 95%.

The remainder of this section describes the methods applied to achieve the 95% RLIP target. This is split
according to the life cycle phases.

H.I Initial Ordering Method

At the moment a new consumer lifestyle product is developed, a bill of material and a service bill of
material are created. From the service bill of material, the new parts are categorized into four categories
according to a globally established list of critical spare spares. This categorization provides the necessary
input for the initial ordering method. This is outlined in the table below.

Table H.I - Initial Ordering Direcrive

Part Category Initial Order Method
General Commodities Non-initial ordering policy
Non-General Key spares Initial ordering formula

Functional & non-functional (cosmetics) Initial ordering based on price
Repairables Initial pool ordering policy

• General parts - components that are freely obtainable at the market.
• Commodities - commercially available items, which comply with generic specifications. This

includes for example fuses, resistors, diodes, etc.
• Non-general parts - components not freely obtainable at the market.
• Key components - produced spares proved to be key spare based on historical sales data gathered

from customer service letters and service profiles.
• Functional parts - spares essential for the functionality of the product. Parts like on/off switches,

etc.
• Non-(unctional parts - spares that do not influence the functionality of the product. These are

parts like television and computer housings, etc.
• Repairables - these are discussed later on.

As shown in Table H.I, the category the part belongs to determines whether the part is stocked or not
and the quantity is to be initially ordered. The initial orders are computed manually.

Currently, there is a project running at Phasing-In to make more deliberate decisions on which parts to
stock at EHYII. However, for the time being, the methods presented in the next sections are used to
calculate the initial orders.
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H.I.I General parts I Commodities

These parts will not be stocked.

H.I.2 Key spares

Obviously, these parts are stocked. They are initially ordered according to the following formula:

(H. I) Initial Order Quantity = (XI ~y ). 3

Where.

X = Field Call Rate (FCR) =expected failure rate of a part per year.
Y = Expected sales quantity during first 3 or 6 months after product launch. The amount of months to be
taken into account depends on the sales evolution of the finished good.

H.I.3 Functional & Non-functional parts

To a certain extent, these parts are also stocked. The initial order quantity depends on the material price.

Table H.2 - Initial Ordering Directive Functional & Non-Functional Parts

Article price (€) Max. Initial Order Q
> € 50

> € 10 - < € 50
>€5 -<€ 10
>€2 - <€5
> € 0.5 - < € 2

< € 0.5

3
5
10
25
50
50

H.2 Normal Phase - Demand Group Classification

After three months, the status of a part is changed from the initial phase to the normal phase. However,
directly after the initial order is delivered at EHVII. consumable parts are classified into demand groups to
control the stock.

This classification is based on the Basic Value (BY). The BV is the periodic (according to Philips months3
)

usage of a part. A new part automatically has a BV of 0.00 I so as it belongs to the category slow movers.
As soon as demand occurs, the BV is adjusted at the next forecast run (the next section elaborates on the
current forecasting model) and the part will be reallocated according to the demand group specifications.
Four demand groups are distinguished:

• Category Slow - This category contains slow moving parts of which less than 0.25 pieces per
period are sold.

• Category Infrequent - This category contains the infrequent movers, parts with a demand between
0.25 and 1.1 pieces per period.

• Category Medium - This category consists of the medium moving items with periodic sales of 1.1
to 8 pieces.

• Category Fast - The last category are the fast movers that have a demand of more than 8 pieces
per period.

) The Philips months more or less follows the pattern 4-4-5 weeks per month.
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H.3 Forecast Method Central Warehouse
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Figure H.I - Forecasting Framework

Figure H.I represents the current forecasting framework of consumable parts at EHVII. As soon as
demand for a part occurs (85% after three months), the part will be integrated in the forecasting
framework as well as the Material Requirements Planning (MRP). The MRP system is described in the next
section.

Each period (Philips month) the forecast system automatically forecasts expected future demand for the
next period (Basic Value, BY) for all parts kept on stock. Furthermore, the (Total) Forecast Error of the
forecasted BV is estimated as well as the Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD), which is a function of the
Forecast Errors. To monitor the quality of the forecast models, warning and action limits are used that
are based on the MAD estimation. The MAD is also used to calculate the safety stock (see section H.4.2).

The Basic Value of all parts of all demand groups is forecasted in the same way, which does not benefit
the adequacy and accuracy as discussed in the forecast method of SAG. Expected future demand of all
materials is forecasted with a constant level model; i.e. Single exponential smoothing is applied to forecast
the BV of the next period. Demand trend is not considered. Single exponential smoothing is also applied
to estimate the smoothed MAD of the computed BV.

Henceforward, the following variables are defined:

D[ = Demand realized in period t

BV [Hi = BV [ = Forecasted Basic Value for period t+; in period t

BV I-It = Basic Value for period t forecasted in period t- I

e[ =Forecast Error in period t

a. = BV smoothing parameter

MAD I = Mean Absolute Deviation in period t

MAD I _I = Mean Absolute Deviation in period t- I

8 = MAD smoothing parameter

The current forecast model is formulated as:
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(H.2) a = 0.2

(H.3) ~tl =D t -BV t _ 1J

(HA) I) = 0.05

Periodically, the Mean Absolute Deviation is used to generate forecast exception messages contammg
warning and action limits to monitor the quality of the forecast models. Exception messages occur as
soon as last period's realized demand differs too much from the forecasted demand. Based on these
exception messages, the material planners manually check the newly forecasted Basic Values and evaluate
whether the new Basic Value is to be justified or not. In case the Basic Value appears to be wrong in the
opinion of the material planner, he or she will manually correct it.

Example J: due to one large order during last period4
, the demand exceeds the forecasted demand a lot

and the Basic Value is adjusted upwards. However, this may not be correct as the order probably will not
occur again next month. So, the Basic Value is corrected downwards. Moreover, last period's demand is
adjusted to correct the system for future calculations.

Example 2: demand increases rapidly during the first couple of months after the introduction. As the
information system is not able to keep up with this growthS, the planners need to adjust the BV manually.

The system reports a forecast exception message when:

I. The actual periodically demand realized in period t is extremely high compared to the forecasted
demand for period t.

2. The actual periodically demand realized in period t is extremely low compared to the forecasted
demand for period t.

3. Action limit: immediate action if the actual forecast error is 3.75 times higher or lower than the
actual MAD.

(H.7) 3.75· MAD [ < e t < -3.75· MAD t

4. Warning limit: immediate action if two out of three forecast errors are 2.50 times higher or lower
than the MAD.

(H.8) 2.5· MAD [ < e t < -2.5· MAD t

5. Error trend: ten successive forecast errors are either positive or negative due to 'slow' forecast.

6. Strong error trend: six successive forecast errors are monotonously increasing or decreasing:
forecast diverges from demand.

4 The information system is not able to filter exceptional orders.
5 The information system has no functionality to incorporate the service life cycle.
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The expected periodically Basic Value is split into weekly independent requirements for two periods
following. Thereafter. only monthly requirements are shown. up to two years. The weekly Basic Value is
always computed by dividing the periodically BV by four.

Note: this causes an upward deviation of 20% of the weekly Basic Value during a Philips month of five
weeks.

Figure H.l shows that the forecast executed at the beginning of the period is updated during the period.
Weekly. warning reports are created based on the actual demand during that period in comparison with
the forecasted demand. These reports provide the necessary information for the material planners to
check the BV. adjust it if necessary and finally. rerun the Material Requirements Planning.

The selection criteria to create a warning differ per demand group. The system reports a warning when:

Fast movers
I. Actual demand consists of more than four order lines in the specified period and shows an increase

of 250% or more over the forecasted demand for that period.
2. Actual demand in the specified period shows a decrease of 50% or more in relation to forecasted

demand.

Medium movers
3. Actual demand consists of more than two order lines in the specified period and shows an increase of

250% or more over the forecasted demand for that period.
4. Actual demand in the specified period shows a decrease of 50% or more in relation to forecasted

demand.

Slow and infrequent movers
5. Actual demand consists of more than two order lines.

H.3.1 Bullwhip Effect

From Figure H.l is observed that the forecasted BV is based upon sales data of EHVII. These sales data
are composed of the sales orders demanded by the third party network. In the service supply chain
structure without stock keeping service centers. each demand for service at the service center that that
requires parts, results in demand for parts at EHVII. The demand pattern at EHVII is equal to the demand
pattern at the service center. This implies that sales order data at EHVII is equal to the demand data
(parts usage) at the point of sales (PoS). However, in the two-echelon structure (two stocking points in
the service supply chain), the 'simplicity' workshops keep stock. As a result of the ordering policies at the
workshops, not each repair requiring parts results in demand for parts at EHVII. An amplified demand
pattern of sales orders occurs at EHVII upon which EHVII bases her forecasts on. This phenomenon is
called demand forecast updating and is a major cause of the bullwhip effect (Fransoo et 01., 2000). The
bullwhip effect refers to increasing variability of demand further upstream in the supply chain. This
bullwhip effect is the result of information distortion in a supply chain. where companies upstream in the
chain do not have information on actual consumer demand at the point of sales. Especially in the future,
when more stocking points are established in the third party network, this effect becomes stronger at
EHVII.

H.4 Material Requirements Planning

Figure H.2 represents the current structure of the control system of consumable parts as attached to the
information system at EHVII from the first time demand occurs for a material. On the basis of the
forecasted Basic Value (BY), a part is assigned to a demand group (section 0). According to the demand

group a part belongs to, a reorder-point 5 and order quantity Q are computed. Along with the

forecasted demand, the fixed receipts. and the projected net stock (stock on hand minus backorders),
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these figures provide the necessary input for the daily Material Requirements Planning (MRP) run to
schedule Planned Orders and create Purchase Requisitions (PR). Each purchase requisition first is
manually checked and evaluated by a material planner before it will be translated into a PO and before the
PO will be released. A material planner can also:

• change and transfer the changed PR into a PO,

• postpone the PR,
• delete the PRo

Note that the MRP does not take into account (expected) returns of unused parts from the third party
network.

Though disputable, a (R ,s.Q ) stock control model is applied. On a daily basis, the inventory position is

reviewed and whenever the inventory position dropped to the reorder point s or lower, a fixed quantity

Q is ordered so that the inventory position rises above S. The determination of the reorder point 5 and

the order quantity Q differs per demand group and is described in the follOWing sections. As the review
period is relatively small in relation to the order interarrival times for an individual part, the effects of
undershoots due to this daily review period can be neglected.

Currently, the order quantity is computed such that the demand during the order lead-time can be
fulfilled with a certain probability (section H.4.2 and H.4.3). This probability determines the service level
towards the customer. Currently, demand is considered to be deterministic. However, in practice,
demand is stochastic: there is a certain probability that demand occurs in a period.

Sa~ Orders

Human input. IS: Forecudng modu~

I

Copy forecast :and
computatkms

I

Classify poIrt Into demand group
according to forecasted BV

I

PHILIPS

IS: MRP module:
check stock pcnltJon.

check stock development (ace. to Indreq.).
compare reorder.point,

compute order quantity & rounding proflleJvalue.
schedule F'bnned Order.

create Purchase Requisition

Manually: malenal Planner.
check Purchase Requbltron.

check stock posluon,
check stock development,

check BV

Purchase Orders

Figure H.2 - Current Stock Control at EHVII
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HA.I Demand Group Slow and Infrequent

Safety Stock (SS)

Spare parts that belong to category 'slow' do not keep safety stock and those in the category 'infrequent'
just keep a single item.

Reorder Point (s)

A part allocated to the category 'slow movers' has a reorder point equal to D.

A part allocated to the category 'infrequent movers' has a reorder point equal to one. This single piece is
filled as safety stock.

Order Quantity (Q )

Both the demand groups 'slow' and 'infrequent' are subjected to a lot-for-Iot (L4L) lot size policy. At the
moment EHVII receives a sales order from a service center, a purchase order of an equal size is ordered
at the supplier.

Regarding the slow movers, each sales order will result in a backorder as no safety stock is kept (as soon
as initial inventory runs short, no Minimum Order Quantity is desired and no final order is ordered).

The infrequent movers always have a minimum order quantity of two pieces.

HA.2 Demand Group Medium

Safety Stock (SS)

The safety stock SS is automatically computed by the MRP module of the information system based on a
P2 service level (fill rate) of 95%. The fill rate is defined as a specified fraction of demand that is delivered
from stock on hand. Though this is a close approximation of the RLlP, it does not totally reflect the RLiP.
Generally, the RLiP will be lower than the fill rate service criterion.

The safety stock is based on the formula:

(H.9) SS =k~ .(J.JU

And,

(H.ID) (J=1.25·MAD t

Where,

LT = Lead-time
(J =Standard deviation of forecasted demand for period t+; in period t

MAD t = Mean Absolute Deviation (as defined in section H.3)

With the P2 service level, the safety stock value is such that P2 =~, which is 0.95. Then,
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(H.II)

Where,

(1- 0.95)·Q

{j'.JU

G (k p) = Expected normalized shortage during lead-time

Q = Order Quantity

Now, if all variables are known, the right-hand side of (H. I I) is calculated. It is a numerical value, e.g. C.

Now,G (k p) = C and from a table the value for kpis obtained.

A benefit of the safety factor computation based on the P2 service level is the dependence on Q. If Q
increases, kp decreases and so does the safety stock (and the reorder point as shown in the next section).

A drawback is the assumptions that demand is normally distributed and the delivery times are constant,
which often is not correct. These assumptions could be easily eliminated (Kok, 2005).

Reorder Point (s)

The reorder point 5 also is automatically computed based on the formula:

(H.12) s = DLT + 55

Where,

D LT = Expected demand during lead-time

SS = Safety Stock

The MRP plans the receipt of a Purchase Order at the moment the stock is expected to be zero plus
safety stock. The required delivery date plus the lead-time results in the order release date. The lead-time
is the 'MRP planned delivery time' plus inbound processing time as available in the information system. A
week before the order release date (safety time), the Purchase Requisition is announced to the material
planner.

The expected demand during the lead-time is derived from the forecasted Basic Value.

(H.13) DLT =BVt_1t·n

Where,

BV I-It =Basic Value for period t forecasted in period t-I

Order Quantity (Q )

The order quantity of the parts in demand group medium is the fixed amount of eight weeks of forecasted
demand.

(H.14) Q - 8 ·BV .12/
- t-It 752
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H.4.3 Demand Group Fast

Safety Stock (SS) & Reorder Point (s)

The safety stock and reorder point computations are similar to the demand group medium.

Order Quantity (Q )

The order quantity of fast moving parts is calculated depending on the turnover generated by a part. A
fixed amount of eight weeks of forecasted demand is ordered for high turnover articles (> 50,000
EURIyear) according to formula (H.14). The lot size of articles with a low turnover is computed according
to the Least Unit Cost (LUC) heuristic.

The LUC heuristic selects the replenishment quantity in order to minimize the total relevant costs per unit

(part) U to cover expected requirements of T periods. If a replenishment with quantity Q arrives at the
beginning of the first period and it covers expected requirements through to the end of the Tth period,
then the criterion function can be written as follows:

(H. I5)
(Setup cost) + (Total carrying cost to end of periodT )

Total quantity Q required to end of periodT

According to this criterion, it is desirable to pick the Q value that minimizes the total relevant costs per

unit U of replenishment and carrying inventory over the time period T. The total relevant costs

associated with a replenishment of quantity Q be denoted byTRC (Q r ). These costs are composed of

the fixed replenishment costs A and the inventory carrying costs. At EHVII, these parameters are

respectively defined EUR 10 and EUR 2. The objective is to select Q to minimize the total relevant costs

per unit, TRCU (Q r ), where

(H.16) TRCU (Q r ) =TRC (Q r ) = A + carrying costs
Qr Qr

If Q = 0 (I), the replenishment is only enough to cover the requirements of one period, there are no

carrying costs; that is,

(H.17)
A

TRCU (QI)=
0(1)

If the setup cost A is large in relation to the carrying costs, this may be unattractive compared with
including the second period's requirements in the replenishment; that is, using total requirements needed

to coverT =2. With T =2 the carrying costs are 0 (2)·v . r , the cost of carrying the requirements

0(2) for one period. Therefore,

(H.18) TRCU (Q )= A +D(2)·v ·r
2 0 (I) + 0 (2)

• v;:: the unit variable cost of the item.
• r;:: the carrying charge. the cost of having one dollar of the item tied up in the inventory for a

unit time interval.

At EHVII, v + r thus is fixed at EUR 2.
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Now, the setup cost is apportioned across two periods, but a carrying cost is incurred. WithT = 3,

0(2) is still carried for one period, but now 0 (3) is also carried for two periods. Thus,

(H.19) TRCU (Q ) = _A_+_0----:...(2-,-)_'y_·_r_+_2_'0----,-(3-,-)_'Y_'_r

3 0 (I) + 0 (2) + 0 (3)

In this case the setup charge is apportioned across three periods, but this may not be attractive because

of the added carrying costs. The basic idea of the heuristic is to evaluate TRCU (Q T )for increasing values

of Q to cover the requirements of an increasing amount of periods T, until, for the first time,

(H.2D) TRCU (Q T +1) >TRCU (Q T )

that is the total relevant costs per unit start increasing. When this happens the associated Q is selected

as the order quantity. The corresponding order quantity Q is the sum of the requirements of all periods.

H.5 End-of-Life Period

The EOL period starts with the last production run of the spare part. Three months in advance, a supplier
announces the last production run. At that point of time, SPO determines the final order quantity for the
EOL period. The EOL period ends when the service obligation period of the last sale ends. Note that in
the consumer lifestyle business it is possible that a part still is in its initial phase and immediately has to be
final ordered.

Last year, a graduation project is conducted at Consumer Care to determine the optimal final order
quantity for spare parts. The report of that project extensively describes the final order method.
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Appendix I Supply Control Repairables Central
Warehouse

This appendix discusses the supply control of the repairable parts. Repairable parts are maintained in a
repair pool that is controlled with a planning tool developed by SPO as the main information system is
not able to deal with the repair loop management. Each part has its own file. All necessary input
information is manually gathered from different sources and imported in the planning file.

As each part is also registered in main information system, the resulting purchase requirements from the
planning tool are manually scheduled and released in the main information system. Along with the
'material master data', the required lead-time information is also stored in this main information system.

Similar to the consumables, the KPI is the RLiP subjected to a target of 95%.

1.1 Initial Pool Calculation

Table H.I indicates that all repairable parts are initially ordered to compose the initial repair pool. This
initial pool calculation is based on a forecast of the expected parts usage per month (Basic Value, BY). The
BV is based on the expected repairs per year divided by twelve. The expected repairs per year are the
result of two input variables:

• The (expected) production and sales figures of finished products.
• The expected failure rate (Field Call Rate, FCR) of the finished product.

Implicitly, this calculation is similar to the initial order method of critical spare parts and is executed in the
planning tool.

1.2 Repair Pool Maintenance

After the repair pool is created, it has to be maintained. In other words. a pool needs to be monitored in
order to decide on pool extension or pool reduction. Pool extension can be required for several reasons.
For example,

• The sales of the products containing the part are rapidly increasing.
• A new product containing the part is introduced at the market.
• Increasing demand for parts at EHVII.
• Increasing repair loop lead-time.
• Defective parts cannot be repaired anymore at the repair center. Note that only the repair

center is allowed to decide on scrapping defective parts.
• Defective parts are not returned by the service center. As mentioned before, this can be

compensated by the deposits paid.

To extend the repair, new-buy parts are added to the existing pool. Pool reduction, on the other hand,
can result from:

• Declining sales of finished products.
• Declining demand for parts at EHVII.

Currently, pool reduction is performed by scrapping the defective parts or obsolete working parts.
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1.3 Repair Pool Control

A repair pool is monitored and controlled with the developed planning tool. Based on the input variables
(that are gathered from different information sources and listed below), the planning tool eventually
calculates the available net stock per week at EHVII. Then, the available net stock over time is compared
with the target net stock, which is four weeks of forecasted demand. If applicable, the material planner
decides on scheduling a purchase order of new-buys. This is decided if the expected available net stock
after thirteen weeks is less than the target net stock.

A (5 -1,5 )stock control model is applied. This implies that whenever the inventory position drops below

the target inventory position 5 , a quantity Q is ordered so that the inventory position rises to 5 . This

directly implies that Q varies. And as the target inventory position 5 is the defined as four weeks of

forecasted demand of net stock at EHVII, 5 also varies over time. This control model actually requires a
continuous review. However, a review period between one week and a month is applied.

At the review moment, the material planner schedules and releases a purchase order if the expected
available net stock is lower than the target net stock after thirteen weeks. The planned receipt date is
based on the 'MRP planned delivery time' as available from the main information system. After order
confirmation of the supplier, the purchase order is also incorporated in the repair pool calculation.

1.3.1 Input Variables Planning Tool

• Forecasted demand per month (BV) for upcoming twelve months.
• Return percentage from network. Assumption: 98%.
• Yield repair center. Assumption: 90%.

• Stock positions in repair loop at time t = O.
o At Third Party Network.
o At EHVII defective.
o At repair center.

Defective. Assumption: 10%.
Repaired. Assumption: 90%.

o At EHVII repaired.
o At EHVII backorders.

• Open Purchase Orders.
• Default settings repair loop.

Note that the MRP does not take into account (expected) returns of unused parts from the third party
network.

1.3.2 Default Settings Repair Loop

The repair loop is illustrated in Figure B.I. The figures presented in the tables below are copied from the
planning tool. These figures are based on assumptions.
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Table 1.1 - Flow Management Repair Loop

point Flow Management of Repair Loop Percentage of parts to be delivered in week
,

0 I 2 J 4 5 6 7 Total

Return time TPN - EHVII 33% 34% 33% 100%

I Inbound handling defective material 50% 50% 100%

Available defective stock at EHVII 17% 34% 33% 16% 100%

Outbound handling defective material 50% 50% 100%

Transport time EHVII - Repair Center 50% 50% 100%
r Center

Available defective stock at Repair Center 25% 50% 25% 100%

Repair time Repair Center
33% 34% 33% 100%

(incl. inbound & outbound)

Transport time Repair Center - EHVII 50% 50% 100%

1 Inbound handling repaired material 50% 50% 100%

New inflow from repair pool at EHVII 25% 50% 25% 100%

Table 1.2 - Lead-Time & Stock Positions Repair Loop

Stock Point Flow Management of Repair Loop
Average Lead- % Stock based on % Stock per Stocking
Time (weeks) Lead-Time Point

Return time TPN - EHVII 4 47% 47%

EHVII Inbound handling defective material 0.5 6%

Available defective stock at EHVII 6%

Outbound handling defective material 0.5 6%

Transport time EHVII - Repair Center 0.5 6%
Repair Center

Available defective stock at Repair Center

Repair time Repair Center
2 24% 24%

(incl. inbound & outbound)

Transport time Repair Center - EHVII 0.5 6%

EHVII Inbound handling repaired material 0.5 6%

New inflow from repair pool at EHVII 24%

8.5 100% 100%

1.4 Returns

In contradiction to returns of consumable parts, returns of repairable parts mostly are defective parts.
These parts are controlled within the repair pool. Return orders are generated along with each sales
order of a repairable part. The return order number is supplied to the service center that can use the
number to return the defective, equivalent 12NC with. These parts are received at plant NLI C of EHVII.
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Appendix J Example Forecast Method Siemens
Augsburg

The forecast incorporates the expected usage of repairable and consumable parts. The purpose of the
forecast is to determine the order quantities. The forecasted quantities are based on two aspects:

• The number of repairs per model;
• The usage rate per 12NC to repair the models.

This implies that the forecast is based on the historical demand pattern of the repaired models and the
cumulative historical demand of the 12NC's used. The method is described step by step.

I. The expected number of repairs per model is computed according to a (often changing)
logarithmic formula based on the historical demand. This number is both computed by SAG and
a Philips employee responsible for the German service network (who is located in Germany).
SAG adjusts their calculated amount to the amount of Philips. In contradiction to SAG, Philips
computes the expected amount based on future sales of finished goods.

2. The 12NC usage rate per model is calculated. Per model an overview is made of the different
12NC's used and of the total usage per 12NC to service repairs of the specific model. The total
usage per 12NC is divided by the total number of arrivals of the model.

3. The expected number of pieces required per 12NC per model is the usage rate multiplied by the
expected number of defectives television sets per model to arrive next period.

4. The total expected number of pieces per 12NC is the sum of the expected number required per
model.
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Table J.I - Forecast Example

Total Defective Arrivals per Model Total Expected

Period

Model I

Model 2

2

2

3

2

3

4

4

6

8

12

15

5

4

6

Realized Usage per 12NC of Model I Usage Rate Expected

Period

12NC I

12NC 2

12NC 3

12NC 4

2

2

3 4

2

2

2/12 = 0.17

4/12 = 0.33

4/12 = 0.33

2/ 12 = 0.17

5

4*0.17 = I

4*0.33 = I

4*0.33=1

4*0.17 = I

Realized Usage per 12NC of Model 2 Usage Rate Expected

Period

12NC I

12NC 2

12NC 3

12NC4

2 3 4

3

2

2

4/1 5 = 0.27

4/1 5 = 0.27

4/1 5 = 0.27

3/15 =0.20

5

6*0.27 = 2

6*0.27 = 2

6*0.27 = 2

6*0.20 = I

Total Realized Usage per 12NC Usage Rate Expected

Period

12NC I

12NC2

12NC 3

12NC4

o
2

o

2

o
3

2

4

4

4

4

2

5

1+2 = 3

1+2 = 3

1+2 = 3

1+1 =2
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Appendix K Cause-Effect Diagram

III
I

~i~
Hfr------
lfs

I
Legend - SPO: Spare Parts & Operations; EHVII: the central warehouse; SAG: Siemens Augsburg

Figure K.I - Cause-Effect Diagram (Part I)
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Figure KJ - Cause-Effect Diagram (Part III)
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Appendix L Problem Diagnosis Central Warehouse

This Appendix discusses the problem diagnosis with respect to the central warehouse. The goal of the
diagnosis is to get a clear view on the nature of the problem, its causes and consequences. A structural
overview of the relationships between the causes and consequences will be presented, and the root
causes of the problem are defined.

L.I Consumable Parts Unavailable at Central Warehouse

A cause of the unavailability of the required parts at SAG is the parts that are ordered by SAG and not
yet delivered by EHVII. A detailed analysis of the lead-times experienced by SAG can be found in the main
report. This analysis indicates that the transport lead-time is more or less constantly with an average of
one day. However, the processing lead-time at EHVII varies a lot and ranges from one day to 113 weeks.
Normally, if the parts are available at EHVII, the order is prepared and released for shipment the next
working day. The processing lead-time increases if the parts are not available. Indirectly, the lead-time
becomes a function of the purchase order date at the supplier and the 'MRP Planned Delivery Time'.

Like before, the unavailability of spare parts at EHVII is split up into the categories consumables and
repairables with respect to their stock control.

As described, the availability of spare parts is measured by the RLiP. In the period from May to December
2007, the RLiP of consumable parts was 86%. This insufficient percentage is caused by:

• Parts that are no longer available due to a final order that run short which is the result of the
final order method.

• Long, deviating supplier lead-times.
• Parts that are not ordered.

L.I.I Long Supplier Lead-Times

Based on the analysis of the lead-times realized by the top ten preferred suppliers, it can be concluded
that the supplier lead-times are long. Long lead-times could be expected for expensive parts that are
produced on order at a geographic location far away from Eindhoven. However, this especially applies to
repairable parts and consumable parts also show long lead-times. The average agreed lead-times of
consumable parts still is six weeks.

L.1.2 Deviating Lead-Times

This subsection discusses the lead-times as realized by the suppliers. The analysis already indicated that
the realized lead-times deviate strongly from the agreed - and the MRP planned delivery times. It drives
the need for supply uncertainty buffers. The negative deviation of the realized lead-time from the MRP
planned delivery time is held responsible for 26% of the consumable parts that are out-of-stock. As any
supply issue is out-of-scope, the causes for this deviating lead-times are not further assessed.

L.1.3 Consumable Stock Control at Central Warehouse

Besides the supplier lead-times, the availability of parts is a function of its control, which is now diagnosed.
In fact, parts are not ordered or ordered too late due to a combination of the established (automated)
stock control on the one hand, and the perception of the material planners on the other hand.
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Obviously, it is material planners can manually adjust the purchase requirements. However, this should
only be possible if either an exceptional situation occurs (for example identified by the forecast module)
or more information is available than the system can interpret (think of the weather). Currently, the
material planners at EHVII intuitively experience that the system does not provide the proper purchase
requirements as it does not take everything into account. Therefore, there is a lot of human intervention
applied. However, instead of counting on facts and figures, planner mostly judge on intuition and
experience. No calculations are used as this uses too much time. Moreover, the material planners do not
understand or know the methods that are used to compute the purchase requirements. Besides
inadequate intervention, distrust arises.

Apart from the material planners that experience that the system does not provide the proper advice, the
description of the stock control also proves that the stock control system does not take all aspects into
account.

Silver et al. (1998) define that stock should buffer for at least:

• The replenishment cycle.
• Uncertainty in demand.
• Uncertainty in supply.

Table L.I shows the desired buffer function in the left column. The second and third column identify the
weaknesses of the current system.

Table L I - Current Consumable Stock Control EHVII

Stock Function Stocking Policy Forecast based planning

Replenishment Cycle (I) Slow movers zero stock
(3) Basic Value manually changed based on

intuition

(2) (s,Q) disputable (4) Demand forecast based on Philips month

(5) All parts forecasted equally

(6) Trend (SLC) not taken into account

Uncertainty in Demand (7) Variability due to bullwhip effect

(8) P2 service level does not reflect RLiP

Uncertainty in Supply (9) Deterministic Lead-Times

(10) MRP Planned delivery times not up-to-date

Stock without a control
(II) (Expected) returns are not included in calculation

function

Stock Replenishment Cycle

I. No stock is kept for slow movers. Demand for slow movers will always result in a backorder.
2. This is discussed in section HA. The effect on the stock level is not entirely clear.
3. The material planners intuitively experience the forecasted Basic Value to be incorrect due to

the shortcomings of the system. Therefore a lot manual intervention is applied on the Basic
Value This results in additional and/or larger purchase orders on the one hand and in purchase
orders to be cancelled or postponed on the other hand. So, this can result both in backorders
and in excess stock.
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4. The Basic Value is forecasted based on the 'Philips production calendar' of which the months
consecutively consist of 4, 4, and 5 weeks. As weekly independent requirements are computed
by dividing the Basic Value by four, an upward deviation of 20% is caused during a Philips month
of 5 weeks.

5. An equal forecast method of simple exponential smoothing (and thus not take the Service Life
Cycle (SLC) into account) is applied to all parts. This drives inaccuracy. The effect on the stock
level is not clear.

6. See bullet point five.

Uncertainty in Demand

7. This is discussed in section H.3. This results in excess stock.
8. Though the fill rate is a close approximation of the RLlP, it does not totally reflect the RLiP.

Generally, the RLiP will be lower than the fill rate service criterion. Thus stock will be lower.
Furthermore, the current safety stock calculations assume a normally distributed demand and
deterministic lead-times.

Uncertainty in Supply

9. Due to the deterministic lead-times, supply uncertainty is not taken into account neither in the
stocking policy nor in the forecast based planning. This results in lower stock than required.

10. The current MRP planned delivery times in use in the main information system are not up-to
date. The resulting deviation raises the supply uncertainty.

Stock without Control Function

I I. Both the consumable stock control system and the forecast do not incorporate the return flow
of unused parts. They are returned and most likely become obsolete as it often concerns slow
movers.

It is obvious that the current stock control system of consumable parts lacks several aspects. These
aspects are all grasped in the root cause 'aspects missing in the stock control of EHVII'.

The next section continues with the causes of the repairable parts that are unavailable at EHVII.
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L.2 Repairable Parts Unavailable at Central Warehouse

This section discusses the third and last part of the cause-effect diagram. Similar to the consumable parts,
order lines concerning repairable parts should normally be processed the first working day after order
creation. This processing lead-time increases if the parts are not available. Indirectly, the lead-time
becomes a function of:

• The purchase order date at the supplier and the 'MRP Planned Delivery Time' if it regards new
buy orders.

• The assumed repair loop lead-time.

The availability of repairable parts is also measured by the RLiP. In the period from May to December
2007, the RLiP of repairable parts was 80%. This insufficient percentage is caused by an insufficient pool
size.

lo2.1 Insufficient Pool Size

An insufficient pool size implies that the available net stock at EHVII is lower than the target net stock,
which is four weeks of forecasted demand. An insufficient available net stock is the result of:

• Repaired parts that are not yet delivered by the repair center. This ultimately results from either
a long repair loop lead-time or dissatisfying operational performance of the repair center. From
the analysis of the repair loop lead-time, it is demonstrated that the return time from SAG to
EHVII of a defective repairable part (following from the purchase order of a working repairable
part) takes six weeks on average. Furthermore, it is observed that the lead-time of a purchase
order of EHVII at a repair center can vary from one to more than six months. Such a purchase
order directly follows from a sales order to a service center.

• New-buy parts that are not yet delivered by the supplier. This is equivalent to long supplier lead
times.

• New-buy parts that are not yet ordered or ordered too late. The pool size needs to be
continuously monitored and calculated anew.

lo2.2 long Supplier lead-Times

Based on the analysis of the lead-times realized by the top ten preferred suppliers, it can be concluded
that the realized supplier lead-times are long. On average five weeks. These long lead-times are expected
for expensive parts that are produced on order at a geographic location far away from Eindhoven.
However, the average agreed lead-times of consumable parts is only two weeks.

lo2.3 Deviating lead-Times

This subsection discusses the lead-times as realized by the suppliers. The analysis already indicated that
the realized lead-times deviate strongly from the agreed - and the MRP planned delivery times. It drives
the need for supply uncertainty buffers. The negative deviation of the realized lead-time from the MRP
planned delivery time is held responsible for about 25% of the repairable parts that are out-of-stock. As
any supply issue is out-of-scope, the causes for this deviation are not further assessed.

lo2A Repairable Stock Control at Central Warehouse

Besides the supplier lead-times, the availability of repairable parts at EHVII is a function is control, which is
now diagnosed. In fact, parts are not ordered or ordered too late due to a combination of the established
stock control method and the pool size monitoring frequency.
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The local tool to calculate the appropriate pool size is operated manually. This implies that all data is
manually imported and processed from all kind of sources. Furthermore, this implies that the material
planner determines the review period. This currently is once a week at most.

In comparison to the stock control system of the consumable parts, it is even more important that the
material planners understand the way of working of the pool size calculation to be able to carefully
monitor the pool size at the different stock locations. However, from observations is concluded that they
lack the experience though it is kept as simple as possible.

On the other hand, the simplicity of the tool engenders some weaknesses. Just like the consumables'
stock control it lacks some aspects:

• The pool size calculation is based on many assumptions.
o All the default settings of the repair loop.
o The yield percentage at the repair shop.
o The ratio of repaired and defective parts at the repair center.
o The return percentage from the TPN.

• The expected demand is deterministic and based on future sales of finished goods. Although it
does include the SLC development of a part, it does not take the actual parts usage at the service
centers into account.

• Uncertainty in demand is further taken care of with a target safety stock of three weeks. This
does not reflect the current service level, the RLiP.

• Uncertainty in supply arises from both the repair centers' lead-times and the suppliers' lead
times. These are assumed to be deterministic (as available from the default settings of the local
tool and the main information system).

• Both the stock control system and the forecast do not incorporate the return flow of unused
parts.
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Appendix M Removal of Root Causes by Solution

This project is aimed at developing a tool and method that determines the long-term parts usage and
inventory positions at SAG to enable the achievement of a satisfactory performance at minimal costs.
The root causes of the problem that are affected are indicated by orange circles in Figure M.I. The green
circles indicate the root causes affected by projects within SPO.

Figure M.I - Affected Root Causes
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Appendix N Design Questions

The design questions are derived from the design assignment and thus all relate to the selected solution,
Le. inventory control system controlled by SAG with possibilities to change over to Vendor Managed
Inventory (VMI) in the future.

I. How should average daily parts usage of a spare part in the normal phase be determined?

a. When begins the normal phase?
b. What data is required to determine the average daily parts usage at SAG?
c. When should the average parts usage be updated? How often has the parts usage to be

reviewed? Based on which criteria should the average demand be changed within the
inventory control system?

2. Given a certain level of parts availability at SAG, which spare parts need to be stocked, locally,
what should the stocking levels be of the locally stocked parts, when should a certain quantity be
reordered and how should be dealt with stock-outs?

a. Which differentiation of the spare parts product portfolio should be applied to
accurately set a desired level of parts availability at SAG? Demand pattern vs. parts price
vs. criticality?

b. Which parts groups need to be locally stocked to achieve a certain level of parts
availability at SAG?

c. What is an appropriate method to control inventory of the parts groups that are locally
stocked and achieve a certain level of parts availability at SAG?

3. Given a certain level of parts availability at SAG, what are the costs of SPO?

a. How should the service costs of SPO to locally stock the defined parts groups be
minimized whilst achieving a certain level of parts availability at SAG?

4. Given the inventory control system, how should SPO monitor SAG?

a. On which aspects should SPO monitor SAG? What are appropriate performance
measures?

5. What are the benefits of VMI over decentralized stock control and what are the requirements to
achieve VMI (who, what, where, when, why, how)?
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Appendix 0 Service versus Costs

In general, two directions can be distinguished to deal with shortages in an inventory setting (e.g. Janssen
et ai, 1998; Silver et ai, 1998). On the one hand, explicit costs are assigned to stock-out situations. On
the other hand, a predetermined service level (fraction of demand to be fulfilled instantaneously) or stock
out probability are used. As costs of shortages are difficult to quantify in practice, the second 'school of
thought' is the easiest to use in practice. In spite of the criticism to the assumption of penalty cost being
hard to quantify accurately, in literature inventory systems are most often being expressed in terms of
costs. The tradeoff in these models is the balance between investments in stock on the one hand and the
cost of not immediately fulfilling demand (penalty cost) on the other hand. Van Houtum and Zijm (2000)
relate in their paper various types of penalty costs in cost models to corresponding types of service
measures in service models. They show that it is possible to transform many of the known optimal
solutions for pure cost models to service models. Teunter and Fortuin (1999) explicitly relate penalty
costs with a fill rate service criterion.

In this particular situation, it is even more difficult to quantify the penalty costs, because they do not
occur immediately (only when a NSE is approved) and they do not occur due to the inventory
management of SAG (see section 6.2.1 of the main report). Therefore, SAG has the goal to achieve a
predefined level of service. This also appears to be appropriate looking at the consumer satisfaction; the
consumer wants to be serviced as soon as possible, which implies that parts to repair their television have
to be available.
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Appendix P Multi-Item Approach

In the past, different methods are developed to control inventory systems with multiple items in order to
achieve the desired performance (per parts group). This section discusses two methods. These determine
the inventory configuration to achieve the O-day fill rate. First, the 'single-item' method that controls
every item separately is described. This method serves to introduce the second method: an integral,
multi-item approach. The multi-item approach is suggested to be applied in the redesign of the control
system of SAG as it has been demonstrated to be superior to the item approach for managing availability
levels (Sherbrooke, 2004).

P.I Single-Item Approach

If a target fill rate is prespecified for a group of parts, the 'single-item' approach (commonly known as the
item approach) sets inventory levels for each individual part to achieve the specified fill rate for all parts
individually; Le. the target fill rate of each individual part is identical to the target fill rate of the group. This
section describes a method to calculate the inventory level per part to achieve the desired service level.

Due to the nature of spare parts demand (failure of parts), a lot of spare parts inventory control models
assume that demand for different products arrives according to independent Poisson processes. This
implies that the time between two subsequent failures is exponentially distributed. This assumption is
tested and validated in the context under consideration (see Appendix Q).

Furthermore, a (S i-I, Si) replenishment strategy (where S; denotes the base stock level of part i) is often

applied in inventory control models. This is because spare parts tend to be high-cost and low demand.
The order costs will therefore be marginal in relation to the unit costs. Though this is not applicable to
the context of this project, it will be used to explain the approach for its simplicity.

The base stock level of part i, S i is described by the stock balance equation formula (Rustenburg, 2000):

(P. I) Si = OH i + DI i - 80 i

Where,

Sj =base stock level of part i

OH j = stock on hand of part i

DI i ='due in' of part i; the number of units on order

80 i = number of backorders of part i

When the number of backorders is positive, there will be no stock on hand. The number of units due in
will now be equal to the base stock level plus the number of backorders. The number of units due in is
also referred to as the pipeline stock.

The model further assumes that the order lead-times are independently and identically distributed (LLd.);
Le. the supplier (EHVII) is assumed to have infinite capacity. Due to this assumption and the property of
the demand that arrives according to a Poisson process, the queuing theorem of Palm can be applied.
Palm's theorem:

"I( demand (or an item is a Poisson process with rate A. and the lead-time (or each unit is independently and
identically distributed according to any distribution with mean T, then the steady-state probability distribution (or
the number o( units on order has a Poisson distribution with mean A.. T ."
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So, from this theorem, the pipeline stock of part i is described by a Poisson distribution with mean Ai T j •

Subsequently, the fill rate (~i (5 i )) of part i can be obtained. The fill rate is the probability that there are

no backorders, which is equivalent to the probability that the pipeline stock is equal to or less than 5i-I.

The fill rate is computed as follows:

(P.2)

If a target fill rate is set, 5; is repeatedly increased by one till {3; (5; ) is equal to or more than the target

service level. This is applied to all different parts in a group. As all individual parts meet the target fill rate,
the average fill rate will also meet the target fill rate.

P.2 Multi-item approach

From the single-item approach can be concluded that (unit) costs are not addressed. A more advanced
strategy considers all items in a system or a group of parts integrally. This approach is referred to as the

multi-item or system approach. The objective is to determine the optimal base stock levels 51.5 2 ••••• 5/
such that the target average service level of the group is achieved and the associated investment is
minimized. The multi-item approach thus ensures that demand-weighted average fill rate is achieved at
'low' inventory investment (Thonemann et al.. 2002).

In 2000. Rustenburg conducted a research at the Royal Netherlands Navy. Rustenburg (2000) developed a
model to determine the optimal inventory levels with a limited budget; with only a small budget a system
wide target service level has to be achieved. This model was subjected to identical assumptions as
described in the previous section. These assumptions are relaxed and/or adjusted to comply with the
situation under consideration.

Rustenburg researched which parts should be kept on stock as well as the amount of stock per part to
achieve the maximum service level with the limited budget. Rustenburg's model (2000) is based on
Sherbrooke's theory (first published in 1992 and reprinted in 2004) and it applies both the demand rate
and the costs of a part. The model is based on the thought that a part with a high demand rate is stocked
over a part with an identical cost price and a low demand rate as it brings more service per euro invested.

As a part of the model, Rustenburg (2000) developed a greedy heuristic. which hardly improves the
'marginal analysis' of Sherbrooke (Sherbrooke, 2004). Basically, the heuristic repeatedly adds the part to
the total inventory that contributes most to the service level per euro until the budget is satisfied. So, the
heuristic results in the maximum achievable service level subject to the budget as soon as the total
inventory investment equals the budget. Obviously, the heuristic also is applicable the other way around;
the heuristic repeatedly adds the part to the total inventory that contributes most to the service level per
euro until the target service level is achieved. Automatically, the optimal service level per part is
determined while associated inventory investment will be minimal. The latter will be applied in this
project.

Thus the multi-item approach differs from the single-item approach as it integrally considers the service
level of a total system or a group of parts in contradiction to the service level per individual part. This is
called the aggregate service level. As spare parts often have low demand rates (Fortuin, 1999). the multi
item approach will be effective regarding potential cost savings. Due to a part's low demand rate. a stock
level of a single piece will result in a (very) high service level. On the one hand, if the single-item approach
is applied. this single piece has to be stocked to achieve the individual target fill rate. The blue line in the
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graph6 below represents the associated, high inventory investment. On the other hand, the multi-item
approach is able to decide that parts do not require stock even though the aggregate target service level
is met. The red line in the graph below represents the investment related to the multi-item approach. As
expected, the inventory investment associated with the multi-item approach is much lower.

Multi-Item vs. Single-Item
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Figure P.I - Inventory Investment Multi-Item Approach vs. Single-Item Approach

6 To create this graph, the assumptions as described in section x are applied for two reasons: sense and simplicity. It only makes
sense to compare the multi-approach with the single-item approach using identical assumptions. These assumptions assure a
relatively simple situation.
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Appendix Q Demand Distribution Analysis

As demand is uncertain, each inventory model applies a probability distribution to describe the arrivals of
demand for goods. Frequently mathematical models that concern spare parts assume that demand arrivals
are described by a Poisson process. This appendix describes the analysis of the demand for spare parts at
SAG and subsequently presents the results of the analysis.

Q.I Poisson Distribution

The assumptions that a Poisson distribution properly approximates the demand for spare parts originates
from the spare parts demand to be low and intermittent. This fits to the property of the Poisson
distribution that the average is equal to the variation. Furthermore, the demand for spare parts often
originates from product failures. The mean time till failure often is described by a negative exponential
distribution. The number of failures then is Poisson distributed.

As the Poisson distribution is frequently used, this distribution is selected to test whether it describes the
demand for spare parts at SAG. If it appears to fit, the mathematical models that assume a Poisson
distribution can be applied.

Q.2 Chi-Square Test

The analysis is based on historical parts usage data from 2007. It is further known that each demand is for
a single piece. Hence, it is tested whether a Poisson distribution fits the number of demand arrivals.

The Poisson distribution is tested on all parts that where used more than 4 times during 2007. The
sample contains 297 parts.

The number of demand arrivals per week is tested. To test whether the Poisson distribution fits the
demand per week. a Chi-Square Goodness-of-Fit test (Montgomery & Runger. 1999) is applied. The level
of significance is 5%. This implies that the probability to reject the true hypothesis that the Poisson
distribution fits the demand arrivals is less than 5%.

The categories of the Chi-square test are constituted by the number of arrivals per week. The number of
observations is the number of weeks that had the same number of arrivals per week. Categories with less
than two observations were combined.

Q.3 Results

From the sample. 235 parts (79%) were accurately described by a Poisson distribution. Some of the parts
in the sample had too few observations to be tested. Other reasons that the hypothesis that the Poisson
distribution accurately describes the number of demand arrivals per week is rejected can be seasonality,
trend patterns and incidental demand.
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Q.4 Conclusion

From these figures it can be concluded that the Poisson distribution is a good approximation of the
number of demand arrivals per period. Though not all parts were tested, it still can be assumed that the
Poisson distribution fits.
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Appendix R Mathematical Notation Inventory Model

This appendix extensively describes the mathematical model and the algorithms to compute the inventory
configuration. This includes the mathematical notation.

The inventory module has the objective is to configure the inventory such that the desired aggregate 0
day fill rate of each group is achieved while service costs are minimized. To configure the inventory, a
mathematical model is applied that incorporate the demand as well as the service costs.

The work of Rustenburg (2000) provided the basic for the mathematical model. The model is applicable
to a multi-item. single-location. single-indenture situation. The term 'single-location' refers to the situation
in which supply and distribution can take place to and from one location (SAG). It is assumed that the
supplier (EHVII) is always able to deliver.

The model uses the following set of variables.

No

I

J

C i

Fmin
J

Fij

Fj

F

Sij

S
-J

S

Sij

s·-J

~

Qij

Cij

Ai
Li

R

D i (t I.t 2]

B; (t I.t 2 j
Ui,R

Xi (t)

Set of natural numbers including zero. No = {0.1.2•...}.

Set of spare parts. ; = {1,2, ...,/}.

Group of spare parts. j = {1,2, ...• J} .
Cost price of spare part i. The cost price is equal to standard price as registered at SPO.
The standard price is the purchase price plus the packaging price (if applicable).

Carrying charge of part i. This charge is a percentage factor of the average net inventory
level value. The percentage factor used in this project is 25%.

The desired (minimum) demand-weighted average O-day fill rate of group j.

The O-day fill rate of part i in group j.

The demand-weighted average O-day fill rate of group j.

The demand-weighted average O-day fill rate.

The order-up-to level of part i in group j.

The vector order-up-to levels for all parts i in group j.

The vector order-up-to levels for all parts i.

The reorder point of part i in group j.

The vector reorder points for all parts i in group j.

The vector reorder points for all parts i.

The order quantity of part i in group j.

The fixed order costs of part i in group j.

The demand rate of part i (number of arrivals per week).

The lead-time of part i (weeks).

Review period. Is equal for all parts. Review period time in weeks.

Demand of part i during the interval (t I.t 2]' D L,i represents the demand of part i

during the lead-time Li '

Backorders of part i during the interval (t I.t 2J.
Undershoot of part i during the review period.

Net stock of part i at time t , The net stock is described by the stock on hand minus the
backorders.
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x j (t -)

Y; (t)

Zrc ij

Zr jj

P ( )

E[ ]

Net stock of part i just before time t .

Inventory position of part; at time t . This is defined as the stock on hand plus
outstanding orders minus backorders.

Service costs per replenishment cycle of part; in group j .

Service costs per review period of part; in group j .

Probability ( )

Expectation [ 1

The model is used to compute the demand-weighted average O-day fill rate of a group (F j ) at a given

inventory configuration (~,~.J. First, the fill rate per part (Fij ) has to be computed. Based on a part's

demand, the fill rates per part are weighted to calculate the fill rate per group. Subsequently, the fill rates
of the groups are weighted according to their 'group demand' to eventually obtain the overall demand
weighted O-day fill rate (F ). The performance target is set on group level and the group fill rates thus
determine the overall fill-rate of the total system.

The calculation of the fill rate per part is based on the (R ,s ij ,S ij) replenishment strategy and the

distribution of demand during the lead-time (P LJ ).

Due to the assumption that EHVII is always able to deliver with a mean lead-time L; and the property of

the demand that arrives according to a Poisson process, the queuing theorem of Palm can be applied.

"If demand for an item is a Poisson process with rate Ai and the lead-time for each unit is independently and

identically distributed according to any distribution with mean Lj , then the steady-state probability distribution for

the demand during the lead-time (0 L i ) has a Poisson distribution with mean Aj • Li ."

So, from this theorem, 0 L.i is described by a Poisson distribution with mean Aj • Lj :

(R.I) P (0 ) (Ai' Lj )x -I.. L
L,i=X = , ·e"

x.

This is the starting point to describe the mathematical derivation of the fill rate and the expected service
costs per review period to eventually determine the inventory configuration to achieve the desired
demand-weighted average O-day fill rate whilst minimizing service costs per review period.
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R. I Fill Rate

The fill rate of part; in group j can be obtained at a given inventory configuration (~, ~). The fill rate is

the probability that there are no backorders. For a (R, Sij' Sij) replenishment strategy, the following

equation holds (De Kok. 2005).

(R.2)

Where.

E lo; (L; ,0' R + L;.I ~ ::: the expected demand during a replenishment cycle of part; .

E lB j (L; ,0' R + Lj ,I ~ ::: the expected backorders during a replenishment cycle of part; .

This can be further elaborated.

(R.3)

(RA)

(R.5)

(R.6)

Where,

E [0; (Lj,o,R + Lj,I]::: E [(X i (Lj,o)- X i ((R + Lj.l)- ))]

£lB j (L;,o.R + L"J::: El(-x; ((R + Lj,J)t - (- X j (L;,o ))+ j

X.fLo):::S -0 (O,L o]
I ~ I, IJ I I,

X . fR + L 1)- ::: s· - U ..R - 0 (R. R + L I]
I ~ '. I) I I I,

Furthermore. to calculate Sij'

Sij thus is dependent on Q;j . This is required to take the fixed order costs into account and make a

deliberate consideration between these costs and the inventory costs. So, Sij is optimized through Qij .

Substitution of (R.3), (RA).

(R.5) and (R.6) into (R.2) results in the fill rate formula of part; in group j:

(R.8)

In this section, it is proved that demand during the lead-time is Poisson distributed. This does not imply
that the undershoot is distributed likewise. Even though it would be Poisson distributed. the sum of
distributions (as presented in equation (R.8)) could still be distributed differently. In order to keep
computations simple. Kiesmuller and de Kok (2006) propose an approximation.
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They consider the waiting time a customer observes until his entire demand can be satisfied under a

(R ,s ,Q ) policy. In contradiction to a continuous review case where the replenishment orders are

submitted immediately after the inventory level drops below the reorder point and the customer has to
wait as a long as the order lead-time is, an additional time 1 between the occurrence of the undershoot
and the subsequent review point has to be taken into account. This time 1 can be added to the lead-

timeL j which then results in a so-called 'pseudo-lead-time' ( := Lj + 1. In order to obtain an

approximation for the waiting time under a periodic review policy, they replace the lead-time with the
pseudo-lead-time. Since 1 is uniformly distributed, the expectation is equal to a half review period
(0.5· R ). So, in order to keep computations simple, they finally propose the approximation of the pseudo

lead-time L; := L; + 0.5 . R . This approximation can be translated to the situation under consideration.

The undershoot is replaced with the demand during time 1, which is the demand during a half review

period; U i.R := 0 T.; := 0 O.SR.; . This demand can be added to the demand during the lead-time which

then results in a so-called 'pseudo-lead-time demand' 0 L.i := 0 L j + 0 O.SR.; • So, implicitly the lead-time is

extended with a half review period to a pseudo-lead-time. This results in the following equation.

(R.9) F (s S) =1- ( I ~. t rL. - s )+]- E [(0 L' - S·· )+ D
I} ~ I}' I} S E \C l¥J L i I} ~ ,I I}

ij -Sij + ;.R '

As the demand is Poisson distributed, the following equations hold.

(R.IO)

(R.II)

Equation (R.12) also applies the approximation as described above.

-At.e J J

Equation (R.IO) and (R.I I) compute the expected demand that respectively exceeds Sij and s jj up to

infinity. However, the software application continues the additions until their terms contribute less than

10-4 to the total sum.

Now, the fill rate per part ; is defined, the aggregate fill rate of a group can be obtained by weighing those
fill rates based on their demand.

(R.13)
LA; .F ij (s;j ,Sij)

F(s.,S.)=;EI "
} -} -} L. A;

;EI

Together these demand-weighted average a-day fill rates of parts groups will determine the overall system
fill rate.
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(R.14)

R.2 Expected Service Costs per Review Period

Besides the fill rates of the individual parts, the expected costs per review period are required to
eventually compute the near-optimal inventory configuration. The service costs include the fixed order

costs and the inventory holding costs. The fixed order costs Cij are comprised of handling costs and

transport costs. The inventory holding costs are incurred in each period as a function of average
inventory on hand during the period.

First, the average net inventory per replenishment cycle is determined. The second step is to compute the
expected service costs per replenishment cycle. The third and last step is to derive an expression for the
expected service costs per review period.

R.2.1 Average Net Inventory

The first step is to determine the average net inventory during the replenishment cycle. Therefore the
expected net stocks at the beginning and the end of the replenishment cycle have to be considered. The
replenishment cycle starts after the replenishment order has arrived and it ends just before the next
replenishment order arrives.

The generic expression of de Kok (200S) for the average net stock during the replenishment cycle is

(R.IS) £[X;] = +. (£ [X i (Li.o )]+£ [X; ((t l +Li.l)-)D

Though (R.IS) is a generic equation that holds for any replenishment logic, the expressions for the

expected net stock of part i at L;.o and at (t 1+L i.I)- depend on the replenishment policy applied.

Furthermore, only the positive part of the net stock is of relevance to compute the expected costs. It is
convenient to use the notation

(R.16) x + = max(x ,0)

For the (R,sij ,Sij )policy under consideration, the specific expressions are

Where.

(R.19)

£ lD L,i J := the expected demand during the lead-time.
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E [u i,R J := the expected undershoot.

(R.20) qJ ;,R J:= Elo OST j J

Once more, the undershoot is replaced with the demand during time t, which is the demand during a

half review period; U;.R := 0 T.; := 0 OSR j . This demand can be added to the demand during the lead-

time which then results in a so-called 'pseudo-lead-time demand' 0 C; := 0 L.i + 0 OSR.i • So, implicitly the

lead-time is extended with a half review period to a pseudo-lead-time. This results in the following
equation.

Now, substituting Error! Reference source not found.) and (R.21) into (R.IS) results in the expected
average positive net stock

Where,

(R.23)

(R.24) E [~ij - 0 C,; r]= t (S ij - x ). P (0 Cj = x ) = t (s i-X)' (A; ~~~ t .e -1.,(
x =0 x =0 .

R.2.2 Expected Service Costs per Replenishment Cycle

The holding cost of part i is equal to c i . r; which is the standard price times the carrying charge of a

part.

So, given a part's expected average positive net inventory in a replenishment cycle E [(X; )+ ], the holding

cost rate per replenishment cycle per part is c i . r; . E [(X; )+ ].

Besides the holding cost, each replenishment cycle incurs a fixed order cost C ;j • This cost has to be

added to the average holding costs during a replenishment cycle. Now, the costs per replenishment cycle

of part i in group j ,Zrc ;j are obtained.

These costs are charged at the end of the replenishment cycle (so just before the delivery L; ,I)'

R.2.3 Expected Service Costs per Review Period

Eventually, to be able to compute the expected costs per e.g. year, the expected costs per replenishment
cycle have to be translated into the expected costs per review period. A fixed period of time is easier to
compare to the fixed review period than a variable replenishment cycle. To be able to transform the
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expected costs per replenishment cycle to the expected costs per review period, the expected
replenishment cycle length has to be determined; i.e. the expected number of review periods that fulfill
the expected demand during a replenishment cycle has to be determined.

The expected demand during a replenishment cycle is given as a part of equation (R.9):

(R.26) E '0 (L 0 ,t I + L ," = 5 - s + 0 05-R -~ I ~ I. I • .u lj I) .,/

Subsequently, the expected demand during the replenishment cycle has to be divided by the demand
during the review period to obtain the expected number of review periods to fulfill the expected demand
of a replenishment cycle.

o R.i :=the demand during the review period time of part i.

Since the demand for each spare part ; arrives according to a Poisson process with a rate A. i and the

number of arrivals in a time interval of length t thus has a Poisson distribution, the average number of

arrivals during the review period flR ,i is equal to A. i -R . Consequently, the expected number of review

periods during a replenishment cycle of part i in group j is expressed as

[ ]
5i; -Si; +0.5-flRJ-

(R.27) E NR i =----,-'-:.'---
flR.i flR.i

Finally, the fixed order costs per replenishment cycle of part i in group j have to be divided by the

expected number of review periods during a replenishment cycle to obtain the expected costs per review

period of part i in group j .

(R.28)

R.3 Near-Optimal Inventory Configuration

The inventory model is composed of the equations as presented in the former sections. These equations
provide the ability to compute the demand-weighted average O-day fill rate and the service costs per

review period of a group considering the inventory configuration (~j' ~j) .To determine the inventory

configuration that minimizes the service costs while the demand-weighted average O-day fill rate of a
group of parts is achieved, the following steps are deployed.

I. Compute the fill rate at each combination 5uand Qu (recall that 5 ij is dependent on Q ij to be able

to consider the fixed order costs) of each part starting at 5u = 0 and Qij = I to 5 ij = 100

and Q ij = SO. Due to the low demand rate of the parts, these boundaries are satisfactory.

2. Compute the average net inventory at each combination 5ij and Q ij of each part starting at

5 ij = 0 and Qij = I to 5 u = 100 and Qij = SO .

3. Compute the expected costs per review period at each combination 5U and Q ij of each part starting

at 5 ij = 0 and Q u = I to 5u = 100 and Q ij = 50.
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4. Compute the near-optimal order quantity between Q ij = I and Q ij = 50 of each order-up-to level

of each part i starting at S ij = 0 to S ij = 100 . To determine the optimal order quantity per order

up-to level the following additional equations are applied.

(R.29)

(R.30)

(R.31)

The first equation computes the O-day fill rate of part i when the order-up-to level is increased by
one piece at all order quantities till the order quantity is equal to the order-up-to level plus one
minus the resulting fill rate from the former iteration at a given order-up-to level and order quantity.

The second equation computes the service costs of part i when the order-up-to level is increased by
one piece at all order quantities till the order quantity is equal to the order-up-to level plus one
minus the resulting fill rate from the former iteration at a given order-up-to level and order quantity.

The third equation computes the contribution to the fill rate per additional euro invested.

The method to define the optimal order quantity per order-up-to level of each part is as follows.

Step I: SetSij =0 and Fij(O,O)=Oand Zrij(O,O)=O.

Step 2: Compute k ij of each part i for all q .

Step 3: Of each part i, atSij +1, the order quantityQij is selected with the maximumkij and

attached to that specific order-up-to level S ij + I.

Step 4: If S ij < 100

Then

Set S ij := S ij + I

Go to step 2.
Else stop

Remark that the method initializes with S ij = 0 and Fij (0,0) = 0 and Zr ij (0,0) = O. This implies that

the first iteration will compute t..F ij = Fij (I,q ) - 0 and t,Zr ij = Zr ij (I.q ) - 0 where q = I.

5. Compute the near-optimal order-up-to level of each part i in group j . To determine the final

inventory configuration that minimizes the service costs while the demand-weighted average O-day fill
rate of a group of parts is achieved, a greedy heuristic is applied. The following optimization problem
can be formulated.

Min Zr j kj '~j)= L:Zr ij (sij ,Sij )

iEI

Subject to
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5ij,Sij E No

j E )

i E I, j E )

Explanation: minimize the service costs on condition that the fill rate of each group is equal to or
more than the target minimum fill rate.

To solve this problem the results from the former step can be used. The following equations are
applied.

(R.32)

(R.33)

The first equation computes the increase in fill rate for each part i in group j if the stock of part i is

raised by one piece. Subsequently, the second equation computes the increase in fill rate per euro
invested. Actually, the result of the second formula already is calculated in step 4. In step 4 the
optimal order quantity per order-up-to level is also selected based on this formula. However, for the
sake of completeness it is mentioned again in the method to determine the final inventory
configuration.

Step I: Set S ij = max«A; . L; -110} for all i in group j.

Compute initial Fj and Zr j ~j '~j )

Step 2: Compute k ij for all i in group j .

Part i with the maximum k ij is selected for additional storage.

Step 3: Compute Fj .

If F. < F min
) )

Then

Set S ij := S ij + I.

Compute Zr j ~) '~j )

Go to step 2.

Else stop

The algorithm initializes with S ij = max«A j • L; -110}. This is required to assure that the fill rate of

part i is increasing and concave as a function of 5 ij . This enables the use of the heuristic.

Now the order-up-to level of each part in each group is obtained. As an order quantity is attached to
every order-up-to level, the order quantity is also configured. This implies that reorder point is
established.
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Appendix S Users Manual Software Application Multi
Item Inventory Model

At the moment this report is written, the final software application is not yet finished due to necessary
changes in the mathematical model at the very last moment. Hence, a prototype is developed in order to
imitate the functionality of the software application. The prototype has an equal functionality except for
the amount of parts that can be imported. The prototype is only able to deal with five at a time.

Nevertheless, as the main body of the application is finished, the requirements of the custom made
software application are already known. The application requires the input of data in a standard structure
in order to run properly. The structure of the input file is described in this appendix along with the
utilization of the application.

The application is developed in Delphi. Every modern Personal Computer is able to open and run the
application. The input file is a standardized document from MS Excel. It thus is required to have Microsoft
Excel installed on the computer. The output file is a text file that can be opened with a program like
Notepad and is standard included on a PC that uses Microsoft Windows. This file can subsequently be
imported in MS Excel.

5.1 Input File

The application requires the standardized input file from MS Excel with the name 'InputData.xls' as input.
This file is also supplied together with the prototype and the final application on a CD-Rom to the
logistics manager of SPO. This file can be filled with up to 65,534 parts and their characteristics.
Currently, this will still have to be done manually. It is recommended to create a database that can be
directly linked to the input file (see chapter 9 about the implementation).

The application expects a standard structure of the file in order to read the data and properly apply the
data in the formulas. The information that has to be entered in a specific cell is indicated in the top row.
The following data is required per part:

• 12NC
• Group number.
• Plant EHVII.
• Volume (dm3

).

• Review period (days).

• Average demand per day.

• Lead-time (days).

• Cost price.
• Carrying charge (percentage)

There also is a column 'fixed order costs'. This column, however, is blocked. The fixed order costs are
calculated from the input data 'plant', 'volume' and 'average demand per day'.

The sheet that contains the transport and handling tariffs to compute the fixed order costs of each part is
also blocked. The tariffs can also be adjusted if necessary. A password is required: 'SPOSAG'.

All parts data is available at SPO as the part is phased-in and thus are easily shared with SAG. The average
demand is determined according the description of section 10.2.2. Subsequently, SAG keeps track of
demand and updates the average demand if required.
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S.2 Running Application

The application is quite straightforward. As soon as a user opens the application, there is just one button
to 'read data'. Click the button and a browser opens to search, select and open the 'InputData.xls' file.
When the data is read, a message box appears displaying the number of parts and groups that is imported.

Subsequently, a new button appears to 'perform calculations'. There also is a field that displays the
progression of the calculations.

When the application has performed all calculations, a new screen appears that displays the results per
group. If a group is selected, the results of that group are shown. It is now possible to insert a target
aggregate fill rate per group. If the button 'search' clicked, the application will then automatically search
for the closest fill rate and also show the total costs at that fill rate. Furthermore, the inventory
configuration is displayed in a table and a chart shows the development of the aggregate fill rate versus the
total service costs per review period.

The button 'save all results' will save the results to a text file. This text file can subsequently be imported
into MS Excel via the menu 'data - import external data - import data'.

Finally, if the cross in the upper right corner is clicked, another screen appears with the options to 'read
data', 'perform calculation', 'view results' and 'save results'. So, if it is desired or required, new data can be
imported and an associated inventory configuration computed.
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Appendix T Setup Simulation Study

To investigate whether the assumptions in the mathematical model do not negatively influence the results
of the inventory system, a simulation study is set up. This appendix describes the development of the
simulation study. First, a conceptual model with the functional specifications that describes the functioning
of the simulation is developed. Subsequently, the conceptual model is embedded in a spreadsheet tool,
developed in MS Excel.

T.I Conceptual Simulation Model

A simulation tool is developed that can only simulate the inventory control of a single item at a time. This
is possible as individual items are not dependent on each other. If the performance results of the
individual items in a group are combined, the aggregate performance of a group can be computed. The big
advantage of the simulation of individual items is that the simulation tool remains relatively simple to
develop and understand.

The figure below schematically shows the different processes and their relationships.

Demand
Signal

Local Stock
SAG

I-----------<lrder of Quantity Q(ij,)-------..
Central

Stock EHVII

Review
Signal

'-------------Tr.ilnsport-------------J

Figure T.I - Conceptual Simulation Model

Demand Signal

The simulation tool is executed with both Poisson distributed demand and the actual historical. The first
model generates demand arrivals according to a Poisson process and the second model uses historical
demand as input for the local stock at SAG.

As there is only available one year of historical demand data, this demand is assumed to recur each year in
order to properly run the simulation.

Note that strictly speaking, running the simulation with the historical data from 2007 is not 'allowed' as
the average demand for the Poisson distribution is estimated from this dataset and the validity of this
distribution is also tested on this dataset. This implies that the results from the simulation with historical
demand are expected to be equal to the results from the simulation with demand generated from a
Poisson distribution. However, as no more data is available, this is found to be the best solution. It is an
additional validation of the dataset being validly described according to a Poisson distribution.
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Local Stock SAG

This process controls the inventory of SAG according to a lR. sij' Sjj) replenishment strategy which

operates as follows. At the moment local stock receives a review signal (from the Review Signal process).
the inventory position (defined as the stock-on-hand plus stock on order minus backorders) is checked to
consider the necessity of a replenishment decision. If the inventory position is at or below the reorder

point, an order of quantity Qij is submitted at EHVII to raise the inventory position to order-up-to level.

The quantity of pieces on order is also taken into account.

The inventory is reviewed once a week on Tuesday. The Thursday orders are not incorporated as they
neither contribute to the fill rate nor negatively influence it. These orders further do not influence the
average net inventory, thus do not increase the inventory costs per review period. These orders only
increase the number of orders submitted. The costs can be approximated by the average number of
stock-outs per review period times the fixed order costs.

Each order is forwarded to the Central Stock EHVII process. This process delivers the entire order after
a constant lead-time of 2.5 days. This implies that the replenishment is ready-for-use on Friday.

If possible, the demand is fulfilled from local stock at SAG. Otherwise, demand is backordered and fulfilled
when the next replenishment arrives. Demand will always be completely fulfilled or completely
backordered as each demand is for a single piece.

The local stock at SAG is increased as soon as the replenishment arrives and the quantity on order is
equally decreased.

These specifications are implemented in the MS Excel simulation tool. Standard, MS Excel does not
support the generation of random numbers from a Poisson distribution. Therefore, a user-defined
function is embedded in the spreadsheet tool that enables the generation of demand arrivals according to
a Poisson process. The source code is presented in Appendix U.

T.2 Verification Simulation Tool

"Verification is determining whether the conceptual simulation model has been correctly translated into an
executable model or computer program" (Goossenaerts & Pels, 2006). This step therefore includes the
debugging of the simulation computer program. The question is whether the simulation tool performs
properly.

To prevent bugs and verify the functioning of the tool:

• The tool is constructed step by step based on the functional specifications.
• Each process within the simulation tool is checked separately.
• Different settings are used to test the tool.
• Extreme settings are used to test the expected results.
• The results of the simulation tool are compared to those of the prototype of the inventory

system. Though deviations are allowed to occur. they should be small.

T.3 Validation Simulation Tool

"Validation is the determination whether an executable simulation model is an accurate representation of the real
system" (Goossenaerts & Pels, 2006). The primary objective of the simulation is testing the designed
inventory model. In chapter 8 the simulation is furthermore used to determine the fill rates and costs that
will be achieved with the current system applied at SAG (as described in chapter Error! Reference
source not found.).
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The simulation tool is based on the processes as they are at SAG. Obviously, the tool aims at a 100%
representation in accordance with reality. This should be validated through a comparison of the
simulation results with results from real life. However, this is impossible as the inventory control system
is currently not applied at SAG. In a discussion with the supervisor from Philips, the functional
specifications of the simulation appeared to sufficiently match reality.

T.4 Warm-Up Period

Each replication that the simulation runs started with the condition that the inventory position of a part is
equal to the order-up-to level computed from the mathematical inventory model. As this situation is rare,
it is necessary to include a warm-up period.

"The amount of time required to achieve steady-state conditions is referred to as a warm-up period"
(Goossenaerts & Pels, 2006). It thus is assumed that the inventory system reached a steady-state after the
warm-up period. This implies that the simulation has reached a point in time where the state of the
simulation is independent of the initial start-up conditions. During the warm-up period the simulation
runs, but no statistical data is collected.

Goossenaerts and Pels (2006) discuss the 'Welch graphical method' to determine the warm-up period.
This procedure is used. As the prototype of the inventory model can only handle five parts at a time and
computes an aggregate fill rate for those parts, five random parts] are selected to calculate the warm-up
period for. Due to the random selection of the parts, three sets of five parts are selected to conduct an
experiment with to determine the final warm-up period. It is expected that there will be no significant
differences between the sets.

Each experiment consists of five replications with a simulation run length of 2000 days. Subsequently, at
each replication the aggregate O-day fill rate is computed per period of 100 days. The aggregate O-day fill
rate has to be at least 90% as the inventory configuration is computed at a 90% demand-weighted average
O-day fill rate target.

The Welch's method first calculates an ensemble average over the replications of each period.
Subsequently, a moving average is calculated of the average aggregate O-day fill rates in each period. The
moving average has a window of two periods (Le. the moving average contains five periods). This further
implies that the moving average of period 3 is equal to the average of period I to S. The moving average
of period I is equal to the aggregate O-day fill rate of period I itself. The moving average of period 2 is
equal to the average of period I, 2 and 3.

Figure T.2 shows that the moving average of each set of five parts exceeds 90% in each period from the
first period on. Starting off with the ideal situation that the inventory pOSition is equal to the order-up-to
level has no visible effect on the remainder of the simulation. Perhaps a period of 100 days is far too large
to notice any effect. Therefore, the application of a warm-up period of 100 days ascertains us that any
effect of the starting condition is eliminated during the data collection.

7 The parts are randomly selected from all the parts that experienced a usage of at least 26 pieces during 2007.
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Moving Average Demand-Weighted Average Q-Day Fill Rate

Figure T.2 - Moving Average Demand-Weighted Average O-Day Fill Rate (w=2)

Each replication of the experiments conducted in the next section will have a run length of three years,
which is 780 days (5 days per week, 52 weeks) plus a warm-up period of 100 days.
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Appendix U Source Code Demand Generation Process

The source code of the generation of random numbers from a Poisson distribution:

'Simulate a Poisson distributed randome variable with parameter lambda

Public Function Randpoisson(ByVallambda As Double) As Double
Dim N As Integer
Dim temp As Double

temp = aleaO
N = I
While (temp> Exp(-Iambda))

N =N + I
temp = temp * aleaO

Wend

Randpoisson = N - I
End Function

'This function is used to simulate uniformly distributed random variables [0, I] excluding 0 and I.

Public Function aleaO
Randomize

alea =RndO
If alea = I Then

alea = 0.999999999999
End If
If alea = 0 Then

alea = I - 0.999999999999
End If

End Function
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Appendix V Groups Simulation Study

The dataset of parts that is used contains 736 different spare parts that were used in at least one repair
job during the year 2007. The maximum usage is 843 times. According to the criteria described in section
Error! Reference source not found. different groups are configured. However, as the simulation
model assumes a constant lead-time of 2.5 days. the 'supply risk' criteria is left aside. Moreover. data
regarding the performance of all suppliers is currently not available. Due to the lack of consistent data and
to still be able to classify parts into groups, it further is assumed that all parts are embedded in a finished
product that costs EUR 1000 on averages. The cutoff value of additional NSE costs is determined to be
three times the cost price of the part (i.e. EUR 750) to obtain a sufficiently equalized classification. The
demand rate per week is based on the parts usage data dating from 2007. Then, the 736 parts are divided
into groups as presented in the table below.

Table V.I - Group Configuration Historical Data Siemens Augsburg

Group Plant
Additional NSE Costs Demand Rate

# of Parts
(EUR) (in 2007)

NLiA NLiD > 750 < 750 < 26 > 26

I x x x 471

2 x x x 52

3 x x x I

4 x x x 0

5 x x x 89

6 x x x 43

7 x x x 50

8 x x x 30

As the prototype is only able to deal with five spare parts at a time, five parts of each group are randomly
selected to execute the simulation experiments with. Obviously. group 3 and 4 are excluded as no parts
are in those groups.

Table V.2 - Parts Group I Simulation Study

Group I 12NC
Demand Cost

Plant
per Day Price

I 310432841501 0.08 61.89 NLiA

2 312710760521 0.02 22.19 NLIA

3 310432845461 0.01 23.03 NLiA

4 3 10432836691 0.01 11.12 NLiA

5 3 1392381 1832 0.06 3.02 NLIA

8 It should be investigated what the actual additional NSE costs per part are based on the 'where used' lists and the actual costs for
SPO of a Philips television seL These data are available, however, is not easy to derive and consumes a lot of time. That is the reason
to assume an average finished product value of EUR 1000 on behalf of SPO.
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Table V,3 - Parts Group 2 Simulation Study

Group 2 12NC
Demand Cost

Plant
per Day Price

I 310432838021 0.19 33.21 NLIA

2 310432851331 0.83 12.93 NLIA

3 313918889051 0.41 4.59 NLIA

4 272217100395 0.18 9.64 NLIA

5 313926888551 0.18 31.68 NLIA

Table V.4 - Parts Group 5 Simulation Study

Group 5 12NC
Demand Cost

Plant
per Day Price

I 932224937682 0.08 170.96 NLID

2 310432849561 0.01 150.77 NLID

3 932225456682 0.03 240.06 NLID

4 996500041771 0.03 55.50 NLID

5 310432849151 0.10 201.78 NLID

Table V.5 - Parts Group 6 Simulation Study

Group 6 12NC
Demand Cost

Plant
per Day Price

I 932223413682 0.17 180.73 NLID

2 310432850241 0.18 111.69 NLID

3 310432850221 0.60 /30.16 NLID

4 310432846821 0.38 145.36 NLID

5 932223003682 1.11 225.06 NLID

Table V.6 - Parts Group 7 Simulation Study

Group 7 12NC
Demand Cost

Plant
per Day Price

I 932223/55682 0.04 313.71 NLID

2 932222637682 0.04 475.72 NLID

3 932225662682 0.03 468.29 NLID

4 932223379682 0.06 765.61 NLID

5 9322249/0682 0.03 419.97 NLID

Table V.7 - Parts Group 8 Simulation Study

Group 8 12NC
Demand Cost

Plant
per Day Price

I 932224684682 0.47 413.97 NLID

2 932222720682 0.28 435.83 NLID

3 932224828682 0.25 425.41 NLID

4 932222730682 0.70 286.17 NLID

5 932221744682 0.18 634.23 NLID
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Appendix W 95% Confidence Interval

Due to the use of the Poisson number generator. the output of the experiments has to be analyzed to
make a valid statistical inference of the results (Goossenaerts & Pels. 2006). It is assumed that the average
O-day fill rates of the experiments are taken from a normal distribution in order to apply a confidence
interval. Thereafter, a 95% confidence interval can be computed. A 95% confidence interval implies that it
is 95% confident that the average O-day fill rate will be within this interval. The computation of the
confidence interval is described in this Appendix. The upper and lower bound are computed according to
the following formula (Goossenaerts & Pels, 2006).

Where,

t d(.~ = t-distribution value from t-distribution table (Van Berkum & Di Bucchianico, 2007)

df = n - I = Degrees of Freedom
a = standard deviation
n =number of replications in experiment

The t-distribution value for a 95% confidence interval with 9 degrees of freedom is 2.262.
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Appendix X Service Costs vs.Aggregate Fill Rate New
Control System

Service Costs versus Aggregate Fill Rate New Control System (Group 2)
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Figure X.I - Service Costs versus Demand-Weighted Average Fill Rate of New Control System (Group 2)

Service Costs versus Aggregate Fill Rate New Control System (Group 5)
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Service Costs versus Aggregate Fill Rate New Control System (Group 6)
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Figure X.3 - Service Costs versus Demand-Weighted Average Fill Rate of New Control System (Group 6)

Service Costs versus Aggregate Fill Rate New Control System (Group 7)
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Service Costs versus Aggregate Fill Rate New Control System (Group 8)
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Appendix Y Vendor Managed Inventory

"Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI) is a coordination mechanism in which a supplier (i.e. EHVII) manages the
inventory on its customer's shelf (i.e. the service centers), deciding when and how much to reorder" (Silver et. 01,
1998).

Currently, SAG on the one hand operates the control system and decides the reorder points and order
quantities and SPO on the other hand monitors them. SPO does not manage the inventory; SPO manages
SAG on their operational excellence. To make progression regarding the integral control of the entire
service network, a first step is to shift the inventory management of the lowest echelons (the service
centers) to the higher echelon (EHVII). This echelon is then centrally controls the network of service
centers. The advantages, disadvantages and requirements are enlisted below.

Y.I Requirements Vendor Managed Inventory

Silver et. 01 (1998) state that the introduction of a push system like VMI with centralized control will
almost always require organization adjustments even if one firm owns the entire system. The authority
and responsibilities of different individuals will chance. For example, the spare parts managers at the
service centers will no longer be responsible for the timing and sizes of replenishments. This will require a
change in their mindset as it will be hard to give up control over the inventory decisions. Their primary
responsibility will then be to ensure timely transmission of accurate data on stock status and to provide
historical parts usage data. Forecast information already is available at SPO. In this situation the inter
organizational control issues become critical. E.g. if the system-wide costs decrease, how will these
benefits be shared?

Implementing VMI has to go through at least the following stages: conceptualization and definition, pilot
implementation and full implementation. However, first, the concept of VMI has to be supported by all
organizations involved. They all have to fully cooperate during the implementation of VMI to be successful.
Effective teamwork is required, with strong participation of all parties involved. Holstrom (1998) defines
that the key to introducing VMI is cooperation and common understanding of process and procedure.
Waller et. 01 (1999) state that a successful implementation of VMI heavily depends on sound business
processes and interpersonal relationships. Besides, trust is critical.

The operational concept of VMI can be developed by a team of people from both EHVII and SAG. Based
on the purchasing process of SAG EHVII can determine the minimal information requirements needed for
doing the job. In essence this comes down to the inventory positions and the demand data.

The pilot implementation has to cover some parts. The technical solution then can be kept quite simple.
SAG sends the inventory and demand information by email and EHVII processes it on a spreadsheet to
calculate replenishment requirements. The actual order can then be submitted by a material planner at
EHVII and sent off as a common order to EHVI.

Full implementation obviously requires an automatic systems solution that enables (weekly)
replenishments by EHVII, monitoring of stock levels and replenishment of required products. Therefore, a
technical solution has to be adopted that connects SAG's system to the system of EHVII in order to fully
integrate these processes with the main order/delivery process. Waller et. 01 (1999) indicate that many of
the technology costs associated with implementing VMI are declining. For example, implementing
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) with trading partners is becoming less expensive with the availability of
Internet EDI software.

Of course, the material planners at EHVII need training to understand the concept and procedures of
VMI.
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Y.2 Benefits Vendor Managed Inventory

This project is focused on the improvement of the efficiency of the goods flows and reducing the
associated costs. VMI is an example of how it is possible to even further improve the efficiency of goods
flows in a vendor/buyer partnership (Holstrom, 1998).

The first advantage is that the supplier can align his operations with the needs of the customer(s). It is no
longer necessary to guess what the actual requirements are of different products from the consumers.

VMI also helps to make the administration of the delivery process more efficient. Holstrom (1998)
describes that in a conventional buyer/vendor relationship, many planning and administrative tasks are
performed by both the vendor and the buyer. The vendor performs demand requirements planning while
the buyer does essentially the same but calls it material requirements planning. Similarly, the buyer creates
a purchase order and the vendor a sales order. With VMI it is possible to reduce administration. It is no
longer necessary for the buyer to perform administrative purchasing tasks. In the light of the relationship
between EHVII and its customers this is completely valid. It would also remove the necessity and the
maintenance of the online order portal 'At Your Service' (and other order methods) as soon as VMI is
implemented in the entire service network.

A third advantage of VMI that it is a practice that enables the supplier to respond to demand without the
distortive effect of purchasing decisions in the lower echelons. In a normal buyer/seller organization of the
supply chain both the buyer and the seller strive to optimize their own operations independently (as is
currently happening in the network of SPO), resulting in a suboptimal performance of the combined
operation. The supply chain is not synchronized to consumer demand. To secure high service levels, both
the vendor and the buyer feel the need to buffer against supply disruptions. This, in turn, distorts the
demand that is communicated to the supplying factories. This effect is called the bullwhip effect (see
Appendix H). VMI eliminates the need for buffering at both EHVII and the service centers against supply
disruptions and improves the basis for planning replenishment request from EHVll's suppliers.

Holstrom (1998) reports clear benefits after the full-scale introduction of VMI in a wholesaler-retail chain.
It resulted in reduced delivery and administrative charges for all the vendor's products.

On behalf of SPO and SAG this could imply a reduction in inventory costs, handling costs, transportation
costs, and administration costs and finally reduce the sales price of the parts as the uplift can be
decreased. Additionally, there are potential planning and control benefits to be realized in sourcing from
the improved visibility of the inventory and sales.

A VMI relationship can mean a more cost-efficient business. This benefit will eventually transfer to the
consumers as lower prices.

Y.] Drawbacks Vendor Managed Inventory

Though no major drawbacks of VMI are found from literature, it obviously is easy to fail. This mainly is
affected by the mutual relationship that the supplier and customer have. As this relationship starts to
deteriorate, it is not good for the concept of VMI. If VMI is doomed to fail, this will possibly emerge in an
early stage of the development and will therefore not embrace enormous costs.
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